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Abstract

Reversed field pinch (RFP) plasmas are high density, moderate temperature plasmas, which efficiently utilize magnetic fields for fusion research and astrophysical
studies. RFPs are operated with either a multihelicity (MH) or a quasi-single helicity (QSH) magnetic core. Core plasma confinement and heating is the main goal of
RFP research. The influence of the plasma edge on the RFP energy balance has not
been systematically studied. The Madison Symmetric Torus (MST), a large RFP
device with a limiter, is ideal for studying the plasma-wall interaction (PWI) in
the RFP edge. The RFP edge is a domain with a high fraction of neutral particles
produced by neutralization of impinging plasma ions on the vessel wall and limiter.
Neutral particles affect the plasma energy balance through the processes of dissociation, ionization, charge exchange, and radiation. In this work, boundary-viewing
cameras are used to image the plasma edge. Absolute calibration of the camera
system enables measurement of the Dα photon flux generated by PWI. Langmuir
probes measure electron density (ne ) and electron temperature (Te ) in the edge.
Core ne and Te are measured by an interferometer and a Thomson scattering diagnostic respectively. Knowledge of ne and Te is required to convert photon fluxes into
particle fluxes by converting Dα atomic line emission intensities into particle fluxes
using appropriate atomic data for excitation and radiative decay of the relevant
line transitions. A helical bulge in the plasma pressure was discovered in QSH
plasmas. The edge pressure maximum is phase-aligned to the magnetic mode in
the plasma core domain. By referring to these experimental data from cameras
and Langmuir probes, a three-dimensional (3D) plasma edge temperature and
density was constructed and used to the fully model the 3D kinetic neutral particle
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model EIRENE. A method of comparison between modeled EIRENE images of
Dα emission with experimental data served as a first detailed benchmark for MST.
Synthetic images are compared to experimental images validating the EIRENE
model. For the first time, 3D profiles of neutral density in MST are constructed
using EIRENE. This fully 3D neutral distribution then enabled an investigation of
the role of neutral particles to the RFP energy balance. Neutral particles account for
a significant percentage of power loss in QSH plasmas. Neutral particles account
for up to 30% of the power losses in the plasma edge domain of MST. The main
fraction is established by electron-impact ionization and molecular dissociation
events. The remaining fraction is dissipated by charge-exchange. By injecting
gas directly into the helical bulge, a QSH plasma may be fueled at 74% efficiency
compared to 52% fueling efficiency at other locations. The localization of the PWI
in the QSH mode may be exploitable in future RFPs by designing divertor-like
edges where particles can be effectively pumped out. In addition control of the
PWI could reduce energy losses in QSH plasma by up to 20% of total input power.
Understanding the magnitude of these losses and what drives them can lead to
improved optimization of the RFP as a fusion device.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The reversed field pinch (RFP) can experience a transition between an axisymmetric
and a helical state [1, 2] allowing researchers to study three dimensional (3D) physics.
This topological transformation improves electron energy confinement and shifts the core
plasma to a 3D helical structure. The primary focus of this thesis is the analysis of the
transition from the multihelical (MH) state to the quasi-single helicity (QSH) state with
respect to the neutral particle sources and associated energy sinks. The plasma-wall
interaction (PWI) of each confinement state for the RFP along with a CAD image of the
vessel interior are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Two images taken by the newly developed boundary viewing cameras highlighting the macroscopic difference between MH and QSH RFPs. A CAD view of the interior of
MST is on the left. Camera images are composed of light collected from emission of the
Balmer-alpha transition of the deuterium atom. The center image is a standard 400 kA RFP
in the MH state. The right image is a 400 kA QSH RFP. The MH wall recycling is uniform
across the limiter while the QSH state produces a wall recycling that is localized.
A Dα (Balmer series emission from the n=3 to n=2 state) light image of wall recycling
in the MH state is shown in the center image of Figure 1.1. The brightest spots on the
image indicate where the PWI is occurring. These are located on the outboard belt limiter,
located horizontally about the center of the image. The interaction is uniform throughout
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the edge. A Dα light image of QSH wall recycling is shown in the right of Figure 1.1. Bright
regions observed on the limiters are a consequence of the PWI between the helical plasma
and outboard limiter. A helical structure can be seen starting from the bottom contact
point, moving left and upwards in the image (a short toroidal distance and larger poloidal
distance). The PWI in the image is the helical footprint of the m/n=1/5 core magnetic
mode extending to the plasma edge.
This work focuses on how neutral particles, produced by PWI in the edge of a limited
plasma, act as an energy sink through plasma-neutral interactions. This work studies
the transition from MH to QSH limited RFPs focusing on the production of neutrals by
recycling, and the energy losses as a result of the neutrals entering the plasma. A simplified
version of the production, recycling, and transport scheme for neutrals is shown in Figure
1.2. In the Figure, neutrals produced from plasma hitting the limiter exit into the scrape-off
layer (SOL), move through the edge, and enter the core to be ionized. These ions eventually
exit the core and the recycling process restarts. Identification of the neutral source and
assessment of its impact on the energy balance has implications for the particle and energy
confinement times. Particle and energy confinement times are metrics that define how well
a fusion device performs [3, 4]. Understanding the magnitude of these losses and what
drives them can lead to improved optimization of the RFP as a fusion device.
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Figure 1.2: An impurity transport scheme for limited plasma reproduced from Stangeby’s
Figure 6.3 [3]. 1 represents the source of neutral particles from recycling on the limiter. 2
represents the transport of particles in the scrape-off layer. 3 represents the core transport
with ions and neutrals both entering and exiting the core.

1.1

Nuclear fusion

Plasma is the most ubiquitous form of matter in the universe, comprising the stars, black
hole accretion disks, and interplanetary media. A plasma is a group of fully or partially
ionized particles that undergo collective electromagnetic interactions. A plasma is obtained
by adding energy into a gaseous system in order to excite atoms which emit electrons,
causing a separation of charges, but maintaining a quasi-neutral behavior. Once separated,
the electrons and ions are subject to long-range electromagnetic forces. Nuclear fusion
occurs in stars. The goal of fusion research is to replicate the process taking place in these
stars and harness the energy of these reactions in a confined manner in order to produce
electricity [5].
The first step of nuclear synthesis is the fusion of hydrogen (H) in stars. Hydrogen
isotopes of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) have higher cross sections for reaction the
standard hydrogen. The most common fusion reactions are shown below with the energy
they produce. The D+T reaction has the lowest technical requirements, having a reaction
cross-section that peaks at lower temperatures than the others. The D+He3 reaction is
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more difficult to achieve and has no neutron radiation [5].
D + D −→ 3 He + n + 3.27MeV
D + D −→ T + p + 4.03MeV
D + 3 He −→ α + p + 18.3MeV
D + T −→ α + n + 17.6MeV
Two types of reactor schemes are commonly studied: magnetic confinement devices
and inertial confinement devices. Magnetic confinement devices use magnetic fields to
confine the plasma. Energy production from a plasma requires long confinement times
and high particle densities. Confinement is made possible by a combination of Lorentz
forces and the cyclical motion of charged particles around magnetic field lines. Inertial
confinement fusion devices use solid fuel and blast the target with laser or mechanical
shocks to compress and heat the particles. The goal is for energy production to exceed the
energy used to compress the fuel before the target expands and cools.
When technically realized, nuclear fusion will offer serval advantages over other power
sources. Unlike nuclear fission, fusion plants pose no risk of meltdown and produce
significantly less radioactive waste. Unlike the more intermittent sources of wind and solar
power, fusion plants have the potential to function as baseload electricity generators. In
order to produce energy, the plasma core needs to be hot, dense, and well confined. The
Lawson criterion defines this minimum requirement as:
nτE >

12
kB T
Ech hσνi

(1.1)

where n is the plasma density, τE is the energy confinement time, Ech is the energy
of charged fusion products (assumed to redeposit in the plasma), kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is a temperature, and hσνi is a rate coefficient averaged over a temperature
distribution. This quantity is a function of temperature with a minimum near 25 keV for
D-T fusion (higher for other fuels). Energy confinement time is one of the most important
metrics of a plasma confinement scheme in this criterion. There are many factors which
can prevent plasma from achieving good confinement. The focus of this thesis is energy
losses from neutral particles which interact with confined plasma. Neutrals in a plasma
travel multiple mean free paths, react by change exchange or ionization, and eventually, if
they are not ionized, break free from magnetic confinement and carry their energy to the
vessel walls or limiting surfaces. In previous research, the main focus on the RFP energy
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balance has been on core transport, and ways to reduce it [6–10]. A complete picture of
the RFP energy balance is lacking. One area which has not been systematically studied is
the losses due to plasma-neutral interaction at the edge of RFPs.
1.1.1

Neutrals in fusion plasma

Neutrals provide a particle supply to the plasma and consume energy during ionization.
There are many possible reactions to consider between the plasma and the neutrals. Many
kinds of reactions can occur. Neutral atoms and molecules can be excited from electron
(and far less likely ion) collisions. Excited neutrals can, over time, de-excite by photon
emission. Neutrals may also become ionized by electron impacts, the ionization does not
necessarily have to dissociate a molecule. Ionized molecules would then be affected by the
electric and magnetic fields of a plasma all while likely to undergo another collision that
may excite or dissociate the ionized molecule. In addition ion collisions with neutrals can
transfer electrons, so-called charge exchange that switches the velocities of the neutral and
ion. The number of basic processes that can occur can become large in a detailed analysis.
Furthermore the rate the plasma-neutral interactions occur depends on the temperature and
density of the plasma which the neutral is interacting with. The temperature dependence
is strongly non-linear. In a non-uniform plasma, as many experimental and naturally
occurring plasmas are, this further complicates analysis. A detailed analysis of plasmaneutral interaction can be conducted by numerical simulation codes. A summary of
hydrogen atomic and molecular reactions over a range of plasma temperature is shown in
Figure 1.3 referenced from Stangeby [3].
The collisions with the most significant reaction rate coefficients, hσνi, in the expected
temperature range of fusion plasma edges (1-100 eV) are further discussed. First discussed
are electron-ionization events. Through these events, atoms or molecules are ionized.
Excitation events are a second type of electron collision that excite a atom or molecule
rather than ionize it. Excitation collisions will excite the bound electrons, which usually
releases the extra energy as photon radiation. As neutrals may also be released as molecules,
they are often first dissociated by plasma-neutral collisions. In dissociation the neutrals
can also be excited post collision leading to photon emission. Below 8 eV it is more likely
by a factor of a 2-3 that a neutral is dissociated by electron impact rather than ionized as
a molecule. Over 8 eV it becomes more likely that a neutral molecule will be ionized in
a electron-neutral collision. At around 100 eV electron-neutral collisions are more likely
to break a molecule into an ion and neutral than to dissociate it into two neutrals. Over
the entire temperature range considered, the highest reaction rate coefficient is for the
dissociation of singly ionized D+ 2 into a D atom and D+ ion. As these molecules are broken
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Figure 1.3: A visual summary of hydrogen reaction rates from Stangeby’s Figure 1.25.
[3]. 1 is molecular ionization, 2 is molecular dissociation to two neutrals, 3 is molecular
dissociation to a neutral and an ion, 4 is the dissociation of an ionized molecule to a pair of
neutrals, 5 is dissociation of an ionized molecule to a neutral and ion, 6 is atomic ionization
and 7 is charge exchange.

down the atomic deuterium that results can have kinetic energy of 1-4 eV from the energy
released in dissociation. These neutrals with a few eV of kinetic energy have much longer
mean free paths in the plasma.
Charge exchange is a process where an ion impacts a neutral molecule and the bound
electron is transferred. Pre-collision, the ions are typically hot, and the neutrals move at
thermal velocity, post-collision, the ion is moves at a thermal velocity and the neutral is
accelerated. Other processes such as excitation of neutrals by ion collision could also occur,
but have negligible reaction rate coefficients in most fusion relevant plasma edge regions
[3].
Energy transport can occur during a charge exchange event between a slow neutral
and a fast plasma ion, decreasing or relocating the energy of the plasma. The mean free
path λmfp is the average distance a particle will travel, and varies strongly with the plasma
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temperature and density.
λmfp =

vn
nhσνi

(1.2)

The hσνi in the mean free path is the sum over all the possible reaction cross-sections (σ).
The reaction rate coefficient is calculated in a frame of reference where the neutral particles
are at rest, an approximation made due to the relative velocity of a free electron to a thermal
neutral. vn is the neutral velocity, with faster neutrals having longer mean free paths. hσνi
is an average reaction rate coefficient, calculated as a weighted average over the velocity
distribution. The total reactions that occur is computed as the product of the reaction rate
coefficient, the neutral density, nD , and the electron density, ne . For reactions with ions,
the ion density, ni and temperature, Ti are used in the computations. The total reaction
rate is Srx is calculated as:
Srx = ne nD hσνi
(1.3)
In this way the reaction rate depends on both the neutral density, plasma density, and
plasma temperature. The reaction rate coefficient has a strong dependence on temperature,
and a weak dependence on plasma density. The total number of reactions which occur
then are influenced by the densities and the reaction rate coefficient.
The mean free path for a given reaction, such as the charge exchange path length,
λCX or ionization path length, λEI , can be calculated individually. For example, consider
the case of a thermal (KE « 1 eV) deuterium atom entering a plasma. The neutral is
considered stationary relative to the plasma. , hσνicx varies over most fusion plasma
temperatures and is approximately 1x10−14 m3 s−1 at 1 eV up to 1x10−13 m3 s−1 at 1 keV.
Over a short distance plasma temperature can be considered constant enough that the rate
coefficient does not change much it becomes possible to estimate the ionization length
scale. Assuming reasonable values of a plasma edge such as 20 eV for Te and Ti with a ne
of 5x1018 the reaction rate coefficient of atomic ionization (hσνiei , process 6 in 1.3) is found
be 3x10−14 m3 s−1 and the resulting mean free path of charge exchange is 1.6 mm. hσνiei is
approximately 2x10−13 m3 s−1 , and the mean free path to ionize is slightly longer at 2.4 mm.
Each ionization event would use around 13.6 eV , the ionization potential of deuterium,
which would cool the plasma slightly. A charge exchange event would transfer the kinetic
energy of the neutral and ion. This phenomenon is called neutral acceleration and tends
to increase neutral penetration into the plasma. A charge exchange event in the sample
edge plasma initially causes a loss of 20 eV from the plasma. The new fast neutral has a
λmfp of 29.8 cm. λmfp decreases in a realistic plasma which gets hotter and more dense
towards the core domain, this fast neutral still has a λmfp of 5.16 mm in a ne = 1x1019
Te =400 eV plasma. If a collision with a plasma ion occurs, then up to 400 eV can now be
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transferred from plasma to neutral and carried to the edge or wall by the fast neutral. The
constantly changing collision rates and potential for multiple reactions require a modeling
solution [3]. Modeling this cycle of recycling, ionization, and transport enables a greater
understanding of particle and energy balances in RFP plasmas.
Neutral particle sources are first identified to begin quantifying the energy loss through
plasma-neutral interactions. This work addresses the spatial distribution of neutral particles
by using EIRENE [11], a fully 3D kinetic neutral particle code, to model and construct
fully 3D profiles of the neutral density under two plasma conditions: MH and QSH. These
are detailed in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 over a range of plasma currents. Calculating the
neutral profiles requires knowledge of the plasma background. Reconstructions from
existing diagnostics such as Langmuir probes, Thomson scattering, interferometers, and
magnetic arrays are used to obtain this data. This work focuses on the neutral density at the
edge of the plasma and utilizes diagnostics which probe this region. In order to quantify
the recycling sources in the plasma edge, a new diagnostic system of filtered cameras is
utilized. A synthetic camera routine was developed for EIRENE to verify interpretation
and conversion between filtered camera images and neutral sources.
1.1.2

Current understanding of the RFP edge relative to other fusion devices

RFPs require edge magnetic control such as close-fitting conducting shells to maintain
plasma stability. Previous research on RFP physics focused on the core region and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena. Both the tokamak and the stellarator have received
dedicated attention to the boundary and edge physics. By understanding boundary physics
in these devices, higher performance plasmas have been produced. The major discovery
of previous work is the high confinement mode on tokamaks, more commonly known as
H-mode [12]. The introduction of a divertor led to the observation of H-mode on W7-AS
[13]. The RFP has received limited exploration in the area of boundary physics, due to the
complicated nature of the confined plasma. Exploration of the boundary physics of the RFP
may lead to improved control and higher performance. One example of the importance
of boundary physics is how Spizzo claimed boundary physics is more related to power
balance and fueling methods than a limit on RFPs and tokamaks, which is the current
understanding using the Greenwald density limit [1, 14–17].
MST, a limiter device, creates an interesting edge regime of particle recycling. Neutral
particles generated from recycling have direct access to the bulk plasma. Recycling was
suspected of causing a large population of neutral particles at the edge of the machine. The
initial question which inspired this work was “How do these neutrals affect the energy
balance of MST?”.
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The possible paths for energy to leave the system are shown in Figure 1.4. Energy
is injected by driving plasma current. This plasma current creates magnetic fields Uf
which store energy and may undergo magnetic reconnection [18] heating the ions Ui .
The electrons, Ue , are directly ohmically heated and may transfer energy to the ions by
collision. Energy may leave the system in the form of heat fluxes Qe , Qi which may be
conductive or convective and through radiation Prad . The energy lost through charge
exchange interactions occurs when a slow neutral swaps charge with a fast ion and leaves
the plasma before re-ionizing. Obtaining Prad and Pcx is the focus of this work as they
depend on the neutral population in the confinement volume.

Figure 1.4: Schematic overview of the energy pathways for the RFP. An ohmic input power
provides energy stored in electrons, ions, and fields Ue , Ui , Uf , and is exhausted by ion and
electron heat fluxes Qe , Qi or neutral interactions. Of note are energy exhausted through
neutral interactions in the form of Prad , power radiated, and PCX , energy loss due to charge
exchange.

Prad ∝ ne nD hσexe vi + ni nD hσexi vi

(1.4)

Pcx ∝ ni nD hσcx vi

(1.5)

with ne , ni , and nD being a density of electrons, ions, and neutrals. nD is used to represent
the neutral term as the plasmas studied use deuterium as the regular fuel source. The terms
σexe and σexi are the cross-sections for ionization by electrons and ions respectively, of
which the ion cross-section is nearly insignificant. The reaction rates depend on both local
plasma temperature and density. These terms have been expressed as a proportion rather
than an equation, because the energy exchanged in these reactions is again a function of
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plasma temperature. EIRENE computes the two terms of Prad and Pcx based on models in
which experimental data is the foundation. These two terms represent the losses of the
plasma to electron-neutral and ion-neutral interaction.
Another question arose during this work: “How does the edge of MST differ between
the standard case and the QSH helical case concerning recycling and plasma-neutral
interactions?”. A cartoon of the transition from a multi-helicity to helical RFP is shown
in Figure 1.5. Exaggerated magnetic flux surfaces of each configuration are shown in
the Figure. A standard RFP is shown at the top of the Figure in the MH state. Having
multiple magnetic modes with various amplitudes leads to an uneven, bumpy surface. This
surface rapidly rotates inside the machine leading to symmetric measurements when time
averaging data collected at a particular toroidal location. The plasma may be reconfigured
with current profile control to greatly reduce the magnetic modes leading to the smooth
surface shown in the lower right. If enough current is driven into the plasma, the plasma
will self organize into the single helical state on the lower left. This state has a dominant
mode which produces the periodic flux surfaces shown. In MST, the QSH tends to lock in
place. This work investigates the effects of this transition from uniform to 3D structure in
the plasma core region on the plasma edge.

Figure 1.5: Cartoons of enhanced confinement schemes for the RFP. On the left the shift
from MH to QSH is shown. On the right the transition from MH to a pulsed poloidal
current drive where all magnetic perturbations are reduced is shown. Originally in [19] as
Figure 1.

1.2

Axisymmetric or helical RFPs

A successful magnetic confinement system confines a plasma with magnetic forces. The
macroscopic equilibrium is defined J × B = ∇P, where J is the current density, B is the
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magnetic field and ∇P is the pressure gradient, called MHD equilibrium. Confinement
results from charged particles spiraling around a magnetic field line with an orbit the size
of the Larmor radius:
mv⊥
ρL =
qB
where m is the mass of the particle, q the charge and v⊥ the perpendicular velocity to the
magnetic field, B. These orbits are small for energetic particles. For example, a one keV
deuterium ion in a 1 Tesla field would have a ρL of 3mm. Electron gyro-orbits are smaller
than ion orbits by a factor of their mass ratio, about 2000 times smaller for deuterium plasma.
Magnetic fields are needed to confine charged particles. Cylindrical configurations, such
as magnetic mirrors, were first attempted but led to the discovery of large losses at the
end. The change in topology from an open cylinder to closed cylinder created toroidal
confinement devices. Toroidal fields alone are not sufficient to confine the plasma, as grad-B
drifts lead to charge separation, which in turn leads to ExB drifts and charges migrating
outward from the core region of the plasma. The addition of a poloidal magnetic field
counteracts these forces, which leads to a helical field. Helical magnetic fields are required
to confine plasma in a toroidal geometry [4, 20].
The RFP is a confinement concept based on magnetic self-organization. This idea
originated when the external current drive was turned off in the ZETA pinch experiment,
and the plasma relaxed to a more organized state [21]. Taylor worked out the theory
behind this behavior and identified a minimum-energy state where the toroidal field at
the edge of the plasma can be in the opposite direction of the toroidal field of the central
plasma [22]. The reversal of the toroidal field is the defining characteristic of the RFP
configuration. The typical RFP field configuration, with a reversed (negative) toroidal
field at the edge, is shown in Figure 1.6. The Figure includes a sketch of the magnetic fields
within the vacuum vessel as well as the relative amplitudes of the toroidal and poloidal
fields across the midplane. Reversal can be noted by the change in direction of the toroidal
field at the edge relative to the central region. This configuration utilizes magnetic fields
more efficiently than the tokamak. In magnetic notation, vector components are presented
in toroidal geometry. A vector such as B has components Bφ , Bθ , and Br , where Bφ points
along the long way around the torus/doughnut shape, Bθ points the short way around the
torus and Br points radially from the central axis outward. Any point is uniquely defined
B
by a (φ, θ, r) coordinate. It is common in an RFP that Bφθ ≈ 1 unlike the tokamak where Bφ
is the dominant field component. Two parameters used to describe the equilibrium of an
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RFP plasma are F, the reversal parameter, and θ, the pinch parameter
F=

Bφ (a)
hBφ i

(1.6)

θ=

Bθ (a)
hBθ i

(1.7)

where a is the minor radius of the plasma, and Bφ and Bθ are the toroidal and poloidal field
components. The reversal parameter and pinch parameter are the ratios of the components
of the respective magnetic fields at the wall to their volume averaged value.

Figure 1.6: Magnetic fields in the RFP, highlighting reversal at the edge. The maximum
magnitude of Bφ (BT ) and Bθ (BP ) is similar. Reproduced form Eilerman’s Figure 1.1 [23].
When considering the RFP as a plasma confinement device, a few specific types of
discharges are possible. These are standard MH RFPs, QSH discharges, and pulsed poloidal
current drive discharges (PPCD). The magnetic configuration of the discharges tends
to vary from the axisymmetric stochastic standard RFP configuration to the enhanced
confinement discharge of the 3D QSH configuration. RFPs typically have a stochastic core,
which causes rapid transport from the central region to the edge of the plasma.
The existence of this rapid transport outward in the RFP is not desired for fusion energy
production, as it limits confinement. The alternate discharges QSH and PPCD produce
enhanced confinement states through control of the magnetic topology. In the QSH state,
a transport barrier forms which confines electron thermal energy in the new helical core
region [2]. This helical state is 3D, and unlike the MH standard plasma, the magnetic
modes of a QSH plasma tend to lock to fixed positions based on machine construction [24].
This locking of a 3D state to a location enables measurements of the 3D helical edge.
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1.3

Overview of the MST RFP

The MST [15] is a toroidal confinement device, with a major radius of 1.5 m and minor
radius 0.52 m. MST is operated with plasma currents up to 600 kA, although 200-500 kA
is typical. Plasma densities are in the order of ≈ 1019 m−3 . The primary goal of research
on MST has been to study basic physics issues of a toroidally confined plasma. MST is
operated primarily as an RFP but may be operated as a tokamak, enabling researchers
to perform experiments on both magnetic configurations. The MST coordinate system
and overall geometry are shown in Figure 1.7. The outboard limiter is shown in red, the
inboard limiters are shown in blue, and the gap limiter is shown in green. The directions of
plasma current and some select physical quantities are also shown. This setup is valid for
a standard RFP plasma. In the top-down view, the positive and negative toroidal sense are
labeled from the 0-reference point. Similarly, the poloidal reference point of 0 is outboard,
and the positive and negative sense are labeled. The 0 toroidal degree mark is located on
the poloidal gap.

Figure 1.7: MST coordinate system, with limiters labeled in color to orient the reader.
Limiters not to scale. Adapted from MST internal reference document 10V01D-A-001.
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1.3.1

MST Plasma Facing Components

The MST shell is 5.0 cm thick aluminum and serves three purposes. First and foremost,
the aluminum shell is the vacuum vessel for the experiment. Secondly a current is driven
through the shell to create the toroidal field. Lastly, currents can form in the conducting shell
in response to plasma motion which stabilize external kink mode instabilities. Current is
driven through the shell by discharging capacitors to create the toroidal field. The boundary
is often treated as an ideally conducting wall, however magnetic error fields exist where
diagnostic portholes have been cut out. Current driven through the iron core induces
a plasma current, Ip , which in turn creates the confining poloidal field, Bθ . There are a
poloidal and a toroidal gap in the MST shell which are required to drive current on a fast
time scale. In order to correct for the error fields produced by the gaps in the shell, an
active feedback error correction system measures and attempts to minimize the error at
the poloidal gap is present on MST. Graphite limiters cover 10% of the vessel wall. The
gap limiters, both toroidal and poloidal are composed of graphite half round-tiles with a
diameter of 1.27 cm that cover the electrical insulation and vacuum seals. Before beginning
this work, a high fraction neutral fraction was believed to be exist in MST, a result of PWI
with the limiter. Recycling and wall fueling is operationally used to sustain most discharges
after the initial start-up gas injection. MST is fueled by deuterium injected by piezoelectric
gas valves [15].
1.3.2

Multi-helicity - The standard RFP

The RFP configuration has lower applied fields, which makes the RFP concept attractive for
possible reactor schemes. Lower applied fields can lead to cheaper construction costs, and
a more economical fusion power plant or neutron source for industrial applications [26]
if the physics issues are solved. Using low toroidal field leads to plasma instability. The
safety factor, q(r), is related to the susceptibility of plasma to current-driven instabilities
[27]. This factor can be expressed in terms of the chamber geometry and magnetic fields,
rB
q(r) = RBφθ , where r is the radial coordinate, R is the major radius of the device, and Bφ
and Bθ are the toroidal and poloidal field components at the radial coordinate. The typical
q-profile for an MST RFP discharge is shown in Figure 1.8.
Locations in the plasma where q=m/n, where m and n are integers, are called rational
surfaces. Magnetic perturbations (modes) can grow on these surfaces. Modes are labeled
by the m and n numbers of the surface. The resonance condition for the tearing modes to
grow is k · B = 0. In MST (m,n)=1,n modes grow in amplitude, the lowest n being 5 or
6 depending on the plasma and increasing upward. The surfaces of 1/6, 1/7 and 1/8 are
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Figure 1.8: A typical MST q-profile with resonance surfaces labeled reproduced from
Eilerman’s Figure 1.2 [23].

shown in the Figure. Lower n modes are larger in amplitude. On the q=0 surface, denoted
as the reversal surface, all m=0 modes can grow. Once mode amplitudes are sufficiently
large they begin to overlap. This overlap of magnetic modes forms a stochastic region in
the confined plasma. This stochasticity leads to rapid energy transport outward [25].
The standard MST discharge is an RFP discharge with Ip ranging from 200-500 kA
and density from 0.5-1.5x1019 m−3 . The density limit in the standard MST RFP follows
I (MA)1x1020
closely the Greenwald density limit nG = p πa2 m3
[5, 28]. The plasma current can be
maintained at the peak value for 20 milliseconds which defines a current “flattop” period.
t (a)
The reversal parameter, F = BhB
can be varied, typically from 0 to -0.5, but most plasmas
ti
are created with F=-0.2. Changing the reversal parameter changes the q-profile of the
plasma, as the edge magnetic field is increasingly reversed. The reversal surface, where
q=0, is pushed deeper into the plasma. Traces of a standard multi-helicity RFP plasma are
shown in Figure 1.9. The plasma current evolution is shown in the upper left of the Figure
1.9 (a). The flattop period exists between 20 and 40 ms. The plasma density measured by a
CO2 interferometer is in the upper right frame of 1.9(b). Density peaks during formation,
stabilizes during the flattop, then decreases with plasma current. Sawtooth activity is
seen in the trace of F in the lower left of the Figure 1.9 (c). Magnetic activity is shown in
the lower right frame of 1.9 (d). All modes are of comparable amplitude in MH plasma.
Spikes in the magnetic mode amplitudes are caused by magnetic reconnection. Various
MH plasma states and their 0D energy confinement properties are summarized in Table
1.1. Electron temperature and energy confinement times are the flattop values from 120
MSTFit, a Grad Shafranov solver [29] , reconstructions averaged together. The ohmic input
power is calculated as Ip Vloop from the flattop averaged MST signals.
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Figure 1.9: Typical 400 kA MH RFP operational time traces. The signals are the plasma
current, density, reversal parameter, and magnitude mode amplitudes. Sawtooth behavior
is seen in the reversal and magnetic mode trace while the current is peaked. The m/n=1/5
mode is shown in red, and the RMS of the other secondary modes is shown in blue, they
are all similar amplitude. Data from MST discharge 1190104010
Te [eV]
τe [ms]
200 kA MH 270 ± 25 1.0 ± 0.3
300 kA MH 310 ± 30 1.2 ± 0.4
400 kA MH 355 ± 30 1.5 ± 0.6
500 kA MH 440 ± 30 1.8 ± 0.8

Ohmic Input Power (MW)
5.3 ± 0.3
5.2 ± 0.5
6.1 ± 0.7
6.6 ± 2.2

Table 1.1: Standard MH peak electron temperatures and average energy confinement and
ohmic input power during the MST flattop period. These terms are calculated by the
MSTFit reconstruction code. Confinement increases with plasma current, as well as the
energy required to sustain the discharge.

1.3.3

Quasi-single helicity - the helical RFP

One of the recent developments in RFP research has been the identification of a new RFP
regime where the plasma spontaneously transitions to a helical state where the innermost
tearing mode grows and merges with the equilibrium magnetic axis. Secondary mode
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amplitudes drastically decrease, leaving a helical core region with an enhanced transport
barrier. The QSH state has been observed in many different RFP devices, such as RFX,
EXTRAP T2R, and MST [2]. In RFX particle diffusion has been observed to drop from
2
2
2
50 ms to 1 ms , and energy diffusion reported as low as 5 ms [30, 31]. In MST the QSH
regime is typically accessed at high plasma current and shallow reversal parameter, F=0 is
optimal. In MST it is the m/n=1/5 mode that grows in amplitude to become the helical
axis. A sample of QSH plasma parameters is shown in Figure 1.10. In Figure 1.10 (a)
is shown the plasma current trace, in Figure 1.10 (b) is shown the plasma density trace,
in Figure 1.10 (c) is shown a lack of sawtooth activity, and in Figure 1.10 (d) is shown
reduced magnetic activity compared to the MH state. The presence of this regime has
I T

3/2

e
been found to scale with the plasma Lundquist number, np−1/2
[1]. MST is operated at
19 −3
high current (400-500 kA) and low density 0.5x10 m when QSH plasmas are requested.
With the m=0 rational surface outside the plasma (located at the wall), the nonlinear
coupling between the tearing modes is significantly reduced. Various QSH plasma states
and 0D energy confinement properties are summarized in Table 1.2. These 0-D properties
are the output of the V3Fit reconstructions, where the electron temperature is the peak
temperature in the reconstruction. The energy confinement time is calculated as the ratio
of the stored energy to heating power.

Te [eV]
τe [ms] Ohmic Input Power (MW)
400 kA QSH 610 ± 25 4.5 ± 0.4
3.3 ± 0.3
425 kA QSH 630 ± 30 4.8 ± 0.6
3.5± 0.4
500 kA QSH 820 ± 50 6.0 ± 1.2
4.1 ± 0.8
Table 1.2: Typical temperature, energy confinement times, and observed ohmic input
powers for QSH discharges on MST as computed by V3Fit reconstructions.
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Figure 1.10: QSH 500 kA RFP operational time traces. Signals shown are the plasma current,
density, reversal parameter, and magnitude mode amplitudes. No sawtooth behavior is
seen in either the reversal trace or magnetics. The core magnetic mode, the 1/5 mode grows
to large amplitude at the expense of secondary modes forming the QSH state. Density is
around half the value of an MH plasma. Data from MST discharge 1150513006

1.4

An overview of edge physics and phenomena

Confined magnetic plasma is held inside “good flux surfaces”. The last closed flux surface
(LCFS) is the divider between confined plasma and plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL).
In a limited plasma, the limiter defines the LCFS where the plasma extent is “limited” by
the material. Outside the LCFS but before the limiting material surface is known as the
scrape-off layer. Because the way the magnetic fields in the SOL are structured the flux
surfaces are not closed and field lines intercept limiting surfaces. Various control coils may
be present near the edge for plasma control or other uses. In limited geometry, the poloidal
or toroidal field lines are designed to intersect the limiter surface [3]. Wherever a material
surface exists an electrostatic sheath forms. Electrons travel more rapidly to the walls
of the confinement vessel, building up potential on the surface, forming an electrostatic
sheath around the plasma. Ions drawn into the electrostatic sheath are commonly assumed
to have a velocity equal to the ion sound velocity cs , this assumption is known as the
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Bohm criterion [32]. In RFP configurations with F <0, the edge is everything outside the
reversal surface. This configuration for a MH RFP is shown in Figure 1.11. In this figure
the outermost boundary in black represents the vessel wall. Moving inward is the blue
region of plasma representing the SOL. The SOL is defined as region of plasma in the
shadow of the limiter. The limiters are shown in green. The edge plasma of the RFP is then
shown in red, between the limiter and the reversal surface (where BT flips direction inside
the plasma). The reversal surface can be moved radially in the plasma by changing the
operational settings of the RFP. Everything inside the reversal surface, is the core plasma
region.

Figure 1.11: A sketch of the regions of a MH RFP plasma with a limiter boundary. Boundaries are labeled on the right side of the figure, and the regions are labeled from the left
side.
Large tearing modes cause rapid transport from the core region outward until the
reversal surface where large magnetic shear forms a transport barrier. It is common for
RFPs to use some form of boundary control. For MST a conducting shell forms a near-ideal
boundary where Br is 0 at the wall. Other machines typically use active feedback correction
coils to cancel out Br in their edge [33, 34]. The close-fitting shell leads to well-structured
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magnetic surfaces at the very edge of the plasma [35]. Experiments have shown that
the plasma-wall interaction (PWI) greatly depends on the edge magnetic topology. For
instance in tokamaks, ELM control [36, 37], density limits [38], improved confinement
access [39, 40] and flow control [41], vary as the magnetic structure of the edge is changed
with resonant magnetic perturbations.
1.4.1

Impurities

In a idealized plasma confinement system, only the fusing isotopes, namely deuterium
(D) and tritium (T) would exist. However such a system is impossible to construct as the
act of fusing produces helium which will act as an impurity. Generation of the helium
impurity requires a design with particle exhaust in order to remove the helium produce
in fusion. The removal of these particles implies a convective energy loss to the system.
The removal of the particle and energy from the system could lead to plasma-material
interaction with the vacuum vessel, first wall limiters/divertors, and potentially diagnostics.
Plasma-material interaction generates impurities which may enter the plasma. Impurities
can be both helpful or harmful to the plasma and often in order to be helpful, the system
must be engineered to control their abundance and location. Impurity radiation can cause
energy losses in the plasma, which increase with the impurity’s atomic number. Impurities
also may serve as a diagnostic tool in plasma research [42].
Another drawback of impurities is fuel dilution. Total plasma pressure has a limit;
the quantity beta represents the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure β = nkT
.
B2
2.8Ip
,
aB

2µ0

In tokamaks and RFPs this limit is the Troyon beta limit βmax =
Ip is the plasma
current in MA, B is the magnetic field, and a is the minor radius of the plasma. The Troyon
beta limit seems to be a strict constraint for RFPs only when edge fueling is used, with
pellet fueling being able to bypass the limit without adverse effects on the plasma [43].
Impurities released will use up a fraction of the β limit without contributing to fusion.
One effect of impurities is ionization cooling. Here impurity neutrals are ionized by the
plasma. Ionization is a sink for the plasma energy balance. Energy must be injected into
the plasma system in order to sustain the ionization of neutrals or the plasma will cool off
and revert to a neutral gas.
Impurities may also be excited before ionization can occur. The neutral particle can
emit tens of photons to de-excite from the collision causing the energy lost by the plasma to
be higher than just the energy of ionization. When the ions recombine with electrons, they
radiate yet more energy out of the plasma by emitting photons. The recombination rate
depending on the temperature and density of the plasma. Radiated photons are detrimental
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to the confined plasma as the photons are not confined by magnetic fields and can escape
the confinement volume. This radiation effect may also be useful to dissipate heat loads at
the limiter or divertor. Plasma particles being exhausted will carry some energy with them
to the limiting surfaces. Rather than have large local heat fluxes, the energy can be spread
out by injecting a gas and dispersing the heat load by ionization or radiative cooling. This
is one example where controlling plasma-neutral interactions is desired [44].
An impurity source is characterized by determining the impurity species, the locations
(walls, limiters, probes, portholes, etc.), the absolute magnitudes of fluxes, and the ionization locations. Visible wavelength emission spectroscopy is a common technique to
measure impurity influxes used on many magnetic confinement devices. Absolute measurement of photon intensity at various line emission wavelengths can provide information
4πI
about the influx of particles, Γ = PEph where Γ is a particle flux, Iph is the photon intensity
and PE is the photon efficiency, a function of electron density and temperature. The values
are determined experimentally utilizing calibration with known sources or calculated
with collisional-radiative models (CRMs). If the plasma is strongly ionizing, PE can be
simplified to a ratio or excitation cross-sections to ionization cross sections, reducing the
complexity to just a function of temperature. A method for converting measured photon
fluxes to a particle flux rate is the S/XB method.
Γ = Iph

S
XB

(1.8)

Here the S/XB coefficient represents the ratio between excitation and ionization, and a
branching coefficient that depends on the excited states [45, 46]. The S/XB coefficient
effectively is the number of photons emitted per neutral particle until ionization occurs.
This method is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, where it is primarily applied to
identify the deuterium recycling source.
1.4.2

Edge transport

Simple 1-D transport models have long been applied to the edge and core regions of RFP
plasma devices [3, 8]. Toroidal and poloidal localization of neutral sources and the repeated
process of ionization and recombination occur in the edge which often necessitates 2D
or 3D treatments for accuracy. Transport in the main plasma that is inside the LCFS can
be described by 1-D models [4–6]. Diffusion is the simplest model for plasma transport,
Γ⊥ = −D⊥ dn
− vdrift n where D⊥ is a cross-field diffusion coefficient and vdrift is a drift
dr
velocity. However, determining an accurate value for D⊥ is difficult due to turbulence and
transport. Often the diffusion is measured experimentally. Inside the MH RFP transport
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is very strong. Sawteeth create a periodic temporal element to the movement of plasma
between core and edge regions. D⊥ is often on the order of 0.1-50 m2 s−1 while the drift
2
velocity varies. In MST, the diffusion in MH plasmas tends to be closer to the 50 ms value.
Both quantities may vary with the plasma radial coordinate. Notably the particle transport
shifts from electromagnetic driven to electrostatic driven at around r/a=0.9 in MH RFP
plasmas [47].
Complete analysis will include transport from source to sink of the quantity of interest,
such as density or energy. Typically transport of density is by convection, or turbulence,
with the particles being treated as a fluid. Energy transport includes convection, conduction,
and radiative transport, with the potential for turbulence aiding the convection. In a plasma,
gradients in the temperature and density profile drive heat conduction. Heat convection
occurs as the particles that carry energy move within the plasma. Radiation occurs through
atomic processes, when electrons recombine with atoms, or in the aftermath of a collision
with a neutral particle, as the neutral looses energy by radiative decay. These emitted
photons then carry off energy. Moreover, when collisional processes are considered, there
is the option for a neutral to collide with the hot plasma, charge exchange, and then for the
previous hot ion, now hot neutral, to fly out of the plasma removing energy.

1.5

Thesis overview and structure

The transition of the RFP from an asymmetric to a 3D helical structure dramatically changes
the edge structure of the RFP. Dedicated experiments on MST investigated the influence
of the magnetic structure of the RFP plasma on fuel recycling and PWI. The plasma-wall
interaction and recycling flux changes from the axisymmetric to helical state, both becoming
increasingly localized, and increasing in magnitude, despite lower density plasma being
utilized to form the QSH state.
In order to accurately model the neutral density profile and the interaction of the plasma
and neutrals in MST, experimental data was collected by edge probes and other existing
diagnostics to form the plasma background in the EIRENE simulations. The reaction rate
of plasma-neutral interactions depends strongly on the plasma parameters and requires
accurate knowledge of local plasma conditions. Camera observations of MST obtained
direct measurement of Dα light. This light is used to reconstruct, through the before
mentioned atomic processes, measurements of recycling flux. Recycling flux is the neutral
source in MST. Experimentally informed EIRENE models calculate the plasma-neutral
interactions for various MST configurations. The results highlight differences between the
standard RFP configuration and the helical, QSH state. The RFP energy balance is yet to be
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fully understood; this work addresses the role neutral particles play in that energy balance,
acting as an energy sink for the plasma.
New camera diagnostics were prototyped and integrated into MST as part of this
work. The diagnostics and codes used in this work along with the details of the analytical
techniques are described in Chapter 2. The details of the synthetic image routine developed
for EIRENE and the general workings of the EIRENE code are also presented in Chapter 2.
The details and analysis of probe and bolometer experiments on the MST edge are presented
in Chapter 3. Magnetic array measurements identify the plasma state as either an MH
or QSH plasma. Boundary viewing cameras measure the neutral sources by observing
the Dα photon flux. Conversion of the photon flux into the neutral flux requires accurate
knowledge of the local plasma parameters. The modeling efforts utilizing EIRENE and
including the techniques of tuning the model recycling and source distributions to obtain
strong agreement to synthetic diagnostics, along with the full 3D neutral profiles are
presented in the first half of Chapter 4. The power losses of the plasma due to plasmaneutral interactions is presented in the second half of Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Experimental design and diagnostics details

In this Chapter the experimental framework of the thesis is established. First, the overall
theory of edge measurements and modeling are discussed. Next, the diagnostic tools,
including the details of the boundary viewing cameras, are reviewed. The methods of
analyzing experimental data are then presented. Lastly, a review of the computational
tools is presented.
In order to build a particle or energy balance for MST, neutral sources must be identified.
MST is fueled by gas injection and sustained by neutral particle recycling. There is a small
chance for the injected fuel particles to ballistically bounce back from the wall in direct
recycling. More likely the particle will adsorb or embed itself in the material. Once the
material is saturated, incident particles collide with the wall and in the process release
saturated atoms and molecules from the surface. These neutrals enter the plasma edge;
they may scatter with plasma, become ionized, or charge exchange with the plasma. Wall
fueling is the ability of plasma to fuel itself from particles released from plasma-material
interactions. This transport is often complex even in simple geometries, necessitating the
EIRENE modeling. Lower energy electrons impacting neutral molecules may not have
sufficient energy to dissociate them but can still vibrationally excite the molecule. Transport
and collision physics is a complicated process that involves the molecular dissociation,
charge exchange acceleration, and ionization or excitation of multiple species in a plasma.
It is a rate-kinetic problem that necessitates a modeling solution.
A generalization of the cyclical transport processes is shown visually in Figure 2.1 [48].
Beginning on the left of the Figure, a neutral particle recycling flux (Γ ), is the neutral
particle flux released from the material surface by ions through the process of recycling.
This neutral flux can be atoms or molecules knocked off the surface by the incident plasma
flux, or neutralized and reflected plasma directly. It is usually the case that an incident
plasma ion will knock off molecular deuterium from the saturated surface, and implant
itself in the material, rather than be reflected. Graphite, the material of the limiter in MST,
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emits a neutral flux that is 90% molecular deuterium and 10% atomic deuterium when
bombarded by a plasma flux and the temperature of the tile is less than 900K. The 10%
deuterium atomic flux represents the direct reflection of the plasma from a collision with
the material. The 90% atomic flux arises from plasma knocking off molecules formed on
the surface [49]. This mix of atoms and molecules released from the graphite limiter makes
up the wall fueling. The molecular deuterium then can be transported as a molecule or
dissociate. The atomic deuterium can transport into the plasma until ionized or charge
exchanged. The dissociation of excited molecules can produce Franck-Condon neutrals;
these higher energy neutrals penetrate deeper into the plasma [50]. Repeated charge
exchange losses can cause a neutral particle to accelerate into the plasma. The energy of
a neutral tends to increase as it penetrates the plasma. After each charge exchange, the
neutral acquires the local ion energy, which tends to increases as the particle moves from
the edge to the core.

Figure 2.1: Generalized neutral particle life cycle. Neutrals are injected as fuel or recycled,
and can dissociate, ionize, charge exchange and transport in the plasma before recycling or
being removed. Reproduced from Lanier’s Figure 3.1 [48].
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2.1
2.1.1

Modeling of the MST edge and experimental design
Quantities of interest

In MST, many diagnostics are available for use, enabling the plasma to be thoroughly
analyzed. The primary diagnostic in this thesis is the newly built boundary viewing
camera system [51]. These cameras were developed to measure the PWI at the edge of MST.
In addition to the camera system, other diagnostics already in use on MST were utilized to
provide additional data to support modeling efforts.
The plasma density is a drive for recycling. The recycling flux is proportional to the ion
flux on the walls and limiters,
ΓR = R ∗ Γion
(2.1)
where the recycling flux of neutrals ΓR , is equal to the incoming ion flux, Γion times some
coefficient R. This recycling coefficient is typically near unity.
R=1 does not imply that the ions are bouncing back off the walls as neutrals. What
is occurring instead is that ions impacting are absorbed into the wall material. These
impacts provide energy which allows molecular desorption of neutralized deuterium from
the wall[49]. During MST operations at low current, recycling is able to sustain plasma
density. When MST is operated at higher currents (400 kA+), additional external fueling
by gas injection during the discharge is often required. This fueling during the discharge
introduces additional sources of neutrals to the plasma and additional asymmetry to the
shot. Accurate, neutral particle measurements will allow for better estimates of energy
radiating out of the plasma from plasma-neutral collisions and charge exchange; and is the
primary goal of this work.
In addition to direct probing of the MST edge, laser interferometry and Thomson
scattering collect data over a set of chords in the plasma. The far infrared laser interferometer
collects density measurements out to r/a=0.83. This data contributes to MSTFit and V3Fit
reconstructions. Lastly, the MST bolometers are utilized to obtain wall neutral power fluxes.
The list below summarizes what physical quantities are either measured or modeled in
this work.
1. Te , ne , Ti - basic edge plasma properties
2. Prad , PCX - power removed from the plasma by neutral interactions
3. Γi - plasma particle fluxes
4. ΓRec - recycling fluxes
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The plasma properties Te and ne are measured directly in the plasma edge by triple tip
Langmuir probes [52]. These values are important for both understanding the plasma
edge structure and in modeling the reaction rates of plasma-neutral interaction. Laser
interferometry is used to obtain ne and Thomson scattering is used to obtain Te in the plasma
core region. Prad and PCX are measured with bolometers and modeled in EIRENE. These
terms generally represent the losses from electron-neutral and ion-neutral interactions in
the plasma. The ions Γi and neutrals ΓRec represent the flux of plasma onto the material
surface and the flux of neutrals returning from the material surface. The ratio of these two
fluxes can be used to identify recycling. ΓRec is the neutral particle source in the system,
which must be known for EIRENE modeling.
2.1.2

Experimental design and workflow

The rest of the Chapter discusses each diagnostic or modeling tool used in detail. The
workflow of the combind experimental and modeling work is shown in Figure 2.2. First
measurements of the MST edge are obtained experimentally. These include images (ΓRec ),
measurements of the plasma (Te , ne ), and line integrated optical measurements. These measurements form a plasma background and neutral source constructed in EIRENE. EIRENE
models the plasma-neutral interactions and synthetic diagnostic signals , producing both
images and line integrated signals. Synthetic signals are compared with both experimental
images and experimental Dα signals. EIRENE calculates the Prad and PCX measured by
synthetic diagnostics which can be compared to the experimental measurements.
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Figure 2.2: This diagram outlines the scheme used to couple experimental measurements
and modeling work. The process begins with experimental measurements of the edge and
images of PWI. Neutral sources are constructed from images and reconstructions of the
plasma background from diagnostics are formed. EIRENE computes the plasma-neutral
losses as well as produces synthetic diagnostic signals, including images. Images are
compared with the experimentally measured data.

An approach to globally assess the balance between fueling particles, exhaust and the
plasma particles is a single reservoir particle balance. A single or multiple reservoir model
characterizes the basic particle balance in the plasma edge [53, 54]. The single reservoir
model is shown in Eqn. 2.2, where Ntot is the total number of particles, τp is the particle
confinement time, frec is the recycling efficiency, fgas is the fueling efficiency for external
sources, Φrec is the recycled neutral particle flux, Φgas is the external gas source, and
Φwall and fwall are the wall fueling rate and efficiency.
dNtot
Ntot
=−
+ frec Φrec + fwall Φwall + fgas Φgas
dt
τp

(2.2)

This single reservoir model is applied to MST. The magnitude and fueling efficiency of
the wall fueling is deduced from gas injection experiments and simulations. The model
has been shown to describe plasma in near steady-state conditions [55–58]. This equation
is solved as a 1st order differential equation, and the characteristic time scale of the solution
is τp . Included in the model are the associated fueling efficiencies for each possible neutral
source term relative to the plasma configuration. Each fueling efficiency can be represented
as a fraction of the neutral source that is ionized, Sion , relative to the total neutral source
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Sneut :
feff =

Sion
Sneut

(2.3)

The ionization rate hσiz i will depend on the local plasma temperature, and density. This
changes with plasma configuration and radius. These fueling efficiencies are experimentally
measured by injecting a known amount of gas into the plasma, as well as modeled in
EIRENE for QSH configurations. Ntot is calculated as the product of the line averaged
density, ne , and the MST confinement volume, Vconf . MST, with its major radius of 1.5m
and minor radius 0.52 m, has a confinement volume of 8m3 [15]. The presence of the
limiter decreases Vconf to 7.61m3 .
Experiments are performed over a variety of plasma conditions to obtain the effects of
controllable parameters on the plasma-wall interaction and the plasma-neutral interactions.
The two main control knobs in the experiment are the plasma current and density. Changing
the current and density in the experiment drives the plasma configuration from MH to
QSH. Experiments are conducted by varying Ip in both the MH and QSH states.
2.1.3

Measurement of the effective particle confinement time

The MST gas fueling system was used in experiments to determine the effective particle
confinement time. Effective particle confinement time, τ∗p , is a measurement of the total
particle confinement including the increase of particle lifetime from recycling [59].
τ∗p =

τp
1−R

(2.4)

By injecting a known amount of gas into the system, two quantities can be calculated.
The fueling efficiency is the ratio of gas ionized in the plasma to the amount of gas injected.
Fueling efficiency is calculated by integrating the density rise during the time immediately
following the gas injection, shown in Figure 2.3. The time trace of line averaged density
throughout the shot is shown in the top frame. The gas injection during the shot is shown
in the next frame. Gas injected after 50 ms is not part of the experiment but used to soften
MST discharge termination. The results of the fitting routine are shown in the bottom
frame. The peak density is identified at just after 30ms. A fitting routine is applied to
determine exponential decay of the density between peak time and the time when the
density reaches the pre-injection average value. An integration region is determined by
computing density rise from the start of gas injection to where it returns to the pre-gas
injection level. The total density rise is compared to the amount of fuel injected into the
system, and feff is computed. The peak density magnitude and time are identified.
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An exponential decay curve is fit from the density peak to the point where the density
returns to baseline, and from that, the value of τ∗p obtained. The general form of the fit is:
Y = A2 + A0 ∗ exp(A1 ∗ X)

(2.5)

The A1 , A2 , A3 coefficients are calculated with the IDL routine CURVEFIT. The initial guess
values for the A0 , A2 are the density peak value. The initial value for A1 is 0.1. The
exponential coefficient is used to calculate τ∗p as A1 = τ1∗ .
p
The particle confinement time unadjusted by recycling, τp , is also obtainable by knowledge of the source and loss rates of the particles. This is only possible in a model where
the source rate and loss rates are exactly known. τp defined this way is shown below as a
ratio of the volume to loss terms:
R
np dV
(2.6)
τp = R
dn
(Sp − dtp )dV
where Sp is the source of all particles in the system and np is the particle density. The
particle density can be any plasma species; electron, primary ion, or impurity ion. The
source of electrons and ions is the ionization of neutrals. The neutrals are sourced by

Figure 2.3: Sample discharge showing the region of curve fitting to the density trace during
gas injection experiments. A sample fit is shown. τ∗p is by definition the inverse of the
exponential fit coefficient.
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gas injection, recycling, and wall fueling, known quantities in a model. Recycling is the
dominant source. If the density is constant, dn/dt = 0, then the loss of electron or ion
density to the walls is balanced exactly by the ionization rate:
dn
= Sionization
(2.7)
dt
In a steady state system, the τp is the ratio of the stored density to the ionization rate
integrated over the system volume. In a model, such as EIRENE, the particle confinement
can be computed as the ratio of the volume integrated density of the plasma background
compared to the ionization source calculated by EIRENE as the neutrals transport in the
plasma.
Sp −

2.1.4

Neutral density

As part of the attempt to identify neutral particles as an exhaust and fueling pathway, the
neutral density nN must be known. The neutral particle density can be calculated from
measurement of Dα emission and the known electron density. The source rate of photons
is related to the particle densities by:
S(r) = ne (r)nN (r)hσviionization (Te )

(2.8)

with S(r) being the ionization rate of neutrals, hσviionization the ionization rate coefficient,
and nN is the neutral density [3].

2.2
2.2.1

Diagnostic tools and analysis methods
MST magnetics array

This work quantifies the differences in neutral particle sources and sinks measured in the
QSH and MH (standard) RFP. The first diagnostic reviewed is the MST magnetic array. The
magnetic signals collected by the array are used to identify these two modes of operation.
The magnetic array is composed of 32 poloidal and 32 radial magnetic pickup coils on the
interior of the poloidal gap. These coils monitor equilibrium and fluctuating magnetic
field quantities. In addition, a toroidal array on the lower inboard side of the machine
has 64 coil stations, each with a (Br , Bφ , Bθ ) measurement. Signals are decomposed into
Fourier harmonics. Poloidal mode (m) and toroidal mode (n) numbers can be picked
out of the processed data. Data provided by the array include mode amplitudes, phases,
and velocities. The strength and phase of the harmonics are used to determine the state
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of the plasma. Having only one poloidally located array formally only allows toroidal
mode numbers to be identified. The assumption is made in MST that the poloidal mode
number is a function of toroidal number based on the resonance of the modes or m=m(n).
Φ
The resonance of magnetic modes in MST is given by m
= − RrB
[60]. The QSH plasma
n
0 Bθ
studied in MST is defined by a m/n=1/5 mode. Mode amplitudes for various MST plasmas
are plotted in Figure 2.4; a case for standard MH magnetics and two enhanced confinement
modes of operation, QSH and PPCD are shown. In the standard spectrum, all modes are
of comparable size; this leads to a stochastic core plasma in which there is rapid transport
between the core and edge. Control of the modes leads to improved confinement. The first
method of doing so was the transient PPCD. In PPCD all mode amplitudes are strongly
suppressed, the electron temperature triples, and plasma beta doubles for a brief time [61].
The PPCD period is labeled in the Figure, it can be seen that magnetic activity is greatly
reduced in this period. The other enhanced confinement path, QSH consists in MST of the
m
= 51 mode growing at the expense of the other modes as seen in the Figure from 0.025
n
seconds to 0.04 seconds. The global energy confinement in the QSH case can be up to 1.5
times larger than in the MH case [19].
The quality of the QSH mode is defined as a ratio of the 1/5 amplitude to the rms value
of secondary mode amplitude.
s
X
Q = bθ,(1,5) / 1/n ∗
(b2θ,(1,n) )

(2.9)

n6=5

Shots with at least Q=8 qualify as QSH. Occasionally the QSH mode will dither back to
the MH state, and then recover back into QSH. This back transition must occupy less than
10% of the current flattop period, otherwise the shot will not be classified as QSH. Another
metric for the strength of the QSH is the spectral index Ns :
14
X
X
Ns = [
b2θ,(1,n) /
b2θ,(1,n) ]−1
n

(2.10)

n=5

where bθ is the poloidal magnitude of the m/n=1/n mode and Ns is a spectral index
indicating the concentration of the mode magnetic energy. A pure single helical axis would
have Ns = 1 [62]. The QSH quality of 8, corresponds approximately to a Ns less than 1.5.
The QSH discharge presented in Figure 2.4 qualifies for a sufficient QSH during the period
between 35.6 ms and 39.8 ms.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the magnetic signature of the various MST discharges. Shown
in (a) is the standard MH spectrum, (b) is a QSH discharge with a single large mode
and (c) is a PPCD discharge with all modes reduced, for a temporary time. In red is the
m/n=1/5 mode amplitude. This mode is highlighted as it is a mode that forms the helical
axis in MST’s QSH. The m/n=1/5 mode mode has no distinguishing features when MST is
operated as a MH RFP. When MST is operated as a QSH discharge, the m/n=1/5 mode
grows while other magnetic modes shrink.

2.2.2

MST active feedback system

A resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) can be applied by the active feedback system
of MST to lock the shot-to-shot orientation of the QSH mode. The active feedback system
consists of 32 sense coils used to measure the local magnetic field and 38 saddle coils, which
are used to minimize the radial field at the poloidal gap. A sketch of the active feedback
system is shown in Figure 2.5. However, saddle coils can also be used to produce resonant
magnetic perturbations.
One interesting application of RMPs is controlling the dynamics of the tearing modes,
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Figure 2.5: Cross section of MST’s poloidal gap. The outboard side is on the right. Primary
copper winding in red (A), 30-turn saddle coils in green (B), the vacuum vessel (C), and
lastly in-vacuum sense coils (D).

particularly plasma rotation and locking. Control of QSH shots has been shown to be
possible with the active feedback system on MST. This system is used to lock the QSH state
to a prescribed poloidal phase at the gap. The feedback coils generate an electromagnetic
torque of Tem ∝ jeddy × bmode , where jeddy is the current driven in the active feedback
system and bmode is the magnetic mode amplitude. The system, being toroidally localized,
controls the orientation of the poloidal phase of the 1/5 mode. A full poloidal rotation of
the mode as controlled by the active feedback would cover one of the five toroidal periods.
The ability to lock at a prescribed phase is robust. A set of discharges for which the locking
angle was scanned over is shown in Figure 2.6. Phase lock can be reliably achieved at any
demanded angle.
A sample locked discharge is shown in Figure 2.7. The magnetic mode phase is shown
in degrees on the top plot. RMP amplitudes are shown in the next plot. The main RMP is
applied from t=16 to t=20 ms. For some phases locking would be difficult as the mode
would drift. This can be combated by extending the lock at significantly lower amplitude
for 4 ms longer, as seen in the step down of the RMP amplitude from t=20 to t=24 ms. The
plasma current and magnetic modes are shown in the next two sub-plots. The QSH mode
stays locked in position without RMP though the flattop period. When current decreases
the QSH mode weakens and unlocks. The active feedback system and the mechanism of
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locking the plasma are described in [24]. The lock angle sent to the RMP system is
LA = 241 + (φ ∗ 5 + θ)

(2.11)

where LA is the lock angle request by the RMP system, 241 is a refrence angle of the
magnetic array, and φ and θ are the wall coordinates of the diagnostic to which the lock is
desired. The system is able to lock the QSH state to the location of any diagnostic on MST.

Figure 2.6: The plasma response to RMP phase scan, showing reproducible locking, and
ability to lock plasma to any demanded phase.
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Figure 2.7: Time evolution of MST discharge 118050955, (a) the phase of the 1/5 mode, (b)
the drive current for the RMP perturbation (red/solid the sine, and blue/dashed the cosine
component), (c) the plasma current, (d) the magnetic mode amplitudes (red/solid the
1/5, and blue/dashed the average of the next five highest mode amplitude. The QSH phase
is locked once the RMP turns on, the phase remains locked even as the plasma current
decays and the QSH begins to transition back to MH.

2.2.3

Visible imaging spectroscopy of the plasma boundary

The MST boundary-viewing cameras (BVC) are a new diagnostic developed in this thesis
work. Currently, nine cameras and associated optics are installed on MST. The purpose of
this diagnostic was to provide views of the edge plasma and the MST walls. The camera
system was designed to collect light from the visible spectrum.
Various filters are added to allow light from a single emission line to be collected. This is
typically Dα light. The camera system, which consists of Dalsa HM640 CCD cameras, has a
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high spatial resolution and adequate temporal resolution. The optomechanical diagrams for
the diagnostic are shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. The optical design is shown in Figure 2.8. A
set of rays are traced from the interior of MST to an image plane outside the vacuum vessel.
Light is first passed through a Pyrex window, the plasma-facing component. This Pyrex is
easily replaced during vents of MST. This window is slightly recessed into the MST wall,
and the transmission through it decays slowly as sputtered material accumulates on the
window. After a 6-month exposure in the machine, the prototype Pyrex lens transmission
decayed to 96% of the clean lens value. The rest of the optical elements transport light
through the 5 cm thick shell of MST and focus it onto an image plane. The optics which
transfer light from inside the shell to outside the shell create a focal plane. The flexible
design of the light collection allows for other collection methods to be used in the future,
such as fiber bundles and faster cameras. The mechanical design and assembly of the
BVC system are shown in Figure 2.9. A two-axis optical stage (8) is mounted between the
camera (14) and the G10 support element (7). G10 is the support element that connects the
camera side and port plug side. This provides electrical isolation. MST is independently
grounded from the building ground that the back-end electronics were connected to. An
aluminum element (8) acts as a spacer and heat sink for the camera. The vacuum seal
is made both on the interior and exterior of the port plug by Viton O-rings. The interior
seal is between the Pyrex lens and the aluminum tube, where the exterior seal is between
the tube and the drilled-out MST shell. The remaining elements are the optical lens and
holders.

Figure 2.8: Boundary camera optical design produced in Zeemax, showing the collection
of light from inside and the transfer to an image plane outside the machine.

The typical operating frame rate is 300 frames per second (fps) at full resolution. The
fastest frame rate possible by the camera is 1000 fps, at a reduced resolution of no more than
120 vertical lines. Full resolution for the camera is 640x480 pixels. When viewing the MST
interior, this resolution is about 1 mm2 per pixel in real space, which varies depending on
the camera view. The CCD chip has controllable exposure timing. The minimum exposure
time is 10 µs, the maximum is limited by the frame-rate. A sample image is shown below in
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Figure 2.9: Boundary camera mechanical design. Key design features include a G10
electrical isolation plate from the MST shell, and a movable optical stage with which to
adjust the focus of the camera.
Figure 2.10. In this image, the graphite tiles of the poloidal gap limiter are visible. The light
sensitivity curve for the camera system is shown in Figure 2.11. The camera’s sensitivity
varies about 20% over the visible spectra, with the peak sensitivity at 680 nm. The camera
sensitivity falls off as the light shifts into the infrared.

Figure 2.10: Boundary camera sample image from camera nine, looking across the poloidal
gap. The image is unfiltered. Image exposure for 100 µs during plasma start-up.
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Figure 2.11: The response curve for the cameras used in the boundary viewing system.
The efficiency of the CCD chips peaks in the visible range and trails off in both the UV and
the IR spectrum.

The BVCs could also be used as an impurity monitoring system. Bandpass filters
are mounted in the gap between the CCD chip of the camera and the exit of the optical
port. Most of the available filters are narrow bandpass filters with full-width at half-max
(FWHM) in the range of 2-7 nm. Each filter passes a single line of interest. Bandpass filters
can be added in front of the cameras to measure the emission from impurity species. The
transmission curve of the filters used is shown in Figure 2.12. The transmission curves
used in the filter survey are overlaid on the Figure as Gaussians defined by the mean and
FWHM of each filter. The light that potential impurities and deuterium species could emit
is plotted as vertical lines. The color on the Figure represents the wavelength of the light.
The lines searched for are the Balmer series deuterium lines, 656.1 (Dα ), 486.0 (Dβ ),
and 443.9 nm (Dγ ). Additional bandpass filters were used to survey the rest of the visible
spectrum for possible impurity light emission. For example, the C-I line at 601.0 nm, has
a high relative intensity compared to other adjacent lines. This relative intensity is used
to identify potential impurity species based on the NIST Atomic Spectra Database [63].
Potential lines for the filters used are shown in Figures 2.12. The transmission curves
plotted are based on the peak transmission, central location, and FWHM of the bandpass
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filters. The effective transmission is easy calculated as the interception of the transmission
curve and the line location, for example, the Dα bandpass filters used in the identification
of the neutral source transmits the line at 26.6%. Images taken with bandpass filters need
to be corrected for the transmission. This is done by dividing by the transmission level of
the filter at a given line location.

Figure 2.12: Bandpass filter curves and impurity line radiation locations. The impurities
shown are those of major concern in MST. Boron from probe housing, carbon and aluminum
from the vessel wall and limiters and oxygen from water impurities in the vacuum.

2.2.4

Camera technique and operation

A LabView program (singlecamcontrol, or multicamcontrol) controls camera parameters,
such as exposure time, gain adjustments, and size of images. Reducing the image size can
enable faster frame capture. The LabView program automatically cycles through the day
with the MST shot number collected from the MDS data tree before the shot. The cameras
require an individual trigger per frame. Each trigger sourced from the MST remote trigger
system which can produce up to 1023 trigger pulses on a 10 kHz clock. This is adequate
for camera needs. The fastest speed the camera can operate at is 1000 Hz. Operating in this
way requires images no taller than 200 pixels. An image may be taken every 1 ms allowing
for up to 70-100 frames per MST discharge. Triggers are carried from MST remote trigger
boxes to an optical fiber box which sends an optical pulse to each camera. In the camera
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200 kA
Frame Rate 300
Exposure
30
Gain
1
500 kA QSH
Frame Rate 300
Exposure
60
Gain
1

300 kA
300
40
1
Fast Camera
1000
50
2

400 kA
300
80
1

500 kA
300
100
1

400 kA QSH
300
80
1

Table 2.1: A table of the commonly use settings for the BVC, listing frame rate in frames/s,
exposure in microseconds, and gain.

power supply boxes optical signals are reverted to electrical signals and sent along the
camera power cable to trigger the frame. Data is output from the camera in the form of
gigabyte Ethernet signal, which is then converted to fiber, relayed across the MST machine
area, converted back to Ethernet signal, and lastly input to the control PC. The control PC
then writes data into a 640x480 byte array for each frame. Trigger data for the timing of
each frame is stored. Common operating parameters for the cameras are shown in Table
2.1, with respect to plasma current. The exposure time is in µs and is chosen such that the
pixel values do not saturate.
Each camera is mounted on a 2-D optical stage for axial focusing the image and left-right
fine alignment, except for the prototype system, in which a single axial stage is used for
focusing. Cameras require a bright light source for focusing. A light source was inserted
into MST during venting, which allowed for alignment, but focusing the camera was
difficult. The best approach was determined to adjust the camera positioning between
discharges. Typically alignment is achieved in under 10 shots once one is familiar with
making the adjustments.
The power seen by the cameras is measured after attaching the camera to an integrating
sphere light source, optical housing, and a bandpass filter. The pixel intensities were
measured as the power of the source was varied. Calibration occurred in an optics lab with
the cameras and associated optics connected to the integrating sphere. The light source
was operated at four power levels. This calibration of pixels to power observed can also be
used to convert to photons required to transmit that much energy to the cameras knowing
the energy per photon. Here the factor for Dα emission is 4.16x105 photons collected per
pixel byte level. Camera pixels are 7.4 µm by 7.4 µm. Camera sensors were found to be in
good agreement with the manufacturer specification. Each camera in turn was connected
to the integrating sphere. The sphere power level was measured and a camera image was
taken. The average pixel value of the image was calculated and plotted against the power
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of the light source. The results of calibration are shown in Figure 2.13. All cameras are
remarkably uniform in their pixel count to observed power.

Figure 2.13: Calibration data for the Dalsa cameras when benchmarked against an integrating sphere light source.

2.2.5

Triple tip Langmuir probes

Langmuir probes were one of the first tools developed to study plasma [52]. A probe
is constructed as an electrode inserted into a plasma which draws current, sampling the
local plasma. Probes are still actively used today, although they have adopted a more
sophisticated form. Probes are typically restricted to the plasma edge, where the plasma is
much colder and less destructive to the probe. Probes used in this experiment consisted of
three magnetic pickup coils inside a boron-nitride housing and a set of three 3.175 mm
molybdenum electrodes. This made up the triple Langmuir probe head.
A probe inserted into a plasma creates a sheath around it. The plasma is a collection of
free electrons and ions, that will reorganize themselves to cancel out local voltages such
as the one created by biasing a probe tip. This effect is known as Debye shielding. The
reorganization occurs because of the mobility of the electrons relative to the ions. A sheath
forms around the probe with thickness defined by the Debye Length [5]:
r
λD =

0 Te
ne2

(2.12)
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where n is the electron density of the bulk plasma away from the tip, Te is electron temperature, e and 0 are the electronic charge and permittivity of free space. This formulation of
the Debye length assumes immobile ions, which if taken into the calculation would reduce
λD slightly.
One of the probe heads of a triple probe can “float” up to Φf , the floating potential.
This potential is created because electron mobility is greater than ions. The flux of electrons
to the material surface is initially greater then ions. This charges the floating tip to voltage,
which then equalizes the rate of electrons and ions to the surface. The total current density
seen by this tip is then:
J = 0.25e(ni vi − ne ve )
(2.13)
with ne and ni being the density of electrons and ions, and ve and vi being the mean
velocity of those species. The total current collected by the probe tip, if it is floating will
eventually tend to 0. However, if the probe tip is strongly biased, then either all the ions or
all the electrons can be repelled. A probe biased negative will collect all the ions as the ion
saturation current Ji,sat . A sufficient bias voltage would be on the order of 2-3 times the
electron temperature in eV. Bias voltage for these experiments on MST was -200V. Ji,sat can
be calculated as:
−1
Te 1/2
Ji,sat = exp( )eninf ( )
(2.14)
2
mi
A triple tip probe has three electrodes. Two tips are biased relative to each other, and the
third tip is the floating tip. This configuration is useful to the experiment. The simultaneous
measurements of Te ,Φf , and ne are obtained without sweeping the applied voltage, as in
the case of a single tip probe. The first probe tip is biased negatively and collects the ion
saturation current, that is:
J1 = Jsat .
(2.15)
The second tip collects an equal and opposite current to tip one due to the relative bias.
This current is from electrons due to the faster arrival rate of electrons to the probe tip, that
is the electron current, depends on the thermal velocity of those electrons. It can be shown
[64] that the Te depends on explicitly measured quantities:
Te =

e
(Φf − V2 )
ln2

(2.16)

where the electron temperature is proportional to the difference between the floating and
bias voltage. Similarly, once the electron temperature is known, the bulk ion density can be
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worked out from the ion saturation current as:
Ji,sat
ni =
0.61Aprobe e

r

kTe
md

(2.17)

where ni is the ion density, with ne = ni assumed in the MST edge. Jsat , Vfl , andVp are the
saturation current, floating potential, and bias potential recorded by the probe electronics,
md and k are constants, the mass of deuterium and the Boltzmann constant, A is the probe
area, and e the electronic charge [52].
Probe data collected over the entire discharge was analyzed only for the flattop (region
of the peak near constant current) period of good quality QSH. The initial goal was to
obtain probe data for 500 kA QSH plasmas. This was found to be impractical as the probe’s
casing was acting as a source of boron and nitrogen, and the QSH was unstable to the
impurities. Probe data was collected over four days, with about 100 shots per day. QSH
#
plasmas of target density 0.5x1013 cm
3 and Ip of 400-425 kA were used. Reliable QSH, where
the 1/5 mode was sufficiently strong Q > 8 (Section 2.2.1) were able to be produced with
the probes inserted up to 0.5 cm past the limiter at 400 kA. As the experimental campaign
progressed, an attempt to raise the current was made. Advancing Ip beyond 425 kA caused
the plasma to dither between QSH and MH states on approximately half the discharges.
The error for probe data shown in Chapter 3 is the standard deviation of the flattop
averaged values. As the floating voltage is a direct measurement, the error works out to be:
1 X
∗
(Tei − T¯e )
(2.18)
N
Error in the electron temperature,σTe , was from measurement and fluctuations in the
floating voltage. Tei is the shot average electron temperature as calculated as the difference
between the bias and measured floating voltage, by Equation 2.16. T¯e is the data set average
for Te for a given plasma condition. The ion saturation current is also directly measured,
so its error follows a similar form:
r
1 X
σJsat =
∗
(Jsati − J̄sat )
(2.19)
N
r

σTe =

with σJsat being the error bounds for the ion saturation current, and Jsati being the average
ion saturation current for a single discharge, averaged over the flattop period, and J̄sat
being the mean of the data set for given plasma conditions. The plasma density is a derived
quantity worked out from two other measured quantities, namely the saturation current
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and the electron temperature, as such its error is propagated through the calculation.
r
σni = ni ∗

σJ
σT
+ e
Jsat
Te

(2.20)

2.2.6 Dα Array
The neutral particle density can be informed by measurements of Dα photon emission.
A Dα photon is generated by the transition between the n=3 and n=2 levels of atomic
deuterium and has a λ = 656.1nm, a very small shift from Hα light of 656.3 nm. Dα
emission strength is proportional to the ionization rate of neutral deuterium [65].
γDα ∝ ne n0 hσviionization

(2.21)

The neutral deuterium profile is observed by a seventeen-chord array of filtered monochromators that detect Dα emission as shown in Figure 2.14. The observation chords through
a MST cross section are shown in the left half of the Figure. The collection optics of the
photodiodes are shown in the right half of the Figure. High speed photodiodes pick up the
signal which is then amplified and stored. The photodiodes have bandpass filters which
transmit light at 657 nm with a FWHM of 11 nm. This filter enables collection of Dα light.
Dα chords span from -0.9 < r/a < 0.9, allowing the full cross section to be measured.

Figure 2.14: Dα emission array with the physical layout shown in (a) and the measurement
technique in (b). Reporduced from Eilerman’s A.1 [23].
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2.2.7

Bolometers

Bolometers measure all the radiation from the plasma in a given line of sight. In a plasma
this means neutral particles and photon radiation. Pyrobolometers are paired with XUV
photon detectors. The XUV can detect the radiation heat flux, and the pyrobolometer
will measure the total heat flux. MST has 5 bolometers about the vessel. A pyrobolometer/photodiode pair mounted on the exterior of MST is shown in Figure 2.15. The detectors
are recessed 20 cm from the vacuum vessel to provide collimation of the signal and to
prevent charged particles from being measured. A gate valve allows for the diagnostic to
be removed for repair or testing.

Figure 2.15: Bolometer on MST. Labeled from the exterior are the gate valve, and the
housing for the pyrocrystal, and the XUV detector.
Pyrobolometers generally operate on a proportionality between the temperature of the
crystal, and the electric polarization of the crystal P = kpyro T . MST’s bolometers are made
of LiT aO3 and are ferroelectric, which allows for the crystal to heat up and cool down
cyclically. As the temperature of the crystal rises the increase of the electric field draws
k
PA
current proportional to the heat flux on the crystal, Ibolometer ≈ pyro
, with I being the
cδ
current drawn, P being the power flux to the crystal, A being the area of the crystal, and
c being a coefficient that relates temperature to stored energy, and δ being the width of
the crystal. MST bolometers have a diameter of 10.6mm, thickness of 0.5 mm, kpyro of
0.096 µJK−3 , and c coefficent of 0.251 J g−1 K−1 . Estimated detection levels are 6.5x10−8
Amps/Watt [66].
The sensitivity of the XUV sensor to photons, starting from the visible spectrum near 1
eV and progressing into the UV and XUV is shown in Figure 2.16. It is possible to calculate
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the contribution from neutral particle flux to energy exhaust by removing the power of
photon radiation from the total power measured by the pyrobolometer [67].

Figure 2.16: Photon radiation sensitivity of XUV detectors used as bolometers on MST.
Originally from A.3 of Waksman [66]

2.3

Computational tools and code details

The use of computational tools is necessary to determine the contribution of neutrals
as a power exhaust channel in MST. Direct measurement of the full 3D plasma-neutral
interaction is all but impossible with the availability of diagnostic space on MST. Therefore,
modeling is used for this calculation. The BVCs inform the source rate of neutrals for the
modeling effort, and reconstruction codes provide a plasma background. EIRENE is the
workhorse of this framework. The codes V3Fit and MSTFit provide plasma background.
EIRENE then uses a Monte-Carlo kinetic transport model to calculate the motion and
interaction of the neutrals.
2.3.1

EIRENE

The EIRENE code [11] is a general-purpose tool for modeling the interaction of plasma and
neutrals (particles or photons). This Monte-Carlo code uses a combinatorial discretization
of general 3D computational domains. It is a multi-species code solving simultaneously a
system of time-dependent (optional) or stationary (default), linear or non-linear kinetic
transport equations of arbitrary complexity. A basic model for transport of ionized particles
in an externally specified magnetic field is also included. EIRENE is coupled to external
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D + D+
e− + D + D
2e− + D+
2
2e− + D + D+
2e− + 2D+
e− + D + D+
D + hν
D+D

electron impact ionization
charge exchange
dissociation
non dissociative ionization
dissociative ionization
dissociative ionization
dissociative excitation
recombination
dissociative recombination

Table 2.2: Table summarizing the reactions used in EIRENE for this work, and a brief
description of the reaction.

databases for atomic and molecular data and for surface reflection data. It can call various
user-supplied routines for exchange of data with other (fluid-)transport codes. The main
goal of the code’s development was to provide a tool to investigate neutral gas transport in
magnetically confined plasma. Due to its flexibility, it also can be used to solve more general
linear kinetic transport equations, by applying a stochastic rather than a numerical or
analytical method of solution. Simulations run for this thesis were done on a computational
domain of regular toroidal grid divided into a 90x50x50 radial by poloidal by toroidal
mesh.
The general Boltzmann transport equation is:
Z
X
F(r, v, t)
∂
· ∇v ]f(r, v, t) +
(r, v)|v|f(v) = d3 v 0 C(v 0 → v)|v 0 |f(v 0 ) + Q(r, v, t)
[ + v · ∇r +
∂t
m
t
(2.22)
where the distribution function F for a species is in 3 spatial, 3 velocity, and 1-time dimensions, Q is a source term for the species, and C is a collision operator which moves
particles between energies. A solution is obtained by transporting many test particles from
their source location and source energy, through the plasma background, with collisions
occurring. Reactions used in this thesis are shown in the Table 2.2. These reactions are
chosen to allow all possible paths of a molecular deuterium being dissociated, excited, or
ionized as either a molecular or atomic species.
The rates for these collisions and other process are drawn from molecular and atomic
interaction databases. HYDHEL and the AMJUL databases are utilized [68, 69]. Material
databases for sputtering and other material interactions are sourced from the TRIM code
[70]. EIRENE can be coupled for data exchange with fluid transport codes or user-generated
data to populate the cells. Two popular combinations are the B2 and EMC3 fluid codes
[71, 72]. No fluid coupling is used in this work due to the reversed field nature of the RFP,
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which would be incompatible with the flux coordinates of EMC3 or B2. For input data, the
code takes either standard 1D, 2D, or 3D grids and can expand on these by adding “input
surfaces” which are defined by boundary representations of cells. Surfaces can then be
assigned properties such as transparency, reflection, recycling source, or pump sink. These
surfaces act then as terms in the single reservoir model of the particle balance, Eqn. 2.2.
The Φrec and Φwall terms are represented as various neutral sources in EIRENE. Fueling
efficiencies are calculated by tracking which neutrals ionize and which are removed by
pumping. Volume elements are assigned plasma properties, which in the simplest case is
just temperature, and density, and magnetic field vector. Each species of plasma particle
is defined; that is electrons, bulk ions, or impurities wished to be included in the model.
Particles may be sourced from points, lines, surfaces, or volumes. Time dependency in the
code is handled by advancing particles a set distance for a given energy, then saving the
simulation data, then updating the background and repeating the calculation. This allows
for an iterative approach to a time dependency. EIRENE is used with reconstructions from
MSTFIT or V3Fit providing the necessary background data with no additional coupling.
A graphic summarizing the input and output data of EIRENE is shown in Figure 2.17.
On the left of this chart are the inputs to the EIRENE code. The input quantities of interest
are ne , Te , B, cross-sections, and collision data. The user must define neutral sources fully
in EIRENE; this input data is based on camera measurements. Material databases and
models are packaged with EIRENE to handle PMI. The plasma backgrounds also must be
user defined; these are produced by other reconstruction codes. Lastly sets of reactions
from atomic databases are required. EIRENE outputs nN profiles as well as the interactions
and energy losses between those neutrals and the plasma background.
2.3.2

Plasma backgrounds

The first of the computational tools used to model the plasma background in MST is the
MSTFit code [29]. MSTFit is a toroidal geometry equilibrium reconstruction code. The full
details of the code are found in Anderson’s thesis [29], but a summary is described below.
MSTFit solves the Grad-Shafranov equation for MST geometry,
∆∗ Ψ = −µ0 R2

dp 1 dF2
−
dΨ 2 dΨ

(2.23)

MST diagnostic data is used to constrain the equilibrium. The data MSTFit will utilize are
pressure profile, plasma current, and toroidal flux. MSTFit does have some limitations such
as the assumption that all quantities are toroidally symmetric. Most quantities are poloidally
symmetric as well. MSTFit is a used to obtain 1-D profiles of plasma parameters. If Thomson
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Figure 2.17: Overview of the EIRENE workflow used as a flowchart. On the left side are
the input data to the model. Quantities of interest are shown above the arrows that connect
data sources to the code. The output of the flow highlights the sources and sinks modeled
by the EIRENE code, which inform the particle and energy balance.

scattering data is available, the electron temperature profile is fit to the data; otherwise a
model based on Ip determines the electron temperature profile. Line integrated density
data comes from the FIR [73] and CO2 interferometers [15]. A sample reconstitution of
the plasma temperature and density profiles are shown in Figure 2.18. Here the density
profile is a function of radius with no toroidal and poloidal variation. Shafranov shift
moves the otherwise symmetric plasma outboard 2-3 mm, this as a slight skew towards
higher radius of the density. The peak density is 7.8x1018 m# 3 which is slightly below the
average target density of 1.0x1019 m# 3 . Density gradients are large in the edge plasma. Te
is collected by Thomson scattering and fit to a MSTFit equlibrium. The profile of the
data is plotted as a function of normalized radius ρ. Error bars are large in the plasma
core and diminish in the plasma edge. The gradient in Te is less severe than the density
gradient. Experimentally measured temperature decreases moving from central to edge
regions, while MSTFit models the temperature of the core region as flat. This data for
standard plasma has no angular dependence. There are no error bars in the edge because
the Thomson scattering signal error is on the order of the measurement in the edge.
While MSTFit provides a solution for the background for MH plasmas, a 3D code
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Figure 2.18: MSTFit temperature and density profiles computed for a sample 400 kA MH
plasma.

is required for the QSH plasmas. V3Fit is used to reconstruct MST QSH plasmas using
data from available diagnostics to produce the best fit equilibrium. V3Fit is a code for
performing equilibrium reconstruction in three-dimensional plasmas. It is a modular code
that computes an arbitrary internal state of the plasma based on the externally measured
response [74]. Magnetic array data is required to perform the reconstruction. Flux surfaces
from a well-diagnosed QSH shot are shown in Figure 2.19. In this Figure the QSH mode
helical axis has caused the flux surfaces in the central region to take on a “bean” shape.
The code predicts increasingly circular flux surfaces as radius increases. Profiles for this
shot, where the radial coordinate is the percent of magnetic flux enclosed, are shown in
Figure 2.20. The plasma density drops off monotonically with the radius, that is, decreases
from the core to the edge region. Peak density is at 6.8x1018 m# 3 on the higher end of
experimentally attainable QSH density for MST. The Te profile is in contrast to the density
profile as it has a peak around 0.4 of normalized radius. This peak in temperature is caused
by improved confinement in the QSH core, although the peak value is not substantially
hotter than the central plasma, the whole plasma is hotter than the comparable MH case
shown in Figure 2.18.
EIRENE’s custom plasma background profiles require that the cell parameters (plasma
parameters) be specified by the user for all computational cells. Temperatures were mapped
from the flux coordinates of the equilibrium reconstruction codes to regular geometric
grid locations. This data was translated into an EIRENE compatible format as seen in
Figure 2.21. Minimal loss of information is achieved. The cell centers in R-Z coordinates
were calculated. The nearest V3Fit data point was found. Its temperature, density, and
B-field data were formatted and written into files that became EIRENE input. While some
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Figure 2.19: V3Fit flux surfaces for an example QSH plasma. The helical bean shaped core
region is easily seen aligned outboard. This particular flux surface is reconstructed from
MST discharge 1110602080 from a poloidal cut that is aligned outboard. V3Fit reconstruction performed by Boguski.

of the data density around the helical core is lost the shape and magnitude of the data is
preserved. A bean-shaped hot spot exists on the Figure. This structure rotates poloidally
as different toroidal cuts are selected.
2.3.3

Neutral source construction

The neutral source input of EIRENE is constructed based on camera observations. Camera
images provide a spatial distribution of Dα emission from the edge plasma region. The
EIRENE simulations in this work are constructed using three surface sources. These
surfaces represent the outboard limiter, the wall, and the poloidal gap limiter. The two
limiters are defined as additional surfaces in the simulation. The outboard limiter surface
is subdivided into 5-degree toroidal slices, from 0 to 360 degrees. Each 5-degree region
is then assigned a total flux based on camera observations of that region. The outboard
limiter source is composed of a mix of atomic and molecular deuterium. The MST wall
region is a uniform recycling source of thermal molecular deuterium. The poloidal gap
limiter source is used only in the simulation of helical plasma. The poloidal gap limiter
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Figure 2.20: V3Fit temperature and density profiles as a function of enclosed flux. Density
is monotonically decreasing outward with increasing radius. Temperature does not track
monotonically downward from the center as a result of the helical core providing thermal
confinement in helical axis.

Figure 2.21: Mapping based on V3Fit used for EIRENE cells showing a side by side of the
V3Fit and EIRENE temperature profiles.

source is a point source on the limiter titles which is phase aligned to the helical magnetic
mode at the gap. The poloidal gap source intensity is calculated based on the interpretation
of camera images.
A sample of the TRIM data that EIRENE uses for sampling the reflection probability of
a deuterium particle is shown in Figure 2.22. This data is for the reflection deuterium on
carbon. A different incidence angle is shown in each panel of the Figure. EIRENE linearly
interpolates this data as needed. Data sets for energy and momentum reflection for particle
wall interactions are also utilized. The primary ones used in setting up EIRENE physics
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in MST are D on C (graphite limiters) and D on Al (vacuum vessel). EIRENE outputs
tabulated data of the neutral density over the computational cells. The geometry used in
EIRENE is a simple torus with additional limiters and pump duct cells. A cross-section of
this geometry can be seen in Figure 2.23. In this Figure, the geometry of EIRENE is shown.
In green are the limiting surfaces. A small number of particle tracks are shown; in blue
are traces of molecule deuterium and in red are traces of atomic deuterium. Traces end in
electron or ion collisions, such as ionization.

Figure 2.22: Trim data used in EIRENE showing the reflection probability of a deuterium
atom onto a carbon surface at various angles of incidence measured from the vertical (such
that 0◦ is perpendicualr).
EIRENE outputs can include the neutral density, neutral temperature, and atomic
emission for each cell. Ions produced from charge exchange are tracked. Surfaces may be
defined about the plasma volume, or subsets of volume to tally photon and neutral particle
fluxes over them, as a measurement of radiation or charge exchange fluxes. EIRENE also
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Figure 2.23: EIRENE MST geometry, showing the vessel wall, limiters, and a pump duct
with sample particle traces in red and blue. Here the blue traces are that of molecular and
the red is atomic deuterium. Collisions occurring are represented by a square. Units are
omitted as gridlines are in terms of the simulations boundaries, rather than machine size.
The red track leaving the vacuum vessel at the bottom of the Figure is detuerium lost to
pumping.

can calculate the energy transferred between the neutrals and the plasma as a result of
collisions.
2.3.4

Interpretation of images

The interpretation of spectroscopic quantities is difficult because the quantities are often
a line of sight or imaged through a plasma where the local parameters that produced
emission are not well known. A flux of particles on a limiter can be obtained by the
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proper interpretation of the Dα emission at λ = 656.1nm. Camera images are converted
to recycling fluxes using the S/XB formalism. The S/XB coefficient assumes all neutrals
entering the plasma are atomic, which is usually not the case [75]. Under 1100 K graphite
recycles 90% as molecules and 10% as atoms. As the surface temperature rises graphite
releases more atomic and less molecular deuterium [46]. The S/XB coefficient for a neutral
molecule tends to be a factor of two more than if the same total number of particles are
started as atoms and then ionized [76]. The S/XB factor changes as a function of the local
plasma parameters as neutrals propagate inwards. A particle flux onto the limiter Γ is
obtained by multiplying photon flux Φ by the S/XB conversion factor:
Γ = S/XB(ne , Te ) · Φ

(2.24)

This S/XB coefficient is derived from the absolute intensity, I(r), of a photon line emitted
at a position r from particles nA (r) by electrons ne (r) with a rate coefficient hσEx ve i. The
quantity hσEx ve i is the rate coefficient for the excitation of neutral atoms to an excited state.
hν
na (r)ne (r)hσEx ve i
(2.25)
4π
where the factor of 4 π represents the emission isotropically, and with B being the branching
ratio. The quantity hσEx ve i is the velocity weighted rate coefficient for ionization interactions of neutral atoms. This intensity which may be integrated over the line of sight or the
volume observed to give the total intensity, Itotal . The atomic flux that enters a plasma is
similarly computed as
Z
I(r) = B

r2

nA (r)ne (r)hσI ve idr

ΦA =

(2.26)

r1

where σI is an ionization cross-section. This atomic flux is the source that creates the
ionization observed. A solution is possible with knowledge of the Te and ne everywhere.
This is where modeling with a synthetic diagnostic becomes useful. The relation can be
simplified to
4π Itotal hσI ve i
S Itotal
ΦA =
= 4π
(2.27)
Γ hν hσEx ve i
XB hν
where S/XB relates the photon intensity to atomic flux, which depends only on the local
temperature and density of the plasma. That is the S/XB coefficient is the ratio of the rate
ionization to rate (hσEx ve i) of excitation (hσEx ve i) of the neutral particles for a particular
plasma. The S/XB coefficient can further be adjusted in the presence of molecular flux.
(

S
2ηΓD2
)effective = S/XB(1 +
)
XB
Γtotal

(2.28)
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where here the effective S/XB is boosted by a factor η, which is proportional to the ratio of
the molecular to the total influx of neutral particles. η depends on the types of processes
available when dissociating or exciting and is usually on the order of a few (2-3) [46].
EIRENE was used to calculate the effective S/XB coefficients for a given plasma background.
These effective coefficients then allowed for the conversion of the experimentally measured
photon fluxes to provide an absolute magnitude of the recycling source.
The use of a synthetic diagnostic is inspired by previous work in the 3D-PSI group in
EMC3-EIRENE [76]. This work, however, uses EIRENE as a standalone code, without the
coupling to EMC3. A set of cameras to match the boundary viewing cameras are set up
in the model. EIRENE can output the Dα emission from each cell. Line of sight integrals
for each camera pixel looking through the EIRENE grid are then computed and synthetic
images are produced. The EIRENE model has a plasma background for each cell, which
can produce simulated emission that the volume would have generated for the sourced
recycling flux. Synthetic emission enables the reconstruction of a synthetic camera image
which can be compared to the source images, from which the recycling fluxes are derived,
Z
Φij =

(s)ds

(2.29)

LS

with (s) being the photon emission rate in a cell calculated by EIRENE. When discretized,
this value is taken to be the cell averaged emission rate.
Φij =

n
X

k · δsk

(2.30)

k

Cameras are defined to have a source, a target, a view angle, and pixel count. An image
plane is calculated based on the view angle and target location. Lines of sight are traced
for each pixel to a location through the plasma domain until a wall is intercepted. The line
of sight is then integrated to obtain emission from the plasma. Plasma emission is based
on both molecular and atomic contributions to the Dα light.
Once a given plasma background is established, a set of deuterium molecules are
sourced. The source distribution matches the relative spatial photon distributions seen by
the camera on the outboard limiter. These particles and their interactions are simulated to
determine an effective S/XB for a given plasma background. EIRENE calculates emission
of photons per cell and the results are tallied against the ionizations that occur per cell. The
calculation of this effective S/XB is shown in Figure 2.24. Here the results of 4 lines-of-sight
are presented on a view for camera #2.
The average S/XB over all camera lines-of-sight is weighted by relative neutral density
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Figure 2.24: A sampling of S/XB coefficients in a 400 kA QSH Plasma. The corresponding
effective S/XB coefficients is calculated along the line for the first 10 cm of distance from
the wall to the camera.
in the cells; this produces an effective conversion factor for each camera per configuration.
The plasma edge, where the largest populations of molecular deuterium reside, influence
the calculation the most. Cameras with more perpendicular angles onto the limiting
surfaces tend to have slightly lower effective S/XB coefficients; this is a geometric effect
of the viewing angle. A table of effective conversion coefficients for the full images is
shown in Table 2.3. These conversion factors allow for the camera source distributions to
be converted from a photon flux to a particle flux. An absolute calibration mapping for the
system is thus generated.
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Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera 3 Camera 4 Camera 5
400 kA QSH
25.9
24.2
24.4
25.2
24.3
500 kA QSH
29.7
27.8
28.0
28.9
27.9
200 kA MH
15.3
14.3
16.6
17.1
16.5
300 kA MH
17.2
16.1
16.3
16.8
16.2
400 kA MH
19.4
18.2
18.3
18.9
18.2
500 kA MH
24.6
23.3
23.5
24.3
23.4
Camera 6 Camera 7 Camera 8 Camera 9
400 kA QSH
26.1
24.5
24.4
24.6
500 kA QSH
30.0
28.1
28.0
28.2
200 kA MH
17.8
16.7
16.6
16.7
300 kA MH
17.4
16.3
16.3
16.4
400 kA MH
19.6
18.4
18.3
18.5
500 kA MH
25.1
23.6
23.5
23.7
Table 2.3: Effective S/XB coefficients for each of BVCs
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Chapter 3
Breaking symmetry in the MST edge

3.1

Helical deformation of the QSH edge

The QSH plasma edge of MST has been experimentally measured with Langmuir probes
for the first time. Probe measurements of the QSH edge reveal that the kinetic plasma
edge is helical. The Te rises a factor of five from ≈ 10 to 50 eV and ne rises from ≈ 0.5x1018
to 2.5x1018 m−3 when the core magnetic mode is aligned to the probe. These peaks are
consistent at two measurement locations that differ by 75 toroidal degrees on the machine.
A 1/5 helicity is seen of the pressure in the edge that matches the core magnetic mode is
observed based on measurements.
In order to accurately model the MST boundary, notably in the QSH state, direct probing
of the edge was required to obtain plasma parameters ne and Te , with the assumption
that ne = ni . Triple tip Langmuir probes described in Section 2.2 were used to measure
the edge electron temperature and density of QSH plasmas. The probes were inserted
at φ = 30 / θ = 15 and at φ = 90 / θ = 90. A cartoon is drawn in Figure 3.1 where the
probe locations are highlighted on MST. This cartoon is overlaid on a set of V3Fit flux
surfaces. In order to account for the Shafranov shift of the plasma, MH plasmas were made
at the start of the day. The probes were advanced inwards in 0.1 cm steps until an ion
saturation current was measured. For probe 1 (30/15), this location was 1.3 cm from the
wall, essentially what was defined by the outboard belt limiter, to be the last closed flux
surface (LCFS). Measurements from probe one were also made at 1.8 cm from the wall
to obtain data inside the LCFS. Probe 2 had to be inserted to 2.6 cm before a signal was
detected. Similarly, measurements were made at this location and at 3.1 cm from the wall
to obtain data at the LCFS and 0.5 cm inside the LCFS.
Probe data is collected at two depths, the LCFS and 0.5 cm inside the LCFS. A lock angle
is calculated as the relative angle between the probe head and the helical mode. A lock
angle of 0 implies the QSH core magnetic mode is aligned radially in front of the probe
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head. As the probes are stationary, the QSH state is rotated by altering the lock angle of
the MST active feedback system, enabling a phase scan of the QSH edge. Measurements
were made every 10 degrees in the phase scan of the QSH edge. The resulting data from
probe measurements is shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. In these Figures, the plotted data
points are offset by -3 degrees if representing the quantity 0.5 cm inside the LCFS and +3
degrees if representing the quantity on the LCFS to reduce overlap and improve clarity.
The bias voltage used in the probe experiments was 200V, well beyond the expected value

Figure 3.1: A cartoon of the probe locations on MST overlaid on V3Fit flux surfaces for a
QSH plasma. Helical flux surfaces are shown in red. The flux surfaces are compressed
outboard due to the Shafranov shift of the plasma. In order to reach the confined plasma
with the vertical probe insertion to a greater depth than the probe near the limiter was
needed.
of the edge electron temperature. It was difficult to obtain good quality QSH plasma with
the probes further inserted due to boron impurity generation from plasma interaction with
the probe housing causing a back transition out of the QSH state.
Electron temperature is measured in the MST edge by the Langmuir probes and shown
in Figure 3.2. The relative lock angle is shown on the X-axis. Electron temperature shown
in red, is 10 eV when measured 0.5 cm inside the LCFS, with the exception of a thermal
peak that exists at 20-30 degrees. The value at 0 degrees is also slightly elevated. The
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temperature data on the LCFS in blue peaks at 10 degrees misalignment between the probe
and QSH mode. Temperatures are slightly colder on the LCFS than on inside the LCFS.
The temperature on the LCFS is at a minimum around ±80-100 degrees when the core
magnetic mode is perpendicular to the probe. The temperature peak on the LCFS is 8.2
times the average value of the other positions measured at this depth. The peak inside the
LCFS is a factor of 5.4 above the average value of the other positions on this depth.

Figure 3.2: Edge electron temperatures measured by probes in QSH plasma. The x-axis is
the phase the mode is locked relative to the probe, where 0 phase would indicate the mode
is aligned to the diagnostic (red/diamond located at 0.5 cm past the limiter, and blue/star
approximately sampling LCFS)
The electron density is measured in the MST edge by the Langmuir probes and shown
in Figure 3.3. The relative lock angle is shown on the X-axis. The peak in the density profile
is even more obvious than in the electron temperature data. Again, blue represents the
data recorded on the LCFS, and red represents data from 0.5 cm inside the LCFS. When
measuring density on the LCFS when the QSH mode is more than 20 degrees away from
the probe head, Jsat is occasionally found to be at the noise level of the probe electronics.
When the QSH mode is locked to the probe the density is peaked at 4.6x1017 m−3 . When
the probes were inserted 0.5 cm deeper into the plasma the density bulge widens.
Both temperature and density rise in the presence of the helical mode. When the mode
is not locked at a probe location, the profiles are flat. This supports the idea that the edge
structure is created due to proximity to the helical core. Probe spacing is sufficiently far
apart that each samples a different 1/5th of the QSH mode as it is rotated through its locking
positions supporting the hypothesis that the edge structure matches the core helicity. The
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Figure 3.3: Edge particle density calculated from ion saturation currents on probes in QSH
plasma. The x-axis is the phase the mode is locked relative to the probe, where 0 phase
would indicate the mode is aligned to the diagnostic (red/diamond at 0.5 cm past the
limiter, and blue/star approximately sampling LCFS

pressure of the plasma edge, that is the combination of ne and Te , is shown in Figure 3.4.
The pressure has been converted to units of Pascals. The pressure on the probes is shown
as a function of the magnetic mode phase lock relative to the probes’ wall position. The
pressure bulge is seen in the Figure as a factor of 5-10 higher plasma pressure when the
core magnetic mode is aligned near the probes. A small phase shift is seen in the plot, with
peak pressure at the LCFS occurring at 15 poloidal degrees relative to the mode aligned to
the probe. At the measurement point 0.5 cm inside the LCFS the location of the pressure
peak shifts to 20-30 poloidal degrees misaligned to the probe head. In terms of toroidal
degrees this mismatch to the probe head is only 3-6 degrees. Pressure in the helical edge
bulge is found to be 10-20 times larger than pressure measured at the same depths into
the plasma when the mode is aligned away from the probes. The pressure measurements
are not sinusoidal, suggesting that the helical core is causing a perturbation of the flux
surface at the edge, resulting in hotter more dense plasma coming in contact with the
limiter, producing the 5 “hot spots” seen in camera measurements of the PWI. Despite a
slight phase shift, the pressure measurements suggests a helical plasma edge exists in QSH
plasma which is phase aligned to the core magnetic structure.
Using the active feedback system of MST, a phase scan of the QSH plasma was performed
by changing the locking position at the poloidal gap, effectivly rotating the plasma toroidally
over the probes. The phase dialed in as the locking angle is measured relative to the poloidal
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Figure 3.4: Pressure plotted as a product of the edge temperature and density. The x-axis
is the phase the mode is locked relative to the probe, where 0 phase would indicate the
mode is aligned to the diagnostic (red/diamond probe located at 0.5 cm past the limiter,
and blue/star approximately sampling LCFS).

angle between the QSH 1/5 mode and a set of magnetic coils inside MST. The QSH mode
is rotated a full poloidal cycle in these experiments. The QSH metric used to filter the data
was a QSH quality (Eq. 2.9) of 8 or greater. This filter ensured that only strong QSH modes
would be included in the data analysis. A full poloidal rotation of the mode as controlled by
the active feedback would cover one of the five toroidal periods over a diagnostic. The RMP
is typically applied from t=16 to t=20 ms, for some phases locking would be difficult as the
mode would drift; if needed the lock time was extended at significantly lower amplitude
for 2 ms to prevent drift.
Given that the two probe locations are sufficiently far apart, it is possible to construct
a pressure surface in the edge. This is shown in Figure 3.5. This Figure is produced by
assuming a 5-fold period structure, aligning the phase of the pressure peaks and replicating
the data over a full toroidal and poloidal grid. Each probe intercepts a different 1/5 period
of the QSH edge. Assuming a 1/5 symmetry allows the probe measurements of ne and Te
to be extended to the full surface. The presence of this edge pressure bulge indicates that
the core QSH mode is able to influence the edge structure, the exact mechanism of which
is unclear. The best guess of the mechanism is flux surface deformation from the QSH
transition. However the combination of the ability to orient the PWI by rotating the core
QSH mode and the same helicity of the structures implies the two are linked. A higher
plasma flux to the limiting surfaces is possible due to the higher plasma density in the
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Figure 3.5: Edge pressure contours constructed based of the probe measurements, with
a red bar representing the area scanned by probe 1 and blue bar for the area scanned by
probe 2.

pressure bulge on the LCFS. In addition the PWI is more intense as the ions that impact
the wall are higher energy. The helical plasma pressure at the edge also has implications
for recycling and fueling discussed later this chapter.
The pressure surfaces are combined with V3Fit reconstructions allowing the helical
pressure bulge to the plasma edge region to be represented in EIRENE models. V3Fit
data for Te and ne extends from the center to r/a=0.94. Edge measurements were made
at r/a=0.99 and 1.0. Probe measurements were appended to the V3Fit data and the intermediate data was created by a linear fit between r/a=0.94 and r/a=0.99. This combined
data enables more accurate modeling of the plasma edge region. One such simulation this
increases the accuracy of is the ionization of deuterium gas injected in fueling simulations
discussed later in this chapter.

3.2
3.2.1

Properties of the QSH edge
Helical recycling in QSH plasmas

All measured MH plasmas show a nearly uniform distribution of plasma material interaction (PMI), both in regards of neutral recycling as well as impurity production. The
rotation of the MH plasmas contributes to evenly distributing the PWI along the limiters,
while the nature of the QSH plasma is to phase lock to the wall, either on its own or at as a
consequence of the RMP system [24]. For the first time the magnitude of locked recycling
sources are measured. The helical nature of the QSH plasma core is seen in a periodic
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PWI pattern on the limiter. Despite the lower density of the QSH plasma, recycling fluxes
are of similar magnitudes to MH plasmas. The deuterium source rate in the MH case is
3.8 ± 0.3x1021 neutrals
while in the QSH case it is 4.7 ± 0.8x1021 neutrals
. The neutral source
s
s
is 23% larger in QSH plasmas and maintains half the density as a MH plasmas. This implies
either a change in recycling conditions or a decrease in the τp in the QSH case. Both cases
are discussed below.
Images were taken of the MST edge and limiting surfaces with the boundary viewing
camera system directly to obtain the Dα photon flux rate, and indirectly to obtain the
neutral source rate. Knowing the photon flux Φ to the camera for a given pixel value
S
enables the use of the XB
method (Section 2.3.4) in obtaining the recycling flux Γ . Camera
imaging techniques measure most of the PWI interaction on the outboard limiter with near
zero interaction on the inboard limiter. MST is operated in the QSH state by setting the
magnetic field at the wall, B(a), to be purely poloidal (F=0). Light integrated from the
plasma is assumed to have been sourced at the outboard limiter, the dominant interaction
site. This integration was treated as if all light in vertical slices was sourced from the central
limiter element. That is, the assumption that all neutrals originate from the limiters is
made. The photon fluxes measured by the full set of boundary viewing cameras around
the outboard limiter is shown in Figure 3.6. This data compares the 400 kA MH plasma to
its 400 kA QSH plasma counterpart. MH plasma are targeted at density of 1x1019 m−3 and
QSH plasma at 0.5x1019 m−3 ; nominal operating parameters for each. Data is only collected
from the Ip flattop period when the plasma is in a quasi-steady state. QSH data is collected
over the many phases of naturally locked MST plasma and shifted so that the first peak is
centered on φ = 0. The 1/5 periodicity is clearly seen in recycling flux observations of the
outboard limiter, appearing as 5 peaks in the plot. The largest peak at near φ = 0 exists due
to an additional contribution from interaction with the poloidal gap tiles. The width of the
PWI is 30 toroidal degrees in good agreement with, if not smaller than the extent of the
edge pressure structure measured by probes (section 3.1). The MH state measurements
are uniform around the machine with minimal variation. The decrease in the non-localized
interaction that is the reduction of PWI where the helical bulge is not present supports the
idea that the PWI is being reshaped by the helical state into a 3D structure.
The persistence of a QSH discharge is defined as the percent of the current flattop period
a discharge has a QSH quality of Q>8 (from Equation 2.9). This condition defines that 80%
of the magnetic energy is concentrated in the m/n=1/5 magnetic mode, is a sufficiently
strong filter that all discharges that qualify exhibit the expected behavior of the QSH state.
Discharges with Q>8 lock naturally or are able to be locked with the RMP, have a “bean
shaped” magnetic core when the flux surfaces are reconstructed and produce a periodic
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Figure 3.6: Dα photon flux as a proxy for recycling on limiters in MST in QSH (red) and
MH (blue). The transition from an axisymmetric to helical RFP restructures the PWI to
match the core helicity, in this case, 5 periods.

PWI on the limiter. The average of the recycling fluxes measured at the wall locations
aligned and anti-aligned to the helical mode are compared over the flattop period of the
discharges. A trend is seen that the discharges which stay longer in the QSH period have on
average a brighter hot spot created by the locked mode and darker emission from the rest
of the observed limiter. This data is shown in Figure 3.7. The rise in photon flux for locked
QSH with persistence implies that the longer the QSH state exists, the more concentrated
the localization becomes. The photon flux becomes more consistent frame to frame the
longer the plasma stays in a single state. This suggests high-quality QSH leads to more
consistent, controllable recycling from an engineering point of view. Future RFPs can then
be optimized for either high-quality QSH, or high-quality MH RFPs, as the transient states
between the two lead to increased variability in plasma-wall interaction.
3.2.2

Recycling properties of the QSH edge

The localization of the recycling source in QSH plasma prompted the question about the
PWI conditions during localized plasma bombardment of the limiter. Experiments were
conducted in MST by inserting the probes to the limiter, computing the ion flux onto
the probes, and then comparing to the calculated recycling flux coming off the limiter
after the probe was retracted. The recycling flux was determined by the Dα emission and
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Figure 3.7: Wall recycling as measured by Dα photon flux decreases linearly, and localized
locked limiter emission increases with QSH persistence.

S/XB method with the conversion factor based on probe measured plasma parameters.
These measurements were during a phase scan of the QSH mode to determine if recycling
conditions vary with the magnetic mode. It was found that the recycling was reduced from
90 ± 10% when the mode was not locked over the measured region to 68±4% when the
magnetic mode and pressure bulge were locked near the measurement region.
The probe used for this experiment was 15 poloidal degrees above the limiter or about
2.5 cm above the limiter. The plasma flux onto the probe is calculated as the product of the
ion density and ion sound speed:
Γi = ni ∗ cs
(3.1)
Otherwise stated this is the ion saturation current (Eq. 2.14) per probe area, divided by
the electron charge. The results of the recycling experiment are shown in Figure 3.8.
The recycling is near unity when the edge pressure bulge is far from the probes as
might be expected. The pressure bulge aligning to the probe causes a drop in the recycling
observed. The measured particle flux to the limiters increases while the photon flux of Dα
light remains approximately constant. In addition electron temperatures are measured.
Ions are assumed to have a temperature proportional to the electron temperature in MST.
Hotter ions have increased likelihood to embed themselves into the graphite limiters rather
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than collide on the surface. Confinement times, τp , are sensitive to changes in the recycling
coefficient.
The recycling was found to be high when the pressure bulge was not locked to the
measuring probe. The recycling averaged R=0.9, with R=1 being within the standard error
of the measurement. The region of locked PWI averaged .75 with a minimum of R=0.68.
Recycling coefficients were calculated by comparing the ion flux from probe measurements
to the recycling flux based on camera measurements. Error was lower in the locked case to
around ±0.04. The change in effective recycling is due to ion fluxes to the limiter surfaces
increasing more than light emission in the presence of the pressure bulge. Higher ion fluxes
to the limiters occur while the mode is locked to the edge, and while photon emission also
rises in the presence of the QSH mode, the ion flux increases by a factor of 10-15, based on
probe measurements of ion saturation current, while the cameras see a light intensity jump
of a factor 7-10. The change in recycling coefficient can decrease the effective confinement
time, τ∗p , by a factor of 5. The effective particle confinement time,τ∗p as shown in Equation
2.4 is strongly influenced by recycling. Taking the derivative with respect to recycling one
finds
dτ∗p
τp
=
(3.2)
dR
(1 − R)2
When R is close to 1, small changes in R produce large changes in the effective particle
confinement time, τ∗p . Gas injection experiments described in the next section are conducted
to measure τ∗p . The increasing of R from 0.75 to 0.95 increases τ∗p by 5. What is physically
happening is that as recycling approaches unity the number of cycles a particle makes in
Figure 2.1 gets increasing large, leading to the effective confinement time being longer.
The change in recycling coefficient in the presence of the pressure bulge helps explain
why the QSH neutral source is larger despite maintaining a lower plasma density. With
reduced recycling in the pressure bulge region, more neutral particles are required to
sustain the QSH plasma density.
Some potential explanations are now offered. The first case to be considered is that
hotter plasma particles are less likely to cause recycling on a surface with the recycling
coefficient trending away from unity towards lower values starting at 20 eV [77] [70].
Another explanation could be that the wall is locally being depleted of the deuterium
reserve. Graphite has a storage capacity of about 5x1019 H per m2 [3]. The area of the
wall where PWI occurs in MH plasma is the whole limiter. The extent of the limiter is
approximately 12 m (outboard circumference of MST) by 0.04 m (circumference of a 1.27
cm graphite half-round limiter tile). Having the full outboard limiter is the plasma-wetted
surface leads to a larger capacity for neutrals to be used as part of wall fueling. Taking the
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full area of the limiter and diving by total neutral source rate as measured by the BVCs
(Section 3.3.1) estimates a wall depletion time for MH plasmas to be approximately 34 ms.
This time is a third of the longest MST discharges, and it is quite reasonable to assume the
ions incident on the wall will neutralize and replenish this fuel source.
The localized PWI occurs over each localized limiter “hot spot” (high neutral source)
in a QSH discharge has an area of 0.15 m by 0.04 m. If one calculates the wall capacity
assuming a fully loaded wall, and the whole neutral source required to sustain the plasma
is from an area that represented wall tiles for each QSH hot spot, the wall reservoir would
deplete in 0.32 ms if no replacement occurs. This is a worst case scenario, from Figure 3.6
the Dα light shows that recycling occurs over the whole outboard limiter, not just in the
localized region. About half the total recycling occurs in the five QSH “hot spots” and the
remainder of the neutral source is distributed over the rest of the limiter. Replacement of
the deuterium is very likely to occur, so with the ions that knock off a deuterium neutral
neutralizing on the graphite limiter themselves. It is therefore suggested that the recycling
coefficient decreases when the edge pressure bulge is locked to the wall as the neutral
recycling flux is limited by the availability of neutrals on the wall material, while the flux
of the ions incident on the wall is determined by the plasma density and confinement of
the QSH mode.
3.2.3

Phase dependence of deuterium injection

The ability to inject deuterium into a helical plasma was measured by perturbation gas
injection experiments and a dependence of the effective particle confinement time on the
alignment of gas source and QSH phase was found. A single injection valve was used
on MST to insert a known quantity of deuterium during the QSH period. This gas valve
was located at (180Φ, -135θ). The orientation of the QSH mode was either aligned, antialigned, or perpendicular to the gas valve to determine the effects of plasma alignment
on an injection of neutrals into QSH plasma. The smallest gas injection quantity in MST,
limited by the piezoelectric valve, is 1.25x1019 particles over 5 ms. For these gas injection
experiments , 3.75x1019 particles were injected during the QSH period. This was the largest
amount that could be reliably injected without the plasma dithering back to an MH state.
MST’s interferometer was used to measure the line averaged density of the plasma in
response to gas injection. The procedure described in Section 2.1.3 is used to identify the
total fueling uptake, fueling efficiency, and particle confinement time for this gas injection.
The results of gas fueling in the QSH state are shown in Figure 3.9. Here the fueling
efficiency is shown as a function of the locked mode relative to the gas injection valve. A
phase of 0 degrees implied the gas was injected directly into the edge pressure bulge, while
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Figure 3.8: The recycling coefficient in 400-425 kA QSH plasma versus mode location in
MST. The recycling coefficient decreases if the helical mode is locked near the limiter.

a phase of -180 degrees implies the bulge was poloidally opposite the gas injection valve.
Error in this plot is calculated as the standard error of the density measurements, phase was
assumed to be prescribed and exactly locked. Fueling efficiency of deuterium gas injected
into QSH is 60% to 70% depending on the phase. The maximum fueling efficiency is seen
when the mode is locked at a gas injection valve location. As the mode is locked further
away from the gas injection valve, the mean fueling efficiency drops. QSH plasmas will
most readily uptake fuel when gas is injected into the edge pressure bulge. This is a direct
consequence of the gas injected into a region of higher temperature and density being more
directly ionized and confined before the neutrals are lost to pumping or the wall. Using the
3
probe data to compare the ionization cross-section, the hσνiei increases from 0.9x10−14 ms
3
to 2.8x10−14 ms in the extreme edge based on AMJUEL tabulated data[68]. An EIRENE
simulation of fueling is presented later in Chapter 4 with an extended discussion of edge
temperature and density effects on fueling.
τ∗p was found to vary with respect to the phase, being significantly longer when injected
gas is anti-aligned to the QSH mode. In all cases total density decays to the nominal
pre-injection level after a short time. The measurements of τ∗p vs QSH phase are shown in
Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental fueling efficiency measured. A phase of 0 degrees represents the
QSH mode aligned in front of the gas injection valve. While the mode is aligned to the gas
valve, greater fuel uptake occurs. Error bars represent the standard error of the data set.

Figure 3.10: Effective confinement time as a function of the phase between the QSH mode
and a valve injecting gas into the QSH plasma is measured. A phase of 0 represents the
QSH mode aligned to the valve. A lower absolute value represents an increased decay rate.
This rapid decay occurs when the mode is aligned to the gas injection valve, implying that
the edge pressure bulge will rapidly expel plasma particles compared to the regions where
the pressure bulge does not exist. Error bars represent the standard error of the data set.
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The τ∗p is calculated by observing the density decay method described in 2.1.3 The
gas injected into the plasma remains longer in the system when it is injected away from
the pressure bulge. A lower absolute value of τ∗p represents a more rapid decay back to
the density levels sustained by recycling, where here the negative sense of τ∗p is a decay
time constant. When the gas valve is aligned to the edge pressure bulge (0 degrees on the
Figure), the additional amount of neutrals is ionized more readily. This is seen as increased
fueling efficiency (Figure 3.9). These results suggest the life cycle of deuterium, recycling
on the walls, is much shorter when the recycling source is near the edge pressure bulge.
This has implications for the plasma energy budget, as will be discussed later in Chapter 4
with the modeling results.
The effectiveness of wall fueling was also investigated. Experiments were performed in
which MST underwent 30 minutes of pulsed-discharge cleaning (PDC), then gas injection
experiments were repeated at various phases. The results of these experiments are shown
in Figure 3.11. In the Figure, the red horizontal lines represent the average τ∗p from when
the walls were assumed to be saturated. Four separate cleaning cycles were used. After
each round of cleaning the τ∗p were on the order of 1 ms, showing that clean walls effectively
pumped deuterium , that is the wall recycling was low. This is evident in rounds 1 and 3,
and to a lesser extent in round 2. The particle confinement times started at around half
the average from the previous gas injection experiments, and decreased to 2.1 ms, then
immediately jumped to a nominal value of around 9 ms. This is within the error bars of
the previous experiments. This set of experiments implies that MST’s walls saturate with
neutral particles rapidly after deuterium plasmas are discharged.
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Figure 3.11: The walls of MST become rapidly saturated with deuterium during normal
plasma operation. Only after 3-6 discharges from cleaning do recycling levels return to
nominal values as depicted by the red horizontal lines. Black lines are added to guide the
eye to the trend of the data in each plot.

3.3
3.3.1

General survey of the plasma boundary
Neutral source spatial distribution in MH plasma

The investigation of the recycling fluxes discussed before is now followed up with a more
general survey of the plasma edge properties in the configurations in question for this thesis.
The general properties discussed in this Section will be the source spatial distribution in
both MH and QSH plasmas, the effect of reversal parameter, F, on recycling rates in the
RFP, an impurity generation in MST, and bolomteric power measurements in MH and QSH
plasmas.
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In MH plasmas, the degree of symmetry in PWI increases with increasing plasma
current. For each camera view, a reference image was prepared where toroidally localized
features are identified, enabling the extent of the limiter viewed by the cameras to be
identified. The data images then have a region of interest drawn about the outboard limiter,
and this region is sliced toroidally. An image with an overlaid region of interest over the
outboard limiter’s local emission is shown in Figure 3.12. In this image, a sample of the high
toroidal angle area of MST is shown, from 270 to 360 toroidal, left to right over the image.
The red region is generated by fitting a box around the brightest pixels of the image. The
light blue ellipsoid is done by best fitting an ellipse to the contours of the image boundary.
The red region is identified as the limiter for classification and data handling, and the light
blue region is taken to be the observed outboard area. The samples observe the poloidal
gap region but are representative of the process from any of the views. A ripple band-like
pattern can be seen in the 200 kA case. The toroidal distribution of photon flux at four time
steps from within a single discharge is shown in Figure 3.13. At lower currents a structure
exists with rotating peaks and troughs in the amount of light emitted near the limiter.

Figure 3.12: Dα filtered image from camera 1, looking past the poloidal gap to the 270-360T
region in a 200 kA plasma discharge (1150426036:30ms). Overlaid on the image are two
regions of interest used to slice up the image for processing. Inside the blue circle is the
full plasma observed in the image, inside the red box is a zone of “limiter emission”. The
red region of interest is further divided into toroidal slices.
The 200 kA MH data in Figure 3.13 is from a single discharge, this spatial distribution
has significant peaks with a peak-to-peak distance of 12±2◦ . This structure of peaks and
troughs changing position between images is often observed in low current MH plasma.
When averaging the data between shots, this trend is washed out, as the peaks rotate,
and every image captures them at a different time. The 500 kA MH data in Figure 3.14 is
from discharge 1140811080. Unlike at lower currents the spatial location of peaks does not
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Figure 3.13: Dα emission for 200 kA plasma from a single camera view; discharge
1150426036:30ms. Clipping in the image is due to a momentary saturation of the pixels.
change with time. A single peak location around 295◦ is seen. This spike is caused by a
nearby porthole. With the exception of the peak the rest of the data from 310◦ to 350◦ is flat
in spatial distribution within images and the image to image variation is also small with
the exception of the 30 ms trace which has a 20-50% rise. The uniformity between the 27,
33, 36 ms frames are characteristic of the plasma flattop of a high current MH plasma.
These plasmas were all rotating MH plasmas at high current, so plasma locking to a
location is likely to not influence the PWI. The peaked location in the frames may be a
consequence of a break in the edge symmetry by diagnostic portholes. At this location
MST has two standard diagnostic ports just above and below the limiter every 15◦ toroidal
degrees from 300◦ to 345◦ , but noting within 30◦ poloidal of the limiter from 300◦ to 270◦ .
Higher currents result in lower Dα fluxes measured. The reduced Dα fluxes measured
is indicative of improved confinement with higher plasma current, consistent with past
results [81]. There is also a breaking in the symmetry, caused by the poloidal gap. At this
location increased intensity is observed in Dα light measured. The trend in MST is that the
overall Dα emission slightly decreases as the toroidal angle from the gap increases. The
overall magnitude of symmetry breaking is approximately a factor of 2, more substantial at
lower currents. This binned data is later used, when calibrated to provide absolute values
of recycling sources, for EIRENE simulations for MH plasmas. The time traces of recycling
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Figure 3.14: Dα emission for 500 kA plasma, discharge 1140811080:30ms. Emission peaks
and troughs do not change relative location, single camera view.

around MST for 200 and 400 kA MH plasmas are shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. Photon
emission decreasing with discharge length is seen in both cases. The decrease occurs as no
fuel is injected into the plasma beyond the initial startup fueling, and some for softening the
termination. The recycling can vary around MST by up to a factor of two but is often more
uniform, and less peaked. The most significant difference is between the views looking at
the poloidal gap and those looking far from the poloidal gap.
The data is more readily usable when examining just the Ip flattop period when plasma
conditions are steady. The photon flux spatial distribution about the machine is presented
in Figure 3.17. This data is presented as 1σ confidence intervals for Φ. This confidence
interval is calculated as:
σ
σ
x̄ − z √ ; x̄ + z √
(3.3)
n
n
Where x̄ is the mean of data collected at a given location, z is a statistical function chosen
for a given confidence level in this case z=1.645 for 90% confidence in the data range. σ
is the sample standard deviation, and n is the number of sample points collected. Data
is represented this way to show the consistency in measurements over a range of plasma
currents for MH plasma. The mean of this data forms the source rates for MH plasma in
EIRENE. In addition, this Figure includes the variation of the photon flux due to changes in
plasma current. The lower current plasma produces both a higher photon flux and higher
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Figure 3.15: The average recycling flux from a 200-kA standard discharge, showing small
toroidal variation. Plasma flattop exists from around 20 to 40 ms, then the current decreases
until the discharge is terminated resulting in the peak flux at the end of the trace.

recycling flux, as well as larger shot-to-shot variation.
Low current plasmas have a greater standard deviation in photon fluxes measured.
This is a frame to frame variation in low current plasma from the motion of the rotating
PWI. In MH plasma, the location of the maxima and minima recycling regions diminishes,
becoming uniform when summed over many discharges. Higher current plasma creates a
uniform PWI. Peaks in the PWI are no longer observed.
3.3.2

Dependence on reversal parameter

T (a)
The reversal parameter, F = BhB
was investigated as a control parameter for edge pheTi
nomena. The reversal parameter is a measure of the twisting of the magnetic field at the
edge. In standard (F=-0.2) or deep reversal (F<-0.2), the magnetic spectrum is broad. MH
plasma composes this section of parameter space. The spectrum narrows as F approaches 0,
where the spontaneous transition to QSH readily occurs. Island chains exist on the reversal
surface. As the reversal surface is driven deeper by adjusting the edge toroidal magnetic
field, these island chains move deeper into the plasma [78] [79]. An F-scan was done
over reversal parameters from -0.3 to 0.0 on MST to study how this parameter affects total
recycling in the edge of MH plasma. The same image analysis routine from the last section
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Figure 3.16: The average recycling flux during a 400-kA standard discharge, showing small
toroidal variation.
is used. A graphical summary of the results is presented in Figure 3.18. Each data point
represents the mean and standard deviation of the average photon flux during the flattop
period of MST discharges. These experiments are performed between 200 kA and 500 kA
with images used from when the plasma current was with in 10% of the target plasma
current. The camera frame rate enables no more than 5 similar images to be collected from
a single discharge. Two hundred discharges were used for each current level.
The maximum photon flux is observed at F=-0.2 in all cases. At deeper reversal, the
plasma experiences higher confinement, but also stronger sawteeth [80]. These sawteeth
expel core plasma and flatten the temperature profile briefly. It may be that the fewer,
larger, sawteeth are not captured by the cameras effectively for deeply reversed plasma.
The fact that the photon flux is most intense at F=-0.2 can be explained in terms of the
plasma temperature. Previous studies examining core confinement showed that electron
temperature is largest at F=-0.2. As the F values moves away from F=-0.2 the temperature
is found to decrease [81]. The electron temperature also scales positively with plasma
current as shown previously in Table 1.1. The highest temperature (and plasma currents)
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Figure 3.17: The photon flux observed for MH plasma decreases with plasma current. Each
current is plotted as a set of two traces representing the mean plus one standard deviation
and the mean minus one standard deviation for the observed angle. The flux tends to
decrease as these higher current discharges are more uniform in the recycling and PWI.

produce the lowest photon fluxes measured. The drive for edge recycling in MST is the
location of the reversal surface in MH plasma. As the reversal surface is moved away from
the wall the photon flux slowly rises. The size of the islands is kept small by the shear of
the q-profile. The usual size of the (0,n) island on MST is on the order of a 1.0-2.0 cm. The
ion gyroradius can extend this distance another 0.5-1.0 cm for a total potential distance
where the limiter is still connected to the reversal surface of 3cm. The reversal surface at
F=-0.2 is located at 4.2 cm beyond the limiter (at r=46.5 based on MSTFit q-profile zero
crossings). This implies the largest volume of plasma is connected to the wall when F=-0.2.
So, the plasma that is connected to the wall is increasing as F is decreased until the point
where the reversal surface and its associated island disconnects when observed photon
flux reaches their minimum levels. The F=0 parameter is an outlier at higher currents, with
a steeper decrease between F=0 and F=-0.05 when compared to 200 and 300 kA. At higher
currents, these plasmas tend to evolve naturally into the QSH state. The data presented
for the 400 and 500 kA F=0 points was not filtered with respect to QSH or MH magnetic
structure and contained both kinds of plasma, as well as shots which flipped between the
two states. If it were not for F=-0.2 plasma producing routinely hotter electrons in MST
plasma, it might be advantageous to operate MST regularly at shallower or deeper reversal
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Figure 3.18: Photon flux observed on the limiters of MH plasma as the reversal parameter
is scanned. Peak emission is at F=-0.2 and falls off either direction.
to minimize the PWI and maintain a cleaner machine.
3.3.3

Impurity content

One of the original goals of the BVCs was to be an impurity monitoring system on MST. A
survey of impurities in MST was conducted with the BVCs. The suspected impurities were
carbon, from the limiter blocks, oxygen, from water vapor in the vacuum chamber, boron,
from probe housing erosion; and aluminum from the interior vacuum vessel. There were
three goals of the impurity surveys. First was to evaluate if the cameras could measure
the impurity content in MST. Second was to identify the impurity production locations on
the plasma-facing surfaces. Third was to determine what fraction of visible light results
from emission by deuterium. While surveying the plasma multiple emission lines may
overlap, which can cause confusion in some cases. When a line was observed in the filtered
survey, the element was identified by searching for other lines from different charge states
of that atom. For example, CIII overlaps with AlII. When light was observed in the 464 nm
bandpass filter, it was identified as carbon because of the presence of the CV line near 494
nm, while no other lines that could be attributed to aluminum states were observed.
The relative magnitude of the impurities was also identified. Filtered camera images
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were taken with the BVCs and image intensity was corrected for transmission loss of
the bandpass filters as described in Section 2.2.4. Due to relatively low content and short
integration times, observation of higher charge state impurities was inconsistent. Frequently
camera images filtered in light other than the major deuterium lines of 656.3 nm and 486.1
nm resulted in no data above the noise level of the camera. However, some emission from
impurities were observed, such as CIII.
The composition of visible emission from MST plasma was analyzed. The plasma
emission observed is primarily deuterium from the Dα line. Some oxygen emission is
observed during plasma startup. This is caused by the PWI releasing gettered oxygen.
The oxygen signal is not detectable beyond the plasma formation period. CIII is observed
throughout the discharge. The breakdown of the light seen within the BVCs view is shown
in Figure 3.19 for a 200 kA MH plasma. The data in the Figure are plotted on a log scale;
otherwise, impurity light sources would be too low to be seen in detail. Error bars are
not shown on the impurity species or Dα for ease of viewing. Typical errors for most
impurity signals were 20-30% of the mean measurement. Comparing the trace of the visible
photon counts seen in the camera to the Dα counts it is obvious that almost all of the light
observable in the visible spectrum is produced by deuterium as Dα and Dβ . Carbon light
makes up 1-3% of the total light observed. Other impurities were found to be below the
noise level of the camera detector. The 500 kA data for Dα ,Dβ , and Dγ lines indicate a
higher plasma temperature based on the increased ratio between Dβ line and the other
lines. This data highlights the use of the BVCs as a survey system for MST plasmas. While
the capability to monitor carbon sources exist, the spatial resolution, one of the BVCs
strengths, would need to be traded for longer integration time even to begin to measure
other impurities.
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Figure 3.19: The boundary viewing camera used as a survey spectrometer. Data is taken
over many discharges looking at the poloidal gap. Error bars for the visible are present,
error bars for other impurity species are on order of 20-50% and have been removed to
prevent clutter. The data in the Figure are plotted on a log scale.

3.4

Bolometer observation of plasma edge

Radiative power flux measurements were made with a set of bolometers. The system
consists of four bolometers mounted on the exterior vacuum vessel described in 2.2.7.
Bolometers are mounted to observe chords that intersect just above or below the limiters
by 2 cm. A phase scan was performed using the MST active feedback system to lock the
QSH mode at a given angle for a set of shots recording the power levels observed by the
bolometers. After collecting 20 discharges per shot, the phase of the QSH mode was rotated
and data collection repeated. Data was collected every 20 poloidal degrees for a full period
of the QSH mode. The results of bolometer observation of 400 kA QSH plasmas are shown
in Figure 3.20. The Figure panels are labeled with the bolometer locations in terms of MST
machine coordinates φ, θ. The bolometers at φ = 30, θ = −15 (a), and φ = 30, θ = 165 (c)
are located on the outboard and inboard of the machine respectively, observing slightly
off the midplane. The bolometer at φ = 120, θ = 105 (b) measures a chord of plasma 15
degrees off-vertical. The bolometer at φ = 300, θ = 135 (d) views a chord that runs 45
degrees to the vertical. The data is adjusted such that the QSH locking phase shown in the
Figure is 0 when the locked mode would be locked in front of the bolometers.
The outboard and inboard bolometers have clear peaks shown in subfigure (a) and (c).
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Figure 3.20: Bolometer observations of the 400 kA QSH edge along four different chords
measure the total power seen by the bolometer, both photon and neutral particle, as a
function of the mode relative locking phase.

The outboard bolometer has a peak shifted at -40 from the locking angle, as well as slightly
elevated power levels detected in the 0-30 region compares to the 30-180 region. This large
peak in P measured is from PWI on the gap limiter located at -30 degrees relative to the
detector location providing an additional recycling surface for neutral generation. The
signal is weakest at ±100 degrees, when the mode is perpendicular to this detector. A factor
of 2 increase is measured when the mode is locked opposite the bolometer, on the inboard
limiter. The inboard bolometer measures increased power flux both when the mode is
aligned to the bolometer, and when the mode is opposite the bolometer, locked 180 degrees
away on the outbaord. Again this detector sees a minimum in power flux when the mode is
perpendicular to the detector. The detectors at φ = 120, θ = 105 and φ = 300, θ = 135 have
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less well defined peaks. The data collected by the near-vertical bolometer is essentially
flat when the standard error of the measurements is considered. Peak values at 0 degree
locking angle and minimums at ±100 when the mode is perpendicular are seen by the two
detectors. Without a strong neutral source from PWI this bolometer observes small values
of the power flux as the mode is rotated.
The energy losses from the neutrals, like the plasma pressure, mimic the QSH core
magnetic structure. It is evident in Figure 3.20 (a) and (c) that the chords across the
midplane measure peaks when the QSH mode is locked near the bolometer. Vertical chords
(b) and (d) are flat. This implies increased plasma neutral interaction in the midplane
when the mode is locked outboard, but not inboard or otherwise. These measurements
imply that the plasma-neutral losses are concentrated in the plasma edge pressure bulge,
but must have some spread over the plasma volume in order for the vertical detector to be
measuring a signal.
Experiments were also performed to measure the radiated power fluxes of MH plasmas.
As MH plasmas rotate the phase is rapidly changing. As a result the value presented is the
phase of the rotating m/n=1/5 mode at the time of peak current. The power fluxes collected
are instantaneous measurements of the power seen at peak current in a MH plasma rather
than multiple shot averaged values as the QSH data was. The data was collected with
the same four bolometers as before, inboard (a), outboard (c), vertical (b) and 45-degree
angled (d) and is presented in Figure 3.21. Bolometer power levels measured by the
outboard detector are consistent. The other bolometers have larger spreads in the observed
power fluxes. All bolometers occasionally measure lower power levels, sometimes 0. No
dependence on phase is observed as is expected for a rotating mode. Power flux in MH
plasmas is independent of the m/n=1/5 mode phase. There is no structure in the radiation
distribution of MH plasmas, while a strong structure linked to the core magnetic mode is
seen in QSH plasmas.
The plasma edge of MH plasma is, on average, symmetric with no noticeable poloidal
or toroidal dependency. This is supported by both camera measurements of recycling
fluxes and bolometer measurement of neutral power fluxes. Bolometer measurements add
additional evidence to support that the plasma edge of the QSH plasma is indeed 3-D with
both poloidal and toroidal asymmetry. Bolometers see that the largest power fluxes are see
when the QSH mode is locked close to the outboard limiter. This is seen by both inboard
and outboard bolometers looking across the midplane. While the QSH mode is locked
inboard, a small increase to the power measured is observed. Bolometer that look vertically
through the plasma do not observe significant changes in power measured in either MH or
QSH case as these bolometers do not measure near the primary locations of PWI.
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Figure 3.21: Bolometer observations of the 400 kA MH edge along four different chords
measure the power losses. Both photon and neutral particle power losses are measured.
Results are displayed as a function of QSH phase.
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Chapter 4
Numerical analysis of the 3D neutral particle distribution and associated power losses

The EIRENE code is used to model the MST edge and reconstruct the 3D neutral distribution. Plasma backgrounds are created utilizing the edge data measured from probe
experiments. Neutral sources are defined by converting photon fluxes measured by the
Boundary Viewing Cameras (BVCs) into recycling fluxes, which in turn depend on plasma
parameters in the edge. A procedure was developed to adjust the EIRENE models to maximize agreement between generated synthetic images or synthetic line integrated signals
and experimental data. In the model, recycling on surfaces as well as the distribution of the
neutral source were used as free parameters. Once the model is tuned to produce synthetic
signals that agree with experimental measurements, the neutral density profile and the
plasma-neutral interactions are examined in detail.

4.1

Plasma backgrounds in the model

The code V3Fit, together with measurements, is used to create 3D equilibrium reconstructions based on well-diagnosed plasma discharges. The reconstructions are used as
a Quasi-Single Helicity (QSH) plasma background. A 1/5 symmetry in the magnetic
structure is enforced in these reconstructions by zeroing out other magnetic modes to
produce a pure helical structure. The data at the edge of these reconstructions tends to
be axisymmetric due to the ideal conducting boundary conditions in V3Fit. This data is
shown in Figure 4.1, which is composed of four plots, showing electron temperature and
density in two cross sections of a QSH plasma, 0 and 36 degrees. These cross sections
are chosen as they represent an inboard and outboard lock. Br is forced to 0 at the edge,
a consequence of the conducting boundary which forces the flux surfaces at the edge in
V3Fit to be circular. Consequently the temperature and density in the edge is circular and
uniform.
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Figure 4.1: Plasma background fields from V3Fit for 400 kA QSH are shown. The x-axis
the R coordinate and the y-axis the Z coordinate in MST. Plasma density and temperature
cross-sections are shown for the locked mode cross-section as well as the anti-locked mode
cross-section. The plasmas represented in the right two plots are locked outboard (right),
and the plasmas represented by the left two plots are locked inboard (left). The edge values
are uniform around the machine poloidally as well as toroidally at the two cross-sections
shown which represent the two extremes of the QSH mode.
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The default V3Fit data does not have the helical deformation observed by the Langmuir
probe discussed in Chapter 3. The central data points have been removed for clarity, and
data from r/a>0.94 is shown. Due to the Shafranov shift, the flux surfaces are shifted
outboard slightly. Visually, data is lost on the inboard side when filtering on data at r/a
> 0.94 . The parameters on the outer edge of these plasmas are uniform both poloidally
and toroidally at approximately 40 eV and 3.8x1017 m−3 . There is no dependence on the
orientation of the QSH mode in this data; the edge in front of the limiter is the same
temperature and density regardless of the QSH locking angle.
Therefore V3Fit reconstructions were augmented by appending and blending the probe
data into the edge of the V3Fit data. Probe data replaced V3Fit data in the outermost 2
radial rings. In order to obtain a smoother temperature and density profile in the edge,
the region from r/a=0.95 to the outermost cell is altered to produce a linear fit between
the r/a=0.95 and the edge cell. The plasma temperature is shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Plasma density is shown in Figure 4.4. The corrected V3Fit background cross-sections
are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. These full background Figures are useful to understand
what interactions can be expected between the neutrals and bulk plasma. Detailed edge
measurements which have been incorporated into the model are shown in Figure 4.2. In
this Figure where central data is omitted, the boundary is at r/a=0.94 to highlight the
region where V3Fit and edge data are blended together. This Figure highlights the edge
region, where neutrals are sourced. Examining this Figure highlights how plasma-neutral
interactions can change with edge conditions.
The edge data is most easily seen in Figure 4.2, where the central data is removed.
The outboard edge starts at 58 eV and quickly rises to over 100 eV in less than 2cm as
shown in Figure 4.2 (a). On the inboard side, a cold 20 eV plasma exists in the region 3 cm
from the wall. The mode is locked inboard, and the edge plasma is symmetric about the
machine at 25-35 eV as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). This uniformity in the edge arises because
when the mode is locked inboard the Shafranov shift of the plasma keeps the core mode
from pushing up against the inboard limiter. When the mode is locked perpendicularly
to a limiter, the poloidal dependence on edge temperature is seen in the lower outboard
corner as shown in Figure 4.2 (c). This region has temperatures at 50-80 eV while the
upper-inboard region is below 40 eV. Plasma in front of the limiter is 40 eV. When the QSH
helix is locked close to the limiter the neutrals encounter a hot dense edge. Similarly, in the
locked case, the neutrals will encounter plasma of 140-200 eV after traveling 2.5-5 cm. As
the neutral source is predominantly the outboard limiter this leads to strong dependence on
the mode phase. Charge exchange does not differ by more than a factor of 3 between 10 eV
and 100 eV, while the breakdown and ionization of neutral deuterium changes dramatically.
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Figure 4.2: Combined electron temperature backgrounds of V3Fit and probe data for QSH
plasma with only edge data shown to highlight probe results. Three separate toroidal slices
are shown, representing (a) an outboard lock φ = 0, (b) an inboard lock φ = 36, and (c) a
perpendicular lock φ = 50.
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At 10 eV it is 100x more likely for a neutral molecule to be broken down into two atoms
of deuterium than dissociatively ionize. At 100 eV these two methods of breaking down
molecular deuterium have approximately the same reaction rates. As molecular neutrals
break down into a neutral and an ion, the ion becomes magnetized and the penetration of
the fuel into the plasma is decreased. As most neutrals are generated as molecules from
the PWI of the helical bulge and the limiter, dissociation ionization is the most common
process in the QSH plasma. This will limit the penetration of neutrals through the edge
plasma.
The nominal 400 kA QSH temperature data used in EIRENE is shown in Figure 4.3.
Cross-sections of the mode are shown in the locked, anti-locked, and a downward perpendicular locked position, each relative to the outboard limiter. The temperature data in this
Figure has a poloidal dependence. The highest-temperature region of the helical QSH core
exists at r/a=0.69-0.77 when locked outboard. The outboard locked case (a) creates an
interesting scenario. Neutral particles generated from PWI on the limiter can reach 400 eV
plasma within a few mean free paths. EIRENE recalculates the mean free path of neutrals
each time a new cell is entered to determine the chance of interaction within the new cell.
Two temperature breakpoints are worth examining to understand which reactions are likely
to occur when modeling neutral atom transport. Examining the reaction rate coefficients
at these temperature breakpoints inform which reactions are occurring in which region.
The first, Te =80 eV is the point when hσviCX is closest to hσviionization at 3x10−14 and
2x10−14 m3 s−1 respectively. The second, Te =400 eV is the threshold where charge exchange
reactions become 5 times more likely than an ionization event. At these high temperatures,
charge exchange should dominate ionization losses for atomic deuterium. Furthermore
molecular deuterium over the entire temperature range (1 eV-1 keV) is most likely to ionize
+
by the e− + D2 → 2e− + D+
2 reaction first, and then D2 molecule will be broken into D
and D+ by future collisions. When the mode is not locked to the outboard limiter, the
plasma is colder than 200 eV in the region swept by the neutral mean free path for neutrals
sourced on the outboard limiter. While substantially colder, the reactions the neutrals
will undergo do not change significantly as the neutrals interact with different phases of
QSH with respect to the bulk plasma temperature. Examining the reaction rate coefficients
suggest atomic deuterium in the edge is most likely to undergo charge exchange reactions.
Most neutrals entering this edge will be in molecular form. The neutral molecules are most
likely to first be ionized before being dissociated based on the reaction rate coefficients.
Density also controls the rate of plasma-neutral interactions, with higher density increasing the reaction rate. The effects of using probe measurements for edge density produce
larger shifts in the V3Fit dataset than the probe Te measurements. The plasma density in the
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Figure 4.3: Combined electron temperature backgrounds of V3Fit and probe data for QSH
plasma. Three separate toroidal slices are shown, representing (a) an outboard lock φ = 0,
(b) an inboard lock φ = 36, and (c) a perpendicular lock φ = 50. Probe data is used to
form the edge plasma data.
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locked, anti-locked, and perpendicular locked cases is shown in Figure 4.4. In the outboard
locked case shown in Figure 4.4 (a), the density in the edge is the same magnitude as the
density 10 cm inside the plasma on the inboard side, highlighting a shift of the plasma
towards the outboard limiter. This proximity of higher density in the edge increases the
reaction rate of plasma-neutral interactions. This causes a compression effect. Neutrals do
not penetrate as far in the high-density plasma but remain very close to the source region.
In Figure 4.4 (b) an inboard lock is shown . The inboard edge has a higher density than the
surrounding plasma. This is a consequence of extending the probe measurements around
the machine with a perfect m/n=1/5 helicity. The edge density of the perpendicular locked
cross-section is shown in Figure 4.4 (c) . The edge density in both the perpendicular and
anti-locked cross-sections is eight times less on the limiter than when the mode is locked
outboard. The bulk plasma has essentially a uniform density inside r/a < 0.8, however the
helical core “bean” structure has increased density. The neutrals that still remain uncharged
after transport through the edge will experience little variation in the core plasma. The
neutrals, sourced primarily from the outboard limiter, will interact with different plasma
density depending on the phase of the mode. The neutral source is strongest when the
mode is locked outboard. This leads the region of largest plasma-neutral interaction to
be immediately off the outboard limiter in QSH plasmas. It will also be shown that this
pressure bulge acts as shield for the helical core plasma, strongly scattering and ionizing
neutrals in the plasma edge, before they reach the hot helical core plasma.
These plasma backgrounds represent the canonical 400 kA QSH discharge in reconstructions, using the average of the probe data. The mean distance to ionization varies,
but if simulated using the 400 kA QSH edge parameters, values between 5.4 and 10.2
cm are obtained depending on the phase of the mode and initial direction of the neutral.
These values are an order of magnitude larger than the initial first-order estimate of the
ionization length scale in Section 1.1.1. Some additional effects are modeled in EIRENE
and the situation is not quite the same. Earlier the estimate of an ionization length was
made at 2.4 mm. One major difference is in the initial calculation the neutral was computed
as an atom, while in EIRENE the neutrals are sourced as molecules released by recycling.
In the dissociation of the molecule, the neutral atoms can be accelerated increasing the
distance traveled before ionization. The shortest ionization lengths occur when the neutrals
fly directly into the edge pressure bulge. Longest paths are obtained when neutrals are
sourced on the limiter when the mode is anti-aligned and the neutral has an initial trajectory within 15◦ of the positive Z direction. The plasma-neutral reaction rates are strongly
dependent on the phase of the QSH mode in the edge, but vary weakly in the bulk plasma.
Reconstructions of 425 and 500 kA QSH plasmas were also performed. The higher current
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Figure 4.4: Combined plasma density backgrounds of V3Fit and probe data for QSH plasma.
Three separate toroidal slices are shown, representing (a) an outboard lock φ = 0, (b) an
inboard lock φ = 36, and (c) a perpendicular lock φ = 50. Probe data is used to form the
edge plasma data.
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reconstructions have the same trends and general shapes as the cross-sections presented
above.

4.2

Neutral sources in the model

With the plasma model established, the neutral source was left to be defined in the model
before the interaction of the two could be studied. The neutral particle source distribution
needed to be defined. The magnitude was established by camera measurements. Two
methods are used to adjust the distribution of the neutral particles. The first is the recycling
coefficient (R), which changes the magnitude of the main neutral sink in the model. The
second adjustable parameter was the source ratio (SR) a term developed to redistribute
some neutral particles to a uniform wall source, rather than have all sourced particles to
be generated on the limiter surfaces. Scanning the recycling coefficient would alter the
overall magnitude of the neutral population in the plasma, and the source ratio would
alter the neutral source distribution, relaxing the assumption that all the neutrals are
created by PWI with the outboard limiter made when processing camera images. These
two parameters are scanned in conjunction with a synthetic camera module developed
for EIRENE. The synthetic camera image can at each value of R and SR be compared to
an experimental image allowing the model to be tuned to obtain maximum agreement
with the experiment. The parameter scan found that the model is optimized when 5% of
the neutrals are uniformly sourced and 95% are created on the limiter (SR=0.05) and the
recycling coefficient for the vacuum vessel was set to R=0.93.
While examining the plasma backgrounds informs what reactions might occur and
where in the plasma, the neutral source will determine where neutrals are physically
sourced and the initial distribution. The neutral source was experimentally determined
by camera measurements of the photon flux. Photon fluxes measured by the cameras,
presented in Chapter 3, are converted from a photon flux to a neutral source by the S/XB
method described in Section 2.3.4. This data determines the magnitude and distribution
of the total neutral source in the model for given plasma parameters. Three material
sources of neutrals are implemented in the EIRENE simulation in addition to volumetric
recombination. The first is a segmented ring source that represents the outboard limiter of
MST where PWI is seen. Each of the 50 segments of the ring has a point source rate based on
camera observations, and the S/XB calculated using data collected by the Langmuir probes.
The second source established in EIRENE is a uniform surface source to represent wall
recycling. A third possible source used only in QSH discharges was the poloidal gap limiter,
modeled as a surface source for a 5 cm long by 4 cm surface of the limiter tile. Neutrals in
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the simulation were sourced relative to the surface normal with a cosine distribution. The
cosine distribution is a good approximation for the angular distribution seen in experiments
where graphite tiles release H2 while under H+ bombardment [83], [84] and should be
appropriate for graphite tiles that release D2 while under D+ bombardment as is the
case in MST. Lastly, recombination was allowed to occur in the bulk plasma. EIRENE
would calculate the volumetric recombination based on ADAS data files. Volumetric
recombination also produced photons. These photons can be tracked and tallied over
surfaces, with given efficiencies, to produce synthetic diagnostic responses.
4.2.1

Modeling the recycling coefficient

Much of the vacuum vessel interior is aluminum coated with a graphite dust, and other
material properties inside MST were not well known. Graphite dust has been found coating
the vessel wall of MST during maintenance vents. It is believed to be deposited from many
years of erosion of the graphite limiters. In order to work around this information deficiency
the EIRENE model was tuned by adjusting the recycling (R) coefficient. Recycling on the
vessel wall was stepped in EIRENE simulations from an R=0.75 to R=0.90, by 0.5 increments,
and R=0.9 to 0.95 by 0.01 increments. The recycling parameter controls the synthetic image
brightness in the simulation. As recycling is raised, a given neutral source rate creates
a higher neutral density profile as fewer losses to material surfaces occur. The range of
R=0.75 to R=0.95 is scanned over to reflect the range of recycling coefficients measured in
the experiment (Figure 3.8). There is no data for aluminum in the material database used
for surface erosion modeling in EIRENE [70]. The carbon database contains data for clean
graphite. Modeling would still be required to correct for surface roughness. In addition
the aluminum surfaces are coated with graphite dust in MST, this leads to a mixed material
problem. Rather than model the wall in great detail, the same result can be achieved by
changing the effective recycling coefficient to best match the intensity of synthetic images
to the experimental image. This scan of the recycling coefficient effectively sets the loss rate
of neutrals to material surfaces. Wall conditions are held at a constant surface temperature.
The other possible loss mechanisms for neutrals are plasma-neutral interactions and pumpout by the vacuum system (Section 1.3). The results of this optimization process are shown
in Figure 4.5.
The recycling rate was tuned using an axisymmetric MH plasma simulation at 200
kA. These plasmas were chosen as the test case for the recycling scan because the MH
plasma has uniform recycling around the machine as compared to the QSH mode (Figure
3.6). This eliminated the effect of source distribution in the recycling scan. Select synthetic
images from the recycling scan at values of R=0.75, 0.85, and 0.93 are presented in the
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between synthetic and experimental images for an axisymmetric
source standard plasma are generated by tuning the recycling coefficient to adjust overall
image light levels.

Figure along with an experimental image for comparison. The value of R=0.93 optimizes
the image intensity agreement with the experimental data. Error in image intensity of 4.4%
is obtained. This error is calculated as the mean of the individual pixel errors or:
σimage = (

1 X Isyn,i − Iexp,i
∗
)
Ni
I
exp,i
i

(4.1)

where Ni is i-th non-zero pixel in the experimental image, σ is the image error, and I
is the intensity of a pixel in either the synthetic or reference image. This calculation is
performed by comparing all nine camera views generated from the EIRENE model for a
given recycling coefficient and the equivalent images for experiment taken by the BVCs. In
this computation, the error is calculated by the pixel-weighted difference in total photon
intensity measured by the real and synthetic cameras. As the model was established based
on on the axisymmetric plasma, 3D shaping effects are minimal. Selecting the recycling
coefficient minimizes this error by tuning the model to match camera measurement of Dα
photons. The experimentally measured source rates set a target and this procedure then
adjusts the loss rate of neutrals through the recycling coefficient such that the model best
agrees with experimental data.
In the leftmost image of Figure 4.5 (a), the error is largest, and recycling values are
the lowest at R=0.75. At this low value of recycling, many neutrals are lost to the material
surfaces. The Dα light is minimal. As recycling rises, neutrals cease being lost to the
material surface and instead populate the plasma edge as in Figure 4.5 (b). Both the R=0.93
synthetic image, Figure 4.5 (c), and the experimental image, have a bright horizontal line
over the limiter source and a less intense glow around the entire plasma edge suggesting
the source distribution of the model is well matched to experiment. Both images have an
increased brightness in the lower right region where light is being picked up along the
curved center of MST. The synthetic image is more diffuse than the experimental image,
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implying that in modeling the neutral particles are more scattered than in the experiment.
Alternatively, the choice of cosine distribution for the launch angle may not be optimal.
The synthetic image lacks the well defined limiter line of the real image. Another reason
for the blur is that the EIRENE cell size is approximately as large as the space between lineof-sight endpoints on the wall, a finer resolution in EIRENE may reduce this blur. Despite
these discrepancies, the total photon counts between the real and synthetic camera come
to 4.4% agreement. Raising recycling further causes overpopulation of neutral particles
and brighter images. The neutral population in the model has three depletion pathways:
neutral interaction with the plasma, loss to vacuum pumping, or loss to material surfaces.
As the model recycling coefficient approaches unity, neutrals lost to the material surface
decrease and more plasma-neutral interaction occurs. Without as much neutral losses, the
population increase causes the neutral excitation and photon emission levels to exceed
experimental camera measurements..
Comparing the synthetic images from EIRENE with the experiment in this manner
gives insight to the effective recycling in MST. Experimentally values of 0.65 to 1.0 are seen
for QSH plasma, while calculating the MH recycling based on density decay measurements
and confinement times predicted by MSTFit yields R=0.87±0.4. EIRENE is optimized with
R=0.93, not far from the experimental calculations. Strong agreement between model and
experiment can be obtained even with imperfect knowledge of the material conditions in a
fusion device using this optimization procedure. This use of effective recycling coefficient
also saves computational time as a model for surface roughness does not need to be invoked
each time a neutral collides with a wall or limiter. Furthermore as the material conditions
in MST change, for instance, the graphite dust is removed from the aluminum walls this
effective recycling coefficient can be easily updated for future work.
The recycling coefficient establish by this modeling effort represents a moderately
pumping wall situation. The recycling was shown earlier as a function of the local plasma
edge conditions. The moderate pumping of the limiter surfaces have implication to longer
pulse experiments performed on future RFPs in which some form of active fuel injection
will be required to maintain discharges. In addition the 3-D plasma of the QSH plasma
may be exploitable to create divertor-like scenarios for the RFP configuration.
4.2.2

Adjusting the source distribution to experimental conditions

Another assumption was made in analyzing the data: “All neutral particles were created
by PWI on the limiter”. This assumption is relaxed by adjusting the source ratio (SR). Here
the SR represents the particle sourcing between the limiter and wall components in MST,
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changing SR changes how many neutrals are sourced in the uniform wall source compared
to the outboard limiter source.
Scans were also performed to measure the influence of a second parameter, the source
ratio (SR). A SR of 0.0 would correspond to the initial assumption of all neutrals originating
on the limiter. As SR increases neutrals are increasingly sourced from a uniform wall
distribution rather than the limiter distribution. There are two reasons why the SR is
introduced. The first is that the assumption that all neutrals come from the limiter is
extremely unrealistic. Even though a great majority will be produced by plasma impacts
on the limiter, charge exchange neutrals or other particles still may recycle off the wall. The
second is that MST has a number of diagnostic portholes in the vacuum vessel. The larger
of these have their own limiter tiles for protection of diagnostics. One such porthole is seen
in Figure 4.5, where in the experimental image at the center of the top a circular glow is
seen above the limiter. This is a porthole for the FIR laser. Allowing for non-zero SR allows
for these surfaces, not modeled in detail, to act as a neutral source in the model. Effectively
the portholes are averaged together into the wall source.
A SR of 0.0 leads to synthetic images that are overall dark and overly bright near
the source as seen in Figure 4.6. A 400 kA QSH plasma was chosen for the tuning data
because these plasmas have the most peaked neutral source. The strongly localized 400 kA
QSH source allows for the most contrast between the limiter source and the wall source.
Choosing images where the light is strongly localized to the limiter increases the sensitivity
in modeling the SR coefficient. In selecting plasmas where most of the neutrals are born
at a single location, it becomes easier to differentiate the uniform wall source from the
neutrals sourced on the toroidal limiter from the unlocked regions, aiding selection of SR.
In order to compare the synthetic cameras accurately to the simulation, an upper limit
to the photons the synthetic camera could measure was introduced to mimic the optical
sensor saturation. The synthetic pixels are saturated in SR=0.0 simulations at 121% of the
allowed photon collection limit. As the SR is raised, the light becomes more dispersed, the
pixels that view the region of the strongest neutral source no longer saturate. The neutral
source shifts from a peaked source to a joint limiter and wall source. The experimental
image these data are compared to is shown in Figure 4.7, where the optimized agreement
of the tuned model and the experimental data is shown.
Four synthetic images generated as part of the SR scan are presented in Figure 4.6.
The total source rate in all the simulations is the same; it is only the distribution that is
changing. SR=0.05 minimizes the image error. In the Figure all frames appear visually
the same, but have total intensities that vary slightly. The left-most frame in the figure
has a pure limiter source, and as such almost all excitation and radiation is emitted in the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between synthetic images for an axisymmetric source standard
plasma, tuning the source ratio (SR) to distribute the recycling source. An experimental
image for reference may be found in Figure 4.7

edge in front of the limiter. As SR rises, light sources spread throughout the plasma, as
a fraction of the neutrals is sourced from the full wall instead of the local limiter source.
The simulated cameras begin to measure photons throughout the plasma volume as SR is
raised. In scanning over SR in this way, the assumption that all neutrals are created by PWI
with the limiter is relaxed.
Determining SR enables the model to account for more complex neutral distributions
than just the outboard limiter. It also acts as a rough estimate of how much the plasma of
MST is impacting surfaces other than the outboard limiter. Furthermore, this parameter
can be updated or changed as needed in response to physical changes in MST. For instance,
a large porthole for human entry into MST may be added in the future. Camera measurements can be redone and the new total neutral source can be calculated, adjusting SR in
the procedure described here would allow for rapid updating the EIRENE model of MST
to changes in the vacuum vessel.
With the EIRENE model tuned to SR=0.05 and R=0.93, the experimental library was
searched for an image which maximized agreement to the synthetic image. The selected
experimental image was taken when viewing a high quality (Q=9.2) QSH discharge (#
1180401096:36ms) and is shown in Figure 4.7. In this discharge, the QSH mode is locked
outboard at the poloidal gap, and the plasma is a 421 kA, 0.6x1013 cm−3 discharge. The
EIRENE simulation was run using the 400 kA QSH source distribution as described in
Chapter 3. The minimum error between the synthetic image and library images is 1.6%
when using Equation 4.1. Image error is calculated as the sum of pixel error divided by the
number of pixels in the calculation. Only pixels that view the wall and limiter structures
opposite the camera are used in the comparative analysis. Pixels in the source image that
are at or below the noise level (2/255 bits) are not used in the calculation. This keeps the
empty space which occupies the right 13 of the imagine from influencing image agreement.
Average error, sampled over all experimental and corresponding synthetic images, was
found to be 16.4% for 400-430 kA QSH data. This error represents the average accuracy of
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EIRENE to reproduce experiment-like images. The initial assumption that all neutrals are
sourced from the limiter was restrictive but allowed for assessment of the total recycling
values before the modeling work had begun. Rather than an optical and material analysis of
the interior of MST, relaxing the SR and R parameters enabled the production of synthetic
images with good agreement in both light distribution and image intensity to experimental
observations. The capability to reproduce experiment-like images in EIRENE enables the
modeling effort to move forward. The plasma-neutral losses over the full volume of MST
cannot be measured. Having a model that produced on average 16.4% error in synthetic
images is evidence that EIRENE is accurately modeling the plasma volume. If these images
are in good agreement, the power loss predictions of the code should also reflect the reality
of the experiment.

Figure 4.7: A synthetic image produced by the tuned EIRENE model and a real image
from the image library. This is the best-case scenario which approximates the location and
relative brightness between images. Other images chosen at random have worse agreement
to the synthetic image.
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4.3

Validation of the synthetic model

One additional test of validation for the EIRENE model was performed by comparing line
integrated Dα signals in the model to the Dα array on MST. A synthetic line integrated
Dα detector array is constructed in EIRENE. This synthetic diagnostic array can be compared to experimental measurements. Similar to the line of argument used above, if the
synthetic and experimental Dα detectors agree well, confidence in the EIRENE model is
increased. Furthermore as the Dα array is not used to determine the neutral source this test
is completely independent, that is, tuning EIRENE to match camera images may have just
produced a model that can match its input well, while the signal of the synthetic detector
has no reason to correlate to the real Dα array unless the camera based EIRENE model
accurately represents MST. In the Figures 4.8,4.9,4.10, the simulated Dα signal through
8 lines-of-sight is compared to the experimental averages of the Dα array over the same
lines-of-sight. EIRENE is used to simulate three different plasma conditions, 400 kA QSH,
400 kA MH, and 200 kA MH. These cover both high and low Ip as well as both magnetic
configurations.
The 400 kA QSH results are shown in Figure 4.8. The experimental data was recorded
when the QSH mode was locked outboard by the MST active feedback system at the Dα
array. This position is chosen to produce the largest neutral source in view of the detectors.
The photon flux seen in EIRENE matches the general shape of the photon flux seen by the
detectors. Largest values are outboard (r/a=+1), with the minimum being located between
r/a=-0.5 and 0. The most important region of agreement is the plasma edge, where neutral
population is the largest.
Here EIRENE predicts eight times higher than the experimental measurement. The
neutral density is indirectly represented by the line integrated value of Dα light. EIRENE
simulations produce results that are consistently a factor of 2-8 higher than seen in the
experiment. The EIRENE error bar in the edge is extremely low. The error in the EIRENE
simulations is the statistical simulation error from the Monte-Carlo processes. It is low as
10,000,000 neutrals are used in the simulation. These data do not include the error in the
camera photon flux measurements used to determine the source rate. Experimental error
Dα is the standard error for the data set. The higher EIRENE prediction of Dα light in the
MST edge implies the model may be over predicting neutral density by up to an order of
magnitude. One other possibility is that the experimental detectors have a transmission
loss not accounted for in the simulation. The Dα detectors were calibrated approximately
a year and a half before this experiment was conducted. A decrease in transmission due to
material deposition on the optics can reduce the experimental Dα signal. Another possible
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Figure 4.8: The comparison of Dα signals obtained from an average of experimental data to
those from a tuned EIRENE model synthetic diagnostic. Agreement between 400 kA QSH
plasma experiments and simulations is fair. Some simulated data overlaps experimental
data, while at the edge simulation is predicting a few times higher than experiment.

explanation could be the model is over tuned.
MH plasma simulations were also conducted. Dα comparisons for a 400 kA plasma are
shown in Figure 4.9. Again, the shape and minimum photon fluxes correspond well. In the
standard plasma, the minimum Dα flux is in the central plasma as seen on the detector
nearest r/a=0. In this case, the outboard data overlays well except for the outermost detector.
Here EIRENE is a factor of eight higher. On the inboard side, EIRENE is consistently a
factor of three higher than the experimental data. Both high current simulations are over
predicting in the edge.
The last case examined is that of low current 200 kA MH. The results of the simulation
overlaid with experimental data for 200 kA MH are shown in Figure 4.10. This simulation
produces synthetic Dα signals with the strongest agreement between experiment and
model. Agreement is better in the center of the plasma than the edge, with the observed
photon fluxes being within the error bars of simulation and measurement, while the
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Figure 4.9: The comparison of Dα signals obtained from an average of experimental data
to those from a tuned EIRENE model synthetic diagnostic for 400 kA MH plasma.

EIRENE edge values are factors of 2-3 higher than the experiment. Despite having a
stronger neutral source than 400 kA MH plasmas, these plasmas produce lower Dα signal
both in simulation and experiment. Low current plasmas do not produce as strong Dα
signal as less recombination is occurring in the edge, this is seen by comparing the detectors
at r/a=0.5 and r/a=-0.8. In the 200 kA case these signals are higher in both simulation
and experiment. The Dα signal is slightly shifted from the outermost chords to mid-radius
chords. This implies neutral particles penetrate deeper into lower current plasma.
This set of data justifies use of the EIRENE model for reconstruction of the neutral
population in MST. The agreement between experiment and model is within a factor of
3 for 200 kA MH plasma and within an order of magnitude for 400 kA MH and QSH
states. The model of MST, as implemented in the EIRENE framework, provides reasonable
order of magnitude results in reconstructions of MH and QSH plasma. In addition, the
consistency of the EIRENE implementation framework to predict higher data than the Dα
array suggests that the Dα array optics may have reduced transmission from buildup on
the lenses. The EIRENE implementation framework is capturing the transport physics of
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Figure 4.10: The comparison of Dα signals obtained from an average of experimental data
to those from a tuned EIRENE model synthetic diagnostic for 200 kA MH plasma.

neutrals in MST well as shown by the agreement of the shape of the Dα profiles across
the eight chords. Maxima and minima are found at the same locations in each of the 3
scenarios. If the transmission of detectors in the EIRENE simulation were decreased 56%,
much stronger agreement could be obtained. Averaged between all detectors, the ratio
EIRENE
of photon flux Experiment
would decrease from 1.86 at full transmission to 1.14 at 56%.
Further reductions in transmission coefficient cause a mismatch as the simulation will
begin to under-predict.
4.3.1

Temperature sensitivity of the edge

In order to assess the sensitivity of the measurements to change in edge parameters a
scan of edge temperature was performed. In this scan the response of three simulated Dα
detectors is compared as the edge temperature is changed a factor of 2 up (+100%) or
down (-50%). The simulations are conducted for the case where the QSH bulge is locked
outboard when toroidally aligned to the simulated detectors. T0 is the nominal temperature
of the QSH bulge at 50 eV on the last closed flux surface. Plasma temperature is adjusted
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outside r/a=0.94. r/a of 0.94 is chosen as the boundary point as this is the furthest out
V3Fit reconstructed data. The data at the outermost cells of the simulation from probe
measurements on the LCFS was adjusted between 25 eV and 100 eV. A linear fit between
r/a=0.94 and the outermost cell was used to populate the cells in the edge region. EIRENE
simulations using this framework were conducted and the results are shown in Figure
4.11. The three detectors chosen are an edge detector at r/a=0.9, a mid-radius detector,
at r/a=0.5 and a core detector at r/a=-0.1 The core detector has been adjusted by a factor
of 100 to show the simulated photon fluxes in the same range. When examining the core
detector changes in edge temperature alter the core measurements strongly if the edge is
cooled, but only slightly if the edge is increased. The mid-radius measures approximately
the same level of Dα emission, at the nominal and higher edge temperature values. This
suggests the neutral population that enters the plasma is insensitive to the edge conditions.
A small amount of neutrals penetrate the core and scale with the edge temperature. The
detector with the line of sight at r/a=0.9 is strongly influenced by the edge temperature.
Reducing the temperature by a factor of 2 causes a 2.8 increase in the photon flux observed.
This is a consequence of the changing cross-sections in the edge and outer plasma region,
with colder plasma raising the rate of excitation and lowering ionization. Doubling the
edge temperature reduces the edge detector by a factor of 3. At lower than the nominal
50 eV Te in the QSH pressure bulge these results suggest an increasing hollow neutral
density profile may be possible. With higher temperature in the pressure bulge a slightly
flatter profile occurs. These relative sensitivities to the edge temperature can be considered
additional sources of error the EIRENE implementation framework does not capture. The
framework assumes the mean of the probe and camera measurements is representative of
the edge and the error in the probe measurements was not propagated to the model.
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Figure 4.11: A scan of the sensitivity of the Dα detector measurements compared to changes
in the modeled plasma temperature. Core measurements are scaled by 100 to be placed on
the same plot.

4.4

Fully 3D neutral profile computations

With output of the EIRENE model matching experimental observations reasonably well
the resulting neutral density predictions of EIRENE are examined. For the first time, 3D
neutral density profiles for MST plasma under various conditions are produced. For the
plasmas discussed in this section MH plasmas are 200 or 400 kA with ne of 1x1019 m−3
and QSH plasmas are 400 or 500 kA with ne of 0.5x1019 m−3 . The differences between
neutral density profiles between these plasmas will be discussed in the following Sections.
Generating these 3D neutral profiles will aid understanding of the neutral population in
MST plasma and enable calculations of the plasma-neutral interactions.
During QSH, the source of neutrals is very localized as shown in Chapter 3. The
corresponding neutral density profile is represented by a pair of cross-sections shown in
Figure 4.12. Neutral density is shown at toroidal angles of φ=0 and φ=36 degrees. The
neutral density is plotted on a log-scale. The neutral density is largest in the outboard edge
varying one order of magnitude from 1011 to 1012 cm−3 , with the exception of the few cells
just in front of the limiter where the value approaches the edge plasma density magnitude
of 4x1012 cm−3 . Neutral density drops off nearly 4 orders of magnitude from the edge into
the core region. The core plasma is essentially fully ionized. A poloidal cross-section
from the same EIRENE simulation where the QSH mode is inboard is presented in Figure
4.12(a). This cross-section is located 36 toroidal degrees (half a QSH period) away from
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the data presented in Figure 4.12(b).

Figure 4.12: Neutral density is shown in poloidal cross-sections of QSH plasmas. Outboard
is on the right in both plots. Figure(a) is of an outboard locked QSH mode. Figure(b) is the
density cross-section for an inboard locked QSH mode. This cross section was generated
by averaging three toroidal slices centered on φ = 0 and φ = 36.
Both QSH cross-sections are the average of three toroidal slices of data centered on
either toroidal angle of φ=0 or φ=36 degrees. Averaging is such that these Figures are
representative of a region of plasma where the QSH pressure bulge is locked to the wall
(a). and of a region where QSH pressure bulge is far from the wall (b). Both Figures
have increased neutral populations on the outboard region of the confinement volume.
The neutral population is two orders of magnitude more dense in the case of the QSH
mode-locked in front of the limiter with a peak edge value of 7.2x1012 cm−3 compared to
the edge 36 toroidal degrees away where the peak edge neutral density is 5.2x1010 cm−3 .
Neutral density in the center of the plasma is the same regardless of the phase of the QSH
mode at around a few 107 to 108 cm−3 . The neutrals tend to spread more poloidally around
the machine from their outboard limiter source than penetrate deeper into the plasma.
This can be seen in both Figures by the broad region of relatively high neutral density that
exists at r > 42 cm and over the poloidal region from approximately 60 degrees above or
below the outboard limiter.
The distribution of the neutral population throughout the edge of the plasma is significant for two reasons. The first is that the plasma edge is populated with neutrals even
though 95% of the source is located on the outboard limiter. Moreover the 30% of the
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limiter that contacts the edge pressure bulge is the dominant source region. Despite this
extreme localization of the source, the full plasma edge populates with neutrals. Neutrals
are ionized efficiently in the MST core plasma.
This the low neutral density concentration in the core plasma region is unexpected.
Franck-Condon pair production and charge exchange acceleration might be expected to
transport neutrals into the center of MST. On investigation of charge exchange events
it is found that 74% of these events lead to the neutral particle being lost to material
surfaces rather than the fast neutral undergoing another collision event in the plasma. This
contributes to the hollow core of the QSH neutral profiles. The neutrals that do exist inside
the helical core structure of QSH plasma are “hot” neutrals. Average neutral temperature
from r/a<0.5 is 230 eV. The neutral temperature in the edge (r/a>0.95) is less than 1 eV.
QSH toroidal cross-sections are shown in Figure 4.13 for 500 ka (a) and 400 kA (b)
plasmas. In these Figures, the effect a 5-period localized neutral source has on the neutral
density is highly evident from the peaked lobes on the edge of the plasma. The QSH
neutral profiles modeled in Figure 4.13 have a neutral density with a 5-fold symmetry
which reflects the source distribution. The data has been adjusted so that the first source
peak occurs at φ = 0. The QSH pressure bulge is outboard (positive) at φ = 0 and inboard
at φ = 36. The five blue regions are the helical core. Neutral density is at a minimum in
the helical core. These regions are both far from the primary neutral source, as well as
hot with Te ranging from 600-800 eV (Figure 4.3). The region of the helical core closest
to the source still has a sizable neutral population of 3.3x109 cm−3 . The primary neutral
sources on the limiter have a physical extent of about 10-30 degrees toroidally based on
camera observations. This is three cells in the simulation in the toroidal direction. The
source is extremely localized poloidally. The helical core of the plasma, however, is large
relative to this. It has a poloidal width of 60 degrees based on V3Fit reconstructions and the
pressure bulge. The average plasma temperature can be up to 75-80% of the temperature of
the helical core structure, while the source rate off-hot spot may only be 4-6% of the peak
source rate. As a result depletion of the neutral population by plasma-neutral interactions
does not vary so much with the phase of the mode. The neutral source distribution is the
strongest factor in determining what the neutral distribution looks like. The trajectory of a
neutral particle entering the core plasma, that is where r/a <0.9, does not significantly effect
the processes it will undergo. Neutrals that remain in the edge, r/a > 0.9, will transport
around the plasma as seen in Figure 4.12.
At 500 kA (a), the neutral source becomes slightly less localized, but the average source
strength increases by 20%. Neutral density in the edge peaks at 8.3x1012 cm−3 instead of
3.4x1012 cm−3 as at 400-kA (b). The edge lobes are less prominent at 400-kA (b). The edge
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density is more uniform at 500 kA (b). The ratio of the peak density to the average neutral
density at 10 cm is 7.1 at 400-kA (b), while it is 13.2 at 500-kA (a). This compares well to
the ratios, of source peak source rate to average source rate, of 15.2 and 22.3 observed by
the boundary viewing camera discussed in Section 3.2.
The neutral density for QSH plasmas, while not helical, has a definitive 3D shape. Each
PWI hot spot generates a ring of neutrals which wrap poloidally around the plasma at each
of the 5 toroidal locations. It may be that this setup has favorable implications on fueling.
The phase dependence of ionization and confinement time of newly ionized particles was
shown previously in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Neutrals entering the region of the pressure
bulge are very likely to be ionized and then shortly expelled back to the limiter to recycle.
Neutrals that scatter and transport through the plasma edge then can enter the plasma at a
location where the neutral fuel will be retained longer.

Figure 4.13: A toroidal cut in the neutral density profile for a 500 kA QSH RFP plasma is
shown on the left. A toroidal cut in a 400 kA QSH RFP plasma showing poloidally averaged
neutral density is shown on the right. The neutrals propagate out from the source region
and are exposed and ionized. Dropoff is initially linear, where neutral molecules are being
broken up in the edge, then exponential as atoms are being ionized. A 5-fold symmetry is
seen in both cases.
When considering MH plasma, the neutral profiles still exhibit an outboard localization; however, they are nearly toroidally symmetric. The evolution from low current to
high current plasma is shown in Figure 4.14. This Figure contains four current levels of
MH plasma. The poloidal cross-sections have been averaged over the full extent of the
simulation. The lowest current 200 kA case is shown in Figure 4.14 (a). This case has a
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neutral source strength of 3.2x1020 s# , the highest of the MH plasma. These plasmas also are
the coldest, with a peak electron temperature of 270 eV and an edge temperature of 20 eV.
The combination of a high neutral source rate and low plasma temperature allows for these
plasmas to support a large neutral population which penetrates deeper into the plasma
than any other case studied. The neutral density of up to 1011 cm−3 exists up to 5.7 cm from
the limiter edge. 1011 cm−3 is chosen as a figure of merit for where a significant neutral
population exists as this is 1% of the central plasma density and approximately 10% of the
edge density of an MH plasma. The poloidal spread where neutrals are above 1011 cm−3
exists for 79.2 degrees around the exterior of the machine. A significant neutral population
exists in approximately 9.1% of the confinement volume. The poloidal transport of neutrals
from the limiter source is larger than the radial transport by 12 when examining the density
decay lengths λD :
dN/dx
λD =
(4.2)
N
where N is the neutral density and d/dx is a directional derivative taken either radially
or poloidally. This is evaluated from the limiter cell to the point where the density has
decayed an order of magnitude. The calculation is performed by starting in the cell just
inside the plasma next to a limiter source. The distance in either a purely radial or purely
poloidal direction is moved observing the neutral density. Once the neutral density has
decreased by an order of magnitude the distance from the source is calculated. For radial
distance the measurement is a straight line to the source from an interpolated (to find
exactly where in the cell the density would be equal to 1/10 the neutral density in front of
the source) point in the end cell. For the poloidal measurement the distance is calculated
as an arc of radius 50.73 cm and angle is the poloidal distance needed to travel to reach
1/10 of the density at the source.
The radial decay for an order of magnitude is 5.6cm in 500 kA QSH plasma. The neutral
density in the plasma has an up-down asymmetry due to the pump duct. When calculating
the poloidal decay length, two options exist, to trace a path upwards or downwards from
the outboard limiter. Choosing an initially upwards direction to the poloidal path leads
to an arc of length 154 cm around the outer edge of the simulation before the density
decays an order of magnitude. The alternative downward path would have a shorter decay
length of 129 cm. Neutral particles with perpendicular trajectories to the wall have shorter
lifetimes in the simulation. Particles that transport around the edge can move on nearly
parallel trajectories to the wall and transport about the edge of the machine. The outboard
to inboard ratio is not nearly as severe as in the QSH locked cases.
As the plasma current increases, there is an increase in ionization from increased
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temperature. Density was held constant over all plasma currents. This was experimentally
necessary as changing the density would also directly change the amount of PWI and
recycling which would occur. The resulting neutral density is shown in Figure 4.14. The
lowest plasma current case for 200 kA is shown in Figure 4.14 (a). Plasma current is
increased to 300 kA and the results are shown in Figure 4.14 (b). At 300 kA (b) the neutral
source has decreased to 2.8x1020 s# while the central Te has risen to 310 eV. The neutral
density is reduced to the value of 1011 cm−3 at 3.2 cm from the limiter in the radial direction
and 72 degrees away from the limiter in the poloidal direction, representing a contraction
to 4.7% of the confinement volume. The neutral population decreases as Ip is further raised.
The edge temperature rises to 30 eV and the core plasma temperature becomes peaked at
355 and 400 eV respectively and the resulting neutral density is shown in Figures 4.14 (c)
and (d).
Neutral density in these cases does not exceed 1011 cm−3 except the edge cells above
and below the limiter. The neutral sources in these cases have dropped to 8.6x1019 s# and
7.6x1019 s# respectively. The hotter edge and lower neutral source rate prevent neutrals from
building up beyond 10% of the edge density at higher current. The average value of the
neutral density in MST drops from n̄200 = 4.8x1012 cm−3 to n̄500 = 8.6x1011 cm−3 as the
current is raised from 200 kA to 500 kA. Neutral density in the central plasma region are
similar in all cases, 107 cm−3 - 108 cm−3 and are 3-4 orders of magnitude lower than the
edge.
A pair of toroidal cross-section of MH plasmas neutral density profiles at the midplane
of the machine are shown in Figure 4.15 which highlight the degree of symmetry and the
overall toroidal distribution of the neutral source when examining the averages of MH
plasma. Inboard is a positive R-coordinate in the Figure. A 400 kA MH plasma is shown in
Figure 4.15 (a). The outermost radial cells in front of the limiter source are uniform over the
first 8 cm before a small deviation in the neutral density is observed. This oscillation around
R=40 to R=35 cm is primarily the result of non-uniform wall sourcing, this non-uniform
sourcing is larger at lower current plasmas, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. These variations
extend the event to the core plasma; however, this variation is small and does not exist in
cross-sections other than the mid-plane. If the plasma current and corresponding source
are reduced to the 200 kA case, the resulting profile is shown in Figure 4.15 (b). Once
again, the effect of a higher neutral source rate is observed with the edge, and average
neutral density is higher than the higher current case. Some neutral penetration into the
core plasma region exists in this cross-section particularity directly in front of the poloidal
gap, (φ = 0).
As the plasma current is increased the neutral population diminishes. This is a combi-
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Figure 4.14: Neutral density in standard MH plasmas is plotted with increasing current
from 200 kA (a), 300 kA (b), 400 kA (c) to 500 kA (d). Total neutral density and source
rate is decreasing with increasing plasma current. These profiles are full toroidal averages
around the machine.
nation of a decreasing neutral source as Ip increases as well as an overall warmer plasma
which leads to increased reaction rates, notably faster ionization of molecular deuterium.
Higher temperature plasmas ionize neutrals sooner limiting the extent they penetrate
the plasma. Overall the degree of symmetry in the neutral profile is still high. Poloidal
variation due to the outboard source is smaller than in QSH plasmas. In MH plasma the
inboard and outboard differ by ∼10. These data will be useful to future MST researchers
who wish to more accurately model other diagnostics that depend on the neutral profiles.
When comparing the two cases of MH and QSH, there is a substantial difference to the
shape of neutral density profiles in MST. Source localization from plasma-wall interaction
causes this difference. Peak neutral density is higher in the QSH case by a factor of 3-5,
while the average density is higher in the standard case, n̄QSH = 7.3x1011 cm−3 compared
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to n̄MH = 2.8x1012 cm−3 . The average density is driven strongly by the edge values as
the density rapidly drops off further from the limiter source. The QSH average is further
reduced by the small volume the localized neutral source creates relative to the full toroidal
extent MH neutral profiles occupy.

Figure 4.15: A toroidal cut in the neutral density profile for a 200 kA standard RFP plasma
is plotted is plotted on the right. A toroidal cut in the neutral density profile for a 400 kA
standard RFP plasma is plotted on the left. The break in asymmetry is due to enhanced
recycling sources on the poloidal gap, φ=0. No helical or other periodic structure is
observed in the MH reconstructions.
The plasma current appears to have a similar effect on the neutral density of the plasma
depending on the configuration, QSH or MH. 200 kA standard plasmas exhibit significantly
higher recycling than the 400 kA MH plasmas. Section 3.3 detailed this in terms of the
camera observations of the edge. When modeling the neutral fluxes of the 200 as compared
to 400 kA MH plasmas, the neutral density in the 200 kA case average rises to n̄MH =
4.4x1012 cm−3 , a 57 % rise over the 400-kA case. This trend is similar to the QSH cases,
although the localization in QSH is stronger than in MH cases. An increase in QSH current
to 500 kA from 400 kA causes n̄QSH to fall to 5.7x1011 cm−3 , a 22% decrease in the average
neutral density nearly matching the 20% decrease in the source rate.
3D neutral profiles in MST have been produced for MH and QSH plasmas over a range
of currents. In MH plasmas, the neutral population is toroidally symmetric. The bulk
of the neutral population in MH plasmas is a cylinder thickest near the outboard limiter.
At higher plasma currents this cylinder shrinks in thickness, owing to a reduced neutral
source and hotter plasma. The QSH neutral population exhibits a 5-fold symmetry with a
neutral ring that surrounds the plasma at each toroidal location of a PWI hot spot. It is the
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neutral source which determines the shape of the QSH neutral population, as the neutrals
are not magnetized. Plasma bulk plasma conditions do not vary significantly enough to
create angular dependence of the neutral profile in QSH plasma.

4.5

Plasma-neutral losses

Now that fully 3D neutral profiles and plasma backgrounds were produced, the interaction
of the neutrals at the edge was investigated with EIRENE. The primary goal of this work
was to determine the extent that plasma-neutral interactions can act as an energy sink. The
variation of plasma-neutral losses in QSH plasmas are evaluated with respect to the plasma
edge density to determine the sensitivity to edge conditions. This section will discuss the
method of assessing the plasma-neutral losses, compare the metrics used, and discuss the
localization of these losses. This section will conclude with a summary on the fractional
power losses for each of the plasma scenarios studied.
EIRENE is used to compute the plasma-neutral interactions. Tallies of the total energy
exchanged between the plasma and the neutrals are kept as the simulation runs. EIRENE
uses tabulated data from atomic databases to calculate an electron energy loss rate or ion
W
energy loss rate in cm
3 where the loss rate is a function of local cell plasma parameters.
The exact form of the terms being calculated is:
hσve Eloss i = Eloss hσve i

(4.3)

where hσve i is a reaction rate discussed in Chapter 1, Eloss is the energy losses per
collision and the bar above Eloss represents an average energy lost per collision, a function
of Te and reaction. When dissociating molecules, the velocity distribution of the products
is isotropic in the center of mass system and the dissociation energy shared between
the products. When ionizing molecules and atoms, energy is removed from the plasma
background in the simulation based on the appropriate electron impact event. Two main
metrics are used to measure the plasma-neutral losses in this study. Pei , the power loss
from electron impact events, is the sum of all energy lost by electrons to any plasma-neutral
interaction. The process of radiative and three-body recombination are both included
in the Pei tally. That is in radiative recombination, the photons produced count against
the bulk electron energy balance. In three body recombination, the energy released from
recombination can be given back to the plasma by adding to the 3rd body, the bulk plasma
electron. The second metric is Pcx the power losses from charge exchange. While elastic
collisions between neutrals and molecules are allowed to happen, the majority of the energy
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exchanged between the bulk plasma ions and the test neutral particles will be in the form
of charge exchange. The energy loss of the plasma ions is calculated as net kinetic energy
exchanged during charge exchange reactions. The two terms constructed, Pei and Pcx ,
represent the sum of the energy lost through the plasma-neutral interactions. EIRENE
normalizes this value per particle of neutral source so in each case the total neutral source
strength must be known to extract an absolute value.
4.5.1

QSH plasma-neutral losses

The sum of neutral-plasma power losses are investigated in 400 kA QSH plasmas. The
absolute magnitude of the neutral source is known from the BVC measurements. An
experiment is performed to examine how the neutral losses scale with plasma edge density.
This experiment is designed to use the plasma edge density measured by the probes for
three cases. Case (a) utilizes the lowest density measured by the probes in 400 kA QSH,
case (b) uses the average density, that is is the nominal 400 kA QSH profile used in the rest
of the work, and lastly case (c) uses the highest densities measured by the edge probes.
Poloidal cross-sections of Pei for these cases are shown in Figure 4.16. The ratio of the
change in density between the Figures is approximately 0.2 : 1 : 2. Each plot corresponds
to one of the described density cases. The power losses are plotted on a log scale. In the
low density case the plasma is losing energy to neutrals over most of the outboard 1/3 of
the confinement volume. The losses are largest closest to the outboard limiter. A region of
electron energy loss is seen on the inboard limiter as well. As the edge density increases to
(b) the electron-neutral losses increase as well. When reaching the high density case of (c)
the electron-neutral losses are compressed against the neutral source and throughout the
outboard plasma edge. A screening effect of preventing the neutrals from ionizing in the
core is seen as plasma density is increased. In addition the total neutral losses rise, while
the source rate is kept constant.
The neutral interaction region is compressed into the colder edge plasma. Some implications of this compression are that neutral densities are higher in the edge as in case (b) or
(c). The increase in electron energy losses comes both from the higher density of both the
plasma and neutrals driving up plasma-neutral reactions, as well as a shift from ionization
to excitation reactions as discussed earlier in Section 4.3.1. In cases (b) and (c) the neutrals
excite and de-excite more frequently leading to more radiation losses. Molecular deuterium
is more frequently radiating photons before being broken into atomic deuterium in the
higher density edge.
The total losses over the full simulations increase from 498.2±18.2 kW in the low-density
case, to 626.2 ± 24.4 kW in the high density case. The mean value scenario has electron
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Figure 4.16: Electron excitation in a poloidal cross-section at φ = 0◦ of QSH plasma.
Outboard is on the right, and the mode is locked towards the outboard midplane. Figure
#
(a) has the lowest edge density of 1x1012 cm
3 , (b) has the average density measured by the
#
measured by the probes of 2.4x1012 cm
,
and
(c) has the edge density of the upper bounds
3
12 #
of 4.8x10 cm3 .
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ionization loss of 589.1 ± 21.4 kW. While the total neutral power losses increase by only
∼ 20% over these density ranges the peak neutral power losses in the region just in front
W
W
of the limiters rises from 0.006 cm
3 to 0.079 cm3 slightly more than an order of magnitude
increase. The errors reported here are statistical errors from EIRENE. As the edge density
is raised in simulation the ability of neutrals to penetrate the plasma is reduced. The data
from EIRENE is in agreement with the bolometer measurements presented in Figure 3.20
(b) which showed the radiation losses are 8.6 times stronger just in front of the outboard
limiter with the mode present, than without.
The charge exchange losses are also computed in EIRENE and follow a similar trend to
the electron ionization losses. In addition to Pcx , the frequency of charge exchange neutrals
being re-ionized was also tallied. In simulations, the first 3000 charge-exchanged neutrals
were tracked explicitly to observe how many re-ionize. According to simulation results,
28 ± 3% of the fast neutrals will re-ionize in the plasma. The error represents the standard
error between all the cases. This data provides insight into the transport of charge exchange
ions in MST. The likelihood that a fast charge exchange neutral will leave the plasma is
three times greater than the likelihood of a collision in a 400 kA QSH plasma. The majority
of charge exchange events will cause a neutral to leave the plasma and directly carry away
and exhaust plasma energy. It is important to know where the neutrals are undergoing
charge exchange and with what temperature ions they collide.
The charge exchange losses in QSH plasmas are shown with edge density at the lower,
mean, and upper bounds of probe measurements in Figure 4.17. Here the charge exchange
is shown on a logarithmic scale. As the density increases the charge exchange losses
transition from a ring-shaped halo, Figure 4.17 (a), towards a partial ring, Figure 4.17 (b),
then towards a localized region near the outboard edge, Figure 4.17 (c). In all figures the
dominant region of charge exchange is a mid radius volume of plasma. At low density this
ring is located at 22<r<38 cm. As the density increaes the ring is pushed out to 25<r<38
cm, and finally at the highest density observed the ring is located 35<r<46 cm. Increasing
density expels the neutral population out of the core plasma region. In addition at the
highest density cases, most charge exchange becomes localized to the outboard third of the
plasma with a “hot spot” in front of the limiter.
The total power losses of the plasma to charge exchange are 262.4 ± 32.1 kW for the
low-density case, 231.1 kW±26.6 kW for the average density case, and 211.11 ± 24.8 kW
for the high-density case. The change in edge density from the lowest case to the highest
case is a factor of 5. This change causes power losses to decrease by 23%, showing a very
weak dependence on the edge density. The total volume of plasma effected by the density
changes represents 6% of the total volume, however it drives 23% of the losses. While the
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Figure 4.17: Charge exchange in a φ=0 degrees poloidal cross-section of QSH plasma.
Outboard is on the right, and the mode is locked towards the outboard midplane. Note the
#
log scale for power. The lowest edge density of 1x1012 cm
3 case is shown in (a). The results
of the simulation using the average density measured by the measured by the probes of
#
12 #
2.4x1012 cm
is
3 is shown in (b). Lastly, the edge density of the upper bounds of 4.8x10
cm3
shown in (c).
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charge exchange energy loss does not strongly depend on the density, the density does
compress the region where charge exchange is occurring. The decrease in Pcx with density
also comes from the increase in Pei with density as less neutrals are available to charge
exchange as they have already become ionized after an electron impact event. The charge
exchange cross-section increases slowly with plasma temperature, so neutrals that make it
to the core region should be more likely to charge exchange. If any neutrals cross the core
plasma region, CX reaction rates decrease as ni and Ti fall off towards the opposite edge of
the machine.
A summary plot for the relative change in the power losses with respect to the edge
density is seen in Figure 4.18. This plot includes additional density values in between the
mean and extremes, as well as the results of 500 kA plasma simulations. Charge exchange
losses drop off very slowly with increasing edge density, while electron losses depend
on the species the electrons interact with. Electron-atom losses drop off slowly similar to
charge exchange, while electron-molecular losses rise with the edge density. The effect is
seen in both at 400 and 500 kA QSH plasmas.

Figure 4.18: Density scaling of plasma-neutral losses is shown for QSH plasmas.
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The total plasma neutral losses increase a factor of 1.6. Pei and Pcx are weakly sensitive
to the edge parameters. Overall in these cases studied in the density scan, 43% of neutral
atoms or molecules launched from the limiter source had their first collision within 2 cm.
A total of 88% of neutrals had their first interaction within 5 cm of the limiter, and 99.9% of
the neutrals launched had experienced a collision by 12 cm into the plasma.
Additionally the power losses from plasma-neutral interactions are shown as either
the electron-neutral or electron-molecular component in Figure 4.18. The largest sink for
the plasma energy is in the plasma-molecular component at both 400 kA and 500 kA for
QSH plasmas. This energy is used to excite, ionize and dissociate the neutrals. As the
edge density increases, the overall neutral reaction rate increases in the plasma. Neutrals
travel less far from the limiter or wall sources before collisions occur. With more collisions
happening closer to the limiters the plasma the neutrals interact with is of slightly lower
temperature. This effect causes more neutral molecules to experience multiple collisions
before being dissociated and ionized.
While the increase of the edge density does not strongly increase Pei it does significantly
shape the locations of plasma-neutral losses. Increasing the edge density contributes a very
small change to the total plasma density, but reshapes the locations of the plasma-neutral
interactions. Edge density can be used to modulate the region of plasma-neutral interaction
and energy losses in the helical core plasma can be minimized. Ionization and radiation
losses are increased by this compression effect as the neutral particles recycle additional
times before being lost, pumped, or ionized.
4.5.2

Effect of ion temperature on charge exchange

The sensitivity of neutral losses to the shape of the ion temperature profile is investigated.
While the electron temperature is measured effectively by Thomson scattering in the core
[91], the ion temperature profile is assumed to be at 23 of the electron value for QSH
plasmas. The default assumption of Ti = 23 Te is based on past measurements of ion and
electron temperatures in MH MST plasmas, where Ti = (0.5 − 0.66)Te is common [92].
Knowledge of the Ti is needed for both the reaction rate of the charge exchange collisions,
as well as the energy exchange in the charge exchange collisions. The influence of the
ion temperature profile on the charge exchange was investigated by running simulations
that forced the ion temperature profile to one of two extreme cases and compared to the
default assumption of Ti = 32 Te to gain insight to how the ion temperature and its shape
can influence plasma-neutral energy loses.
The first alternative case is a traditional MH axisymmetric profile. This first case is
chosen to simulate conditions where the ions do not respond to the onset of QSH state
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and would have the same energy and profiles as if the plasma was still axisymmetric. The
MH ion temperature profile with QSH electron temperature profile represents a scenario
where the ions are too slow or do not respond to the transformation to the QSH state. The
second alternative case is a flat ion temperature profile. The flat ion temperature profile
represents a possibility that ion and electron temperature are no longer directly linked
as the plasma transitions to QSH. Ongoing work on MST suggests the ion temperature
profile may be flatter in QSH then MH, so the profile chosen is the extreme version of this
result, completely flat. The results are shown below in Figure 4.19 (a), no-ion response,
and Figure 4.19 (b), flat ion profile. The QSH recycling source is unchanged. Neutrals
are sourced in helical distribution based on experimental measurements of the QSH state
discussed in Section 3.2.
The results of using a standard 400 kA MH ion temperature profile is shown in Figure
4.19 (a). By switching from the 400 kA QSH profile to this ion temperature profile, the
peak Ti falls from nearly 400 eV to 220 eV. This brings the integrated charge exchange losses
down to just 84 ± 6 kW for this plasma. The charge exchange interactions, in this case, are
outboard localized mostly occurring near the localized neutral sources. The peak region of
charge exchange losses occurs at 13 cm inside the plasma on the mid-plane. Compared to
the previous QSH case, the power losses to charge exchange are 64% lower when utilizing
a MH ion temperature profile.
Using a flat 300 eV ion temperature profile instead of a V3Fit reconstruction has a
noticeable influence on the charge exchange losses. Results of EIRENE simulations using
a flat ion temperature profile are shown in Figure 4.19 (b). Using this flat profile, Pcx
remains closer to standard QSH simulations than to the alternative MH profile. With a
flat ion temperature profile, the charge exchange losses begin to mirror the neutral density
profile for the QSH plasma (compare to Figure 4.12). As the charge exchange losses begin
to mirror the neutral density distribution this suggests that the helical temperature profiles
can influence the shape of the charge exchange profiles. Small vertical asymmetry is seen
due to the pumping of neutrals on the lower quarter of MST. The total charge exchange
losses in this scenario are 172 ± 8 kW. The flat ion profile distributes the charge exchange
losses over the greatest plasma volume of the cases studied.
4.5.3

MH plasma-neutral losses

MH plasma-neutral losses were modeled in the full plasma volume with EIRENE. The
results of this section are used to contrast the 3D QSH state with the standard MH state. In
addition, the evaluation of plasma-neutral losses in MH inform how the energy balance
may be different between axisymmetrical and 3D states.
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Figure 4.19: CX losses from a cross-section with mode-locked outboard, in a helically
sourced plasma with a 400 kA MH ion temperature profile are shown on the left. CX losses
are significantly reduced if the ions are not assumed to increase in temperature as electrons
do during the QSH transition. Charge exchange losses in a QSH plasma with a flat ion
temperature profile of 300 eV from r/a=0 to r/a=0.9, and then linear to 0 at the edge are
shown on the right. This is the hypothetical case where the QSH transition flattens the ion
temperature profile.

MH plasma-neutral interactions have a toroidally symmetric outboard localized profile
for both electron and ion losses. 200 kA MH plasmas have the largest neutral populations
in MST as shown in Figure 4.14. The electron-neutral losses of a 200 kA standard MH
plasma are shown in Figure 4.20 (a). A toroidally averaged poloidal cross-section is shown
in the Figure. Outboard is on the right side. The limiter neutral source still exhibits the
small variation presented in Chapter 3. An inboard-outboard asymmetry is observed, with
the greatest loss near the outboard limiter. The electron-neutral losses are almost negligible
inside r/a=0.6. The plasma-neutral loss region occupies a large crescent of the outboard
plasma, extending 90 degrees in either poloidal direction from the outboard. Losses from
ionization of wall fueled and recycled neutrals are present in the first 3 cm of the edge.
The average volumetric power loss in the edge (r/a>0.9) is 2.4 mW/cm3 . Electron neutral
losses in the region of r/a<0.4 contribute less than 0.1% of the total power losses in 200
kA plasma. On average, 200 kA standard MH plasma produces electron-neutral losses of
234 ± 28 kW.
A 400 kA MH plasma is shown in Figure 4.20 (b), which is a toroidal average of the
full MH simulation. With higher current, an increase in electron temperature causes the
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Figure 4.20: Toroidally averaged cross-section showing electron-neutral losses in a 200 kA
standard plasma is shown on the left. Electron-neutral losses account for approximately
235 kW of exhaust power, a small fraction of the Ohmic input power. 400 kA standard
plasma electron-neutral losses are shown on the right. Electron-neutral losses account for
approximately 170 kW of exhaust power, a smaller fraction of the Ohmic input power than
lower current cases.
ionization and electron impact losses to increase. The boundary of the region of interaction
move outwards from r/a=0.4 to r/a=0.56 as the current was raised from 200 kA to 400
kA. The average volumetric power loss in the region of r/a>0.9 is 8.6 mW/cm3 , nearly
three times higher than in the 200 kA case. The mean free path for ionization, λi , has
decreased from 7.8 to 4.5 cm compared to the 200 kA case. The mean free path of ionization
was calculated in EIRENE by sampling 10,000 neutral particles (atoms and molecules)
randomly, and following the particles paths, noting the collisions that occur. Once an
ionization event occurred the distance between the particles current location and the source
was calculated. As many of the sample neutrals were molecules, each atom was tracked
after dissociation. Particles that underwent a charge exchange or were lost to pumping
or the material surfaces were rejected from the computation. The outboard half of the
plasma volume has an order of magnitude more plasma-neutral energy loss than the
inboard, primarily from the pirmary neutral source being outboard localized. The crescentshaped region of ionization seen in the lower current case no longer exists due to the more
rapid ionization of the neutrals in 400-kA plasmas. The 400 kA MH plasmas have total
electron-neutral losses of 168 ± 17 kW.
The higher temperature of these plasmas keeps the ionization region in the edge. As
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seen in the camera measurements (Section 3.3.1), the neutral source decreases with an
increase in plasma current The neutral source in the 400 kA case is 3.5 ± 0.6 times less
than the 200 kA case. Reduction of neutral source is the primary cause of the decrease in
electron-neutral losses, which fall by a factor of 1.4 ± 0.1 The neutral source decreases more
significantly than the electron ionization losses as the plasma current is raised. Several
processes contribute to this behavior. The first is that much more direct ionization is
occurring at a higher temperature, 48% of the neutral particles are ionized in the 400-kA
simulation compared to 42% in 200 kA cases. Less excitation of neutrals is occurring
in higher current plasmas. The fraction of neutrals excited by electron interactions falls
from 35% in 200 kA to 28% in 400 kA. In higher current plasma, more charge exchange
neutrals are lost to the wall, reducing the recycling population. With fewer neutrals in the
edge undergoing multiple ionization and recombination events overall power losses are
decreased.
Charge exchange losses evaluated for the MH case show an overall lower loss rate due
to charge exchange than in QSH plasma. Charge exchange losses scale with Ip ; in addition,
the 400 kA MH case is compared relative to the 400 kA QSH case. The results of the 200
kA simulation are shown in Figure 4.21 (a). The charge exchange losses are plotted in a
toroidally averaged cross-section. At 200 kA the ion temperature is peaked at 180 eV in
the central plamsa and falls off to 20 eV in the edge region. These plasmas have the least
amount of ion energy available for neutrals to remove by collisions. The primary region of
charge exchange occurs on an annulus from r/a=0.62-0.84. There is an observable up-down
asymmetry to this annulus. This is a result of a small up-down asymmetry in the neutral
profile from increased neutral losses to pumping in the lower half of MST.
The results of the 400 kA simulation are shown in Figure 4.21 (b). Unlike the electronneutral losses, the charge exchange losses increase with plasma current. This trend was also
observed in the QSH cases. The energy losses by charge exchange in a 200 kA plasma are
low at 82 ± 4kW; however, once the plasma current and corresponding plasma temperature
are raised, charge exchange losses begin to exceed the electron losses. In MH plasma the
central plasma temperature rises from 180 to 270 eV, and the edge temperature rises by 5
eV as well. The energy exchanged per charge exchange collision rose from an average of
26 eV to 74 eV. At 400 kA the charge exchange losses are 188 ± 16 kW, these losses further
increase to 260 ± 34 kW at 500 kA.
4.5.4

Fractional power losses

Having established the absolute magnitude of the plasma-neutral losses for a variety of
plasma conditions the relative contribution the neutrals made to the energy balance was
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Figure 4.21: Toroidally averaged cross-section showing charge exchange losses in a 200 kA
standard plasma are shown on the left. Charge exchange losses for 200 kA MH plasmas
are small at 80 kW. Toroidally averaged cross-section showing charge exchange losses in
a 400 kA standard plasma are shown on the right. Charge exchange losses peak in the
mid-radius and total losses are 200 kW for 400 kA MH plasmas.

computed. In order to assess the fractional power loss caused by neutral particles in MST,
the total Ohmic input power was measured. This Ohmic input power is the only source of
input energy into MST and represents the upper limit for what may be exhausted from the
system. Plasma discharges within 10% of a target value of 200, 300, 400, or 500 kA Ip , ne of
#
0.9 − 1.1x1013 cm
3 , and reversal parameter of F from -0.19 to -0.21 are selected to build the
data set for the MH plasma regimes . The QSH discharges were similarly representative of
#
MST helical discharges with target parameters of F=0, ne = 0.4 − 0.6x1013 cm
3 and within
10% of either 400 or 500 kA. Two hundred discharges per parameter set were collected.
The Ohmic input power was calculated for the flattop average of these discharges when
the plasmas are steady-state. The results of the Ohmic power analysis are shown in Figure
4.22. Ohmic input power is shown in two plots, one for MH and one for QSH with the
same y-scale for comparison.
When examining the MH cases, input power rises slowly with plasma current as does
variability in the input power. The variability is presented as the mean ± standard deviation
on the Figures. One cause of the variability of the input power in MH plasmas was the
presence of sawteeth during the flattop period. These events increase the input demand
to sustain the plasma. They are short-lived and unpredictable. QSH plasmas have no
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Figure 4.22: The ohmic input powers for MH and QSH discharges are shown. MH dis#
charges are representative of 1x1013 cm
3 , F=-0.2 discharges, while the QSH discharges were
13 #
conducted at 0.5x10 cm3 and F=0. A larger variation of the input power occurs as plasma
current is raised. QSH discharges overall require lower input power to sustain, reflective of
their enhanced confinement.
sawteeth during their flat top, and this is reflected in the reduced variance of the QSH
input power. Other sources of variation were controlled for in the selection of discharges.
Discharges with density or current excursions were excluded from the data set. At any
particular Ip the MH plasma requires approximately 60% more input power than a QSH
plasma.
Total plasma-neutral losses between QSH and standard plasmas are of similar magnitude, with a factor of 3 difference between extreme cases. The energy losses discussed
in this Chapter are summarized in Figure 4.23. Plasma-neutral losses are placed into two
bins, PCX and PEI , in the figure. The electron impact (EI) losses are the sum of all electron
collisions with neutral molecules and atoms, while charge exchange (CX) losses represent
the sum of power lost from ion-neutral collisions. In both MH and QSH plasmas as Ip is
increases there is a shift of the pathway for energy losses from electron impact collisions
to charge exchange. Charge exchange losses are found to increase strongly with plasma
current. Increasing the plasma current raises plasma Te and Ti , which, in turn, allows
for more energy to be lost per collision. The mean energy lost per charge exchange event
is shown below in Table 4.1. A configuration number is used to label the different types
of discharges in MST. Configurations 1-4 are MH, and 5 and 6 are QSH plasmas. The
charge exchange losses per collision are larger in the higher current plasma, where the 500
kA plasma has 3x the average energy lost per charge exchange event as the 200 kA case.
Electron-neutral losses decrease as Ip increases in standard plasmas. There are two effects
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going on here, the neutral source is decreasing as Ip rises, and the plasma temperature is
increasing. As Ip increases, the neutral source decreases, directly lowering the number of
neutrals interacting with the plasma. The hotter plasma at higher Ip also have lower interaction rates which further drive down power losses. The increasing plasma temperature
shifts the reaction rates to favor charge exchange.
Configuration #
1
2
3
4
5
6

Mean energy lost
per charge exchange (eV)
200 kA MH
26
300 kA MH
38
400 kA MH
53
500 kA MH
74
400 kA QSH
76
500 kA QSH
82

EIRENE statistical)
error (eV)
5
6
6
7
11
12

Table 4.1: EIRENE results for charge energy exchanged for charge exchange events.
Fractional power loss is chosen to compare the plasma-neutral losses between QSH and
MH plasma. Neutral energy losses are normalized by the average input power used to
sustain the RFP discharge. Neutrals provide a significant exhaust path in QSH plasmas,
both from higher absolute values of energy lost to neutral interaction and from the lower
input power of the QSH state. Power losses caused by plasma-neutral interactions in MST
account for 19 − 29% of the energy losses in QSH plasmas and 8% of energy losses in MH
plasma, this is shown in Figure 4.24. In QSH plasma radiation losses to the wall surface
amount to 13-21% of total power losses, peaking at 780 kW in 500 kA QSH plasmas. In MH
plasma the radiation losses range from 3-9% peaking at 550 kW in 500 kA MH plasmas. In
MH plasma, the neutral plasma losses are lower than the QSH plasma at all current levels.
Both plasma configurations have comparable charge exchange losses at 400 kA and 500
kA. These plasmas have different edge and central Ti and ni . In the QSH case as a result of
higher edge density, charge exchange occurs in the edge region. In MH plasma, a lower
edge density allows neutrals to transport deeper into the plasma where charge exchange
occurs. The mean radius value in 400-500 kA MH plasma for charge exchange to occur is
r/a=0.64, while in QSH the mean radius is r/a=0.74. This allows neutrals in MH plasma to
access hotter plasma and remove more energy per collision.
The outboard locked source produces a halo or crescent region around the edge of the
plasma in both MH and QSH where the bulk of charge exchange losses occur. Ion power
losses rise with plasma current, a direct result of higher ion temperatures. Ion heating
and temperature have been generally found to be larger at higher plasma currents. It is
observed that regardless of the plasma current, while in an MH state, the plasma-neutral
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Figure 4.23: A summary of plasma-neutral losses by machine operation, in total power
losses during the steady-state part of an MST discharge is shown. CX losses increase with
the plasma current, while the QSH state has much more significant ionization losses due
to increased recycling from a neutral cloud produced between a pressure bulge in the edge
and the limiter.
losses are steady at 8% of the input power. There is no obvious physical reason for this
behavior. In QSH plasma, the plasma-neutral interactions make up a more substantial loss
of total plasma energy, with the maximum value occurring at 29% for 400 kA QSH plasma.
There is an additional current dependence for QSH plasma where the 500-kA plasma
loses less relative energy to plasma-neutral interaction. In 500 kA QSH compared to 400
kA QSH the total input power is increased by 25%. The electron-neutral losses decrease
by 10% while charge exchange losses increase 27%. As only two QSH plasma currents
were modeled, it is difficult to predict how the data will trend with further increase in Ip .
Only two plasma currents were modeled as the QSH operation range in MST is 400-500
kA. The extremes of this range were modeled. It would have been possible to collect and
reconstruct data within this range. Attempting to form QSH plasmas at lower Ip would
lead to less consistent QSH plasma, if any, as the likelihood of QSH scales with Ip . MST is
nominally operated at or below 500 kA for operational and safety concerns.
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Figure 4.24: A summary of plasma-neutral losses by machine configuration. Neutral losses
are relatively small during standard MH plasmas, however, due to more intense recycling
and improved confinement in QSH plasma, the neutral loss terms rise to about 1/5 of total
Ohmic power.

In summary, the question of the contribution neutral particles make on the power
balance is answered. For a MH plasma the contribution is small and could be considered
negligible in the overall power balance. However in a QSH plasma it is shown that the
plasma-neutral interactions represent a significant exhaust pathway for plasma energy.
One reason for the larger power losses in QSH plasma is a strong PWI that occurs from
an edge pressure bulge contacting the limiter. This produces a strong localized recycling
source for which the neutrals have direct access to a hot dense edge.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work

5.1

Summary and conclusion

The Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) reversed field pinch (RFP) has been operated for
over 30 years, and in this time the focus has been on the physical processes determining
confinement and transport in the plasma core domain. Previously, the contribution of
the neutral particles to the energy balance was unknown in an RFP. After the systematic
investigation of the plasma edge domain conducted for this thesis, the RFP energy balance
is now more completely understood. Newly developed camera diagnostics, aided by first
time probe measurements, informed 3D modeling of the MST plasma-neutral interactions.
Neutral source distributions are quantified and the energy losses from plasma-neutral
interaction are modeled based on direct input from relevant experimental measurements.
When the plasma transitions to the quasi-single helicity (QSH) state the edge was found to
become helical, with localized plasma-wall interaction (PWI) in contrast to the uniform
PWI of MH plasmas.
The QSH edge plasma was directly characterized with Langmuir probes for the first
time. An edge pressure bulge was found to be phase aligned with the core magnetic mode.
These pressure bulges created localized PWI hot spots. Orientation of these 3D structures
is possible with the MST active feedback system, enabling probe measurements of the 3D
edge. Neutral particles, produced from PWI, have access to hot, dense plasma directly
when this pressure bulge contacts the limiters. In QSH plasmas, the plasma-neutral losses
become localized. Up to 50% of the total interactions occurred in the pressure bulge, even
though it occupies only 5-8% of the edge. Control of this pressure bulge could enable future
RFPs to be operated such that localized PWI units like divertors with active pumping can
be implemented. This would allow to actively manipulate and control of the neutral source
level in a RFP plasma.
The combination of interferometry measurements and phase control of the QSH mode
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enabled fueling studies to be performed on the 3D edge. Particles are found to ionize most
efficiently when injected directly into the helical edge pressure bulge. The pressure bulge
quickly expelled these extra particles, leading to higher recycling and increased ionization
losses. Neutrals repeatedly ionized and recombined after being expelled from the material
surface. If gas was injected into other regions of the QSH plasma, the particles, while less
likely to ionize, are retained longer in the plasma. Confinement times between gas injected
directly into the pressure bulge (∼6 ms) were half that of gas injected elsewhere in the edge
(∼12 ms). The particle source required to sustain a QSH plasma was greater for a given
density than an MH plasma while higher plasma fluxes impacted the limiters localized by
the edge pressure bulge.
A new camera system diagnostic, with high spatial resolution, was developed to measure the photon flux from over 85% of the MST edge. Camera measurements have enabled
the systematic analysis of the MST edge in both an axisymmetric state and a 3D helical
state. The magnitude of neutral particle fluxes produced in MST were measured in the
range of Γ =0.5x1017 to 3.2x1020 s# depending on Ip and the magnetic setup of the plasma.
The highest recycling fluxes were observed in regions of the limiter adjacent to the QSH
helical pressure bulge. The plasma facing components in MST have been measured to
have a moderate pumping capability. The recycling coefficient was shown to have a phase
dependency in QSH dipping down from a nominal value of 0.9 to 0.75 when the helical
bulge was aligned to the limiter. Camera measurements revealed a highly 3D PWI pattern
in QSH plasmas in contrast to a smooth PWI pattern in MH plasmas. In the future, these
cameras could be used as a survey spectrometer for impurity monitoring on MST and may
help with erosion studies.
Conversion of camera measured photon fluxes into recycling fluxes was accomplished
by analysis of excitation and radiative decay for the Dα emission line. In order to obtain an
accurate conversion between the photon flux and the corresponding neutral flux, modeling
of the system in EIRENE produced an effective S/XB coefficient. Probe measurements of
the edge data alone were insufficient to accurately interpret camera images. A synthetic
image module was implemented into the model of MST for EIRENE. This enabled a closedloop verification of the model by comparing the experimental images and Dα signals
to the synthetic images and Dα signals produced by EIRENE. This method produced
models which agreed with experiment to 10 − 60%. Strong agreement between model and
experiment supported that the power losses predicted by EIRENE accurately represent the
plasma behavior.
The power lost in plasma-neutral interactions depends on both the plasma conditions
and neutral sources. In QSH plasma, fewer neutral particles need to be injected to sustain
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the plasma density. The edge conditions influenced total power losses. For example, if
edge density increased by a factor of 5, local plasma-neutral losses increased by an order
of magnitude. Higher edge densities confined the neutral particles to the edge. Rather
than ionize once and become part of the plasma they underwent multiple ionization and
recycling events contributing to more energy loss. Charge exchange losses also were
influenced by the ion temperature profiles. As these profiles are not directly measured,
assumptions were made. It was assumed that Ti ∝ Te and Te was directly measured for
both QSH and MH plasmas. In QSH plasmas, two other ion profiles were considered: a
flat profile and a unaltered MH profile. These alternative cases provide insight to how the
plasma-neutral losses may change if ions responded as strongly to the QSH transition as
electrons. Regardless of the shape of the ion profile chosen, in QSH plasmas the neutral
source distribution determined the locations of the plasma-neutral interactions, while the
ion profiles only influenced the energy transferred in a charge exchange event. In MH
plasmas, neutral power losses were small at 8% of the energy injected into the system. In
QSH plasmas the neutral contribution was more significant, approaching 30% of the input
power. Modeling results indicate that the increase in the fraction of plasma-neutral losses
is a result of more excitations per neutral in the edge plasma.
The discoveries made in this work suggest that RFPs may be able to utilize self-organized
3D states to control the plasma-neutral interaction. The QSH state allows for RFP plasmas
to be operated at higher levels of electron thermal confinement. This higher level of thermal
confinement is accompanied by additional challenges in exhausting thermal energy and
sustaining plasma density. The edge pressure bulge allows for the possibility to build
plasma wall interaction components that steer the heat flux and control plasma neutral
interaction such that the hot core is shielded from recycling neutrals. Reducing the neutral
source by locking the QSH edge pressure bulge onto a low recycling material such as
tungsten will reduce plasma-neutral losses by eliminating multiple ionization events for
recycled fuel particles. A new method of fueling the plasma would then be required to
sustain the plasma density. It was shown that gas injection fueling of the 3D plasma is
phase dependent, with the fuel uptake higher when away from the edge pressure bulge.
Deuterium pellets could be directly injected to the plasma axis, outside the helical core,
where the neutrals would ionize a single time. Alternatively, the screening effect the
pressure bulge has on recycling neutrals should be further studied. It may be possible to
increase the screening effect to provide a boundary layer between the recycling source and
the hot plasma core.
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5.2

Future work

The most immediate question that arises from this work is the need to identify the mechanism that creates the edge pressure bulge. The EMC3-EIRENE code [72] would enable
the study of the plasma response to a localized neutral source. EMC3-EIRENE was not
used in this work because it is unable to handle the reversed field magnetic geometry of
the RFP. However, the QSH plasma is almost always formed with F=0, non-reversed, in
MST. By modeling the plasma response to the neutrals, further insights may be gained on
feedback mechanisms that exist in the RFP edge. In addition, EMC3-EIRENE can support
the modeling of the QSH plasma to impurity fluxes, such as carbon or aluminum. The
impurity level in MST was found to be small when surveyed, but this may not always be the
case. In the event an RFP is to be designed with a metal, such as tungsten, EMC3-EIRENE
could be used for predictive modeling of the plasma edge. Synthetic image quality also
is likely to be improved by using the fuly synthetic coupled plasma-neutral modeling in
EMC3-EIRENE. Utilizing EMC3-EIRENE to capture the plasma response in the edge may
lead to more realistic synthetic images.
The boundary viewing cameras are too slow to reliably capture some RFP events, such
as sawtooth crashes. Another path for future work could be to develop a scheme for
capturing fast irregular events on MST with the boundary viewing cameras. Even though
the current camera system is limited to a maximum frame rate of 1 frame
, fast phenomena
ms
may still be captured if a proper trigger system is developed. The effects of sawteeth
on the edge have been captured randomly at a frequency of about 3/1000 frames when
observing standard plasmas. These sawteeth events cause a brief spike in the plasma-wall
interaction. This research could inform the dynamics of sawteeth on the edge plasma,
PWI, and particle balance. Pursuing this path of research would lead to understanding the
temporal dynamics in the neutral particle balance in MH plasmas.
Fueling schemes could more extensively modeled. This work studied edge fueling in
helical plasma exclusively. While it will likely be difficult to extend the edge fueling work to
pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD) discharges, the oscillating field current drive (OFCD)
scheme [93], an attempt to drive current in MST for the prospect of long pulse operations,
could be investigated. MST utilizes natural recycling for sustaining the discharge. In a
future long-pulse RFP, the depletion of the wall inventory needs to be understood. The
diagnostics and techniques developed in this work enable detailed study of the temporal
dynamics of the wall as a particle reservoir. It would be interesting to develop fueling
schemes for such long-pulse plasma, either QSH or OFCD, in greater detail. A long-pulse
experiment will need to refuel during the shot. New sources of fuel will need to be injected
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into the plasma. Other than wall and gas injection fueling, a pellet injector exists on MST.
The pellet injector can be used to study the QSH or OFCD response to pellet fueling. The
stability of QSH, with respect to a back transition occurring, could be studied as pellet
fueling increases. Changing the source of neutrals to the core plasma may also radically
change the neutral profiles, as well as plasma-neutral exhaust pathways. These would
need to be reevaluated for pellet fueled plasma.
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